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ABSTRACT 
A CROSS SECTIONAL EXPLORATORY STUDY OF THE NEW YORK STATE GLOBAL 
HISTORYIGEOGRAPHY REGENTS EXAM, 2001-2007 
The purpose of this cross-sectional, exploratory study is to better understand after years 
of testing (2001 -2007) the Global History and Geography Regents Exam how students are 
performing throughout the state and in selected geographical/economic regions of New York 
State. Through the converging of both quantitative data provided by the New York State 
Education Department and qualitative analysis of the scoring conversion chart used to convert 
raw scores to percentage evaluations of the Regents Exam this cross-sectional, exploratory 
study created qualitative guiding questions for future research. 
Historically New York State has been using the Regents Exam as a measure of curricular 
mastery for student achievement since 1865. Using the backdrop of increasing Federal 
involvement in education and the recent reform trends put forth by both the Federal 
Government and the University of the State of New York the researcher develops the context 
for this cross-sectional, exploratory study. 
The passing rate of "All Students" in New York State has declined significantly from 
2001 to 2007; Students With Disabilities, who have lower percentages of students who receive 
passing grades, have a statistical stagnation in terms of passing rate from 2001-2007. Further 
study of schools who are classified as having "middle level of student needs" from four 
distinctly different socio-economiclgeographical areas reveal below average to average 
performance levels of students fiom the "A11 Student" and "Students With Disabilities" 
categories. Most disturbing is the performance of New York City Schools and Urban Schools 
(exclusive of New York City Schools) whose students underperformed the other selected 
grouped schools (suburban and rural) especially within the "Students With Disabilities" 
categories. 
The scoring of the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam has been under attack 
throughout its existence. Many question how the test design can perform two distinctly 
different purposes of measuring standards acquisition and ranking the achievement. In 
analyzing the annually different scoring charts it becomes apparent that there is a built in 
scoring error margin built in to the conversion chart thus making it extremely difficult to 
quantify the difference in percentage scoring within the four major scoring levels used to assess 
standards competency. 
The result of the study is to provide qualitative guiding questions for future research that 
could help quantify and explain some of the variables that account for the declining and 
stagnating performances by New Yo& State students on the Global HistoryIGeography Regents 
Exam. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Research Problem 
We are struck, in reviewing the many reforms attempted in 
education in New York State in the Twentieth Century, with 
the fact that one reform follows so closely upon the other 
that the schools seem to be in a perpetual process of being 
reformed (Gail & Seller, 1985). 
Since 1984, New York State has gone through the following reforms: The New Regents 
Action Plan, The New Compact for Learning, The New York State Learning Standards, No 
Child Left Behind (federal level reform), and the most recent, P-16 Education: A Plan for 
Action. The idea of "reform" is to conjure up images of changing, seeking alternatives, and 
improving existing conditions andlor outcomes. Often, as is the case in New York, little time 
is actually assigned to evaluation of reforms, but, rather, using time to formulate the "next 
reform." To be fair, Chapter 655 of the laws of 1987 (amending Section 215a of State 
Education Law) requires the Board of Regents and the State Education Department to submit 
an annual report to the Governor and the Legislature on the state of education in New York. 
However, after a few years of claiming limited and continuing improvements and pointing out 
challenges, the Commissioner of Education announced that the course of action to work on the 
challenges would be to roll out yet another reform program. This situation leaves the 
discerning reader with questions as to whether the previous reform goals were achieved, why 
they may or may not have been realized, and exactly how the new reform is going to attack the 
perceived deficiencies of the previous reform. 
The only consistent program utilized by the New York State Education Department is 
the use of the Regents Exam. Colleges were calling for higher standards in secondary schools, 
and an 1877 statue authorized the Regents to give "academic" examinations as a standard for 
high school graduation and college admission (Folts, 1996). The use of the Regents Exam 
went smoothly with the practice of state-issued syllabi and curricula that New York developed 
and tested. Over one hundred years later, during the 1990's, Commissioner Richard Mills led 
the reform movement to make the Regents Exam and its culminating diploma, the Regents 
Diploma, the standard for all New York students, in essence eliminating the local diploma 
option except for selected classified students (this can only be done by the Committee on 
Special Education, CSE). New York State, throughout the last twenty-plus years (1984-2007), 
has undergone four major reforms (the New Regents Action Plan, the New Compact for 
Learning, and the New York State Learning Standards), and it is in the process of formulating 
and implementing the newest reform, P-16: A Plan or Action. 
This study measures the success of the current reform movement. The focus of the study 
will center on the results of the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, which all students 
are required to challenge, and pass in order to graduate from high school. The researcher will 
measure whether all students in New York State have improved their performance on the 
exam. The researcher will use the same test to measure the performance of students with 
disabilities over the same 2001 to 2007 period. 
In order to measure deviation of average performance for all students, and students with 
disabilities, in different socioeconomiclgeographic areas in the State, the researcher will choose 
(similar school categories established by New York State) four areas: New York City, urban 
(non-NYC Schools), suburban, and rural schools and measure their All Student and Student 
With Disabilities categories against the entire State average performances. The researcher will 
analyze the impact that the manipulation of the scoring chart for the exam has had on the 
average score on the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam. There has been much criticism 
of the scoring chart used for the exam; therefore, the researcher will analyze how the chart is 
constructed, how it is a departure fiom the previous fifty years of similar exams, and what 
effect the chart has in its attempt to convert raw scores to percentage level evaluations of 
performance. The resultant information presented will enable guiding questions to be formed 
for future qualitative research. 
Statement of the Problem 
By the mid-1990's, Commissioner Richard Mills was calling for a new reform 
movement to require all New York students to take and pass the Regents Exams, eliminate the 
RCT Exam, and to hold schools responsible for their achievements by publishing districts' 
results in the form of a school report card so that the public, in plain view, could see the 
achievement status of their schools. His reform movement resulted in the New York State 
Learning Standards instituted in 1998. Commissioner Mills was ahead of his time in terms of 
implementation of the scope and type of reforms that eventually crystallized on the federal 
level as No Child Left Behind. 
What is known is that these reforms were mandated in New York State as a result of the 
New York Learning Standards. What the researcher is unsure of, in specific terms such as the 
Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam, is whether or not student performance has improved 
in terms of the time period that the exam has been administered. An unsupported common 
assumption is that the more time school districts and teachers have had to prepare specific 
lesson plans and curricula for the same course, the more overall improvement they would 
witness. 
Purpose of the Study 
The Regents Exams in New York State have been a constant source of measurement of 
curricular achievement for over 130 years. The idea of testing for accountability is hardly new 
to New York State. From the beginning, the Regents tried to maintain high standards in 
secondary school and initially ... aid was restricted to those students who had passed local 
entrance examinations (Folts, 1996). The simplicity of its purpose - to create a unified course 
of study and test the level achievement in that common curriculum - is its strength. Whiie 
analyzing the similarities and differences in test scores alone is hardly comprehensive, it will 
allow for critical examination of the goals and beliefs of the current curricular mandates by the 
New York State Education Department and the Commissioner of Education, Richard Mills. 
The purpose of the study is to provide exploratory research to formulate qualitative guiding 
questions for future research relative to the effectiveness of using Regents Exams to measure 
curricular success as it has been defined by the New York State Education Department and 
Commissioner Richard Mills. 
Research Questions 
Question #I -  How has the c the percentage of students scoring 65-100% improved since 2001? 
It has been eight years since the fust administration of the Global History and 
Geography Regents Exam, so it would stand to reason that there should now be a familiarity 
with the curriculum by both teachers and districts as to how to approach the teaching and test 
preparation for this exam. As a result of this familiarity and the eight years of experience with 
the exam, student performance scores should be improving in terms of passing rate (65-100%). 
This question and the subsequent analysis will attempt to quantify these assumptions and form 
a hypothesis as to whether or not there is evidence of significant improvement in passing and in 
passing with distinction rates. 
Question #2- How has the percentage of students' in the State passing with distinction, 85- 
loo%, increased since 200 l? 
Since it has been eight years since the 2001 administration of the Global History and 
Geography Regents Exam, it would stand to reason that there should now be a familiarity with 
the curriculum by both teachers and districts as to how to approach the teaching and test 
preparation for this exam. As a result of this familiarity and the eight years of experience with 
the exam, student performance scores should be improving in terms of passing with distinction 
(85-100%). This question, and the subsequent analysis, will attempt to quantify these 
assumptions and form a hypothesis as to whether or not there is evidence of significant 
improvement in passing, and in passing with distinction, rates. 
Question #&How has the percentage of students in selected school districts in New York City, 
urban school districts outside of New York City, suburban school districts, and rural school 
districts that all share middle range needs (as determined by New York State Education 
Department) performed in terms of passing rate (65-loo%), compared to the same category of 
students for all of New York State on the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam? 
New York State is a diverse, and in some ways complicated, entity. The 
economic/geographic settings of school districts (there are 698 in New York) have a profound 
influence on resources and needs of students. This is the reason that the researcher will look at 
comparable school districts in terms of "middle range of student needs" in order to control for 
the variable of student needs and focus on their economic/geographic setting and its relationship 
to those students' performance on the Global History and Geography Regents Exam. 
Question #4- How has the percentage of students in selected school districts in New York City, 
urban school districts outside of New York City, suburban school districts, and rural school 
districts that all share middle range needs (as determined by New York State Education 
Department) performed in terms of passing with distinction rate (85-loo%), compared to the 
same category of students for all of New York State on the Global HistorylGeography Regents 
Exam? 
Where are New York State students having the greatest percentage of success among the 
selected school districts the researcher has chosen to study - New York City School Districts, 
urban school districts outside of New York City, suburban school districts, or rural school 
districts? Answering this question, in combination with the two previous questions will 
provide a roadmap to further study and policy implications for the state to determine where to 
go for best practices, and allocation of resources. 
Question #SHOW does the grading of the Global History and Geography Regents Exam 
compare to its predecessors' from 1957 to 2007? 
There has been spirited discussion surrounding the weighted scoring used for the Global 
History and Geography Regents Exam and how it has been impacting student performance. 
Most of the questions and allegations surround the ability, theoretically, to not answer any of 
the essay questions, but still be able to get a passing percentage score. Claims are made by the 
State Education Department that using the weighted scoring conversion system is inherently a 
fairer method of evaluation, since it determines the weight of questions and their level of 
difliculty. Some have pointed out that the dual purpose of the State in determining students' 
passing a level of performance, while at the same time ranking student performance, is 
inherently not compatible (thus, leaving the traditionalist wondering why they are using this 
system at all!). The other dynamic is squaring this choice by the State Education Department, 
in light of its official determination to "raise standards and hold accountable" districts' 
students' performance, with forming an exam that allows students to attain an acceptable 
standard of achievement without writing an essay! For contextual purposes, the researcher will 
look over the June Regents offerings of related Regents Exams (World History, 
Comprehensive Social Studies, Asia and Africa Studies, Global Studies, and the Global 
History and Geography Regents Exams), in order to compare the scoring standards and scoring 
priorities of the State Education Department throughout the fifty-year period (1957-2007). 
Limitations of the Study 
Following are the limitations of the study: 
1. The data results of the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam do not include those 
from students in private or charter schools. 
2. The results of all other Regents Exams that are a part of the New York State Education 
Department offerings. 
3. Any results not published in the Chapter 655 Report on the State of Education in New 
York or from the Sate CIR Accountability Report fiom years 2001-2007. 
Delimitations of the Study 
Following are the delimitations of the study: 
1. Research information was reviewed from a state (New York) perspective. 
2. The focus of this study was limited to public schools in New York State. 
3. Interpretation of findings, supported by public data, is the opinion of one principal 
investigator. 
4. Data was taken exclusively from the Chapter 655 Report on the State of Education in 
New York from years 2001-2007, and from the State Report Card CIR Accountability Report. 
5. This research focused upon the Regents Exam results on the Global HistorylGeography 
Test fiom years 2001-2007, to the exclusion of all other Regents Exams and other years. 
Definition of Terms 
The following words and terms in this study shall have the following meanings, unless 
qualified by context and indicated specifically otherwise. For further clarification, the following 
words and terms are in line with the New York State Education Department's interpretations and 
applications by school districts. 
The use of the term NYSED refers officially to the University of the State of New York 
or in its shortened form, the New York State Education Department. This organization is the 
governing body for all schools - elementary, middle, secondary, colleges, and universities, in 
addition to libraries and museums that are under the auspices of New York State. The Board of 
Regents is the policymaking body that has as its day-to-day manager and Chief School Officer 
embodied by the Commissioner of Education (NYSED, 1987). 
The Regents Examination figures are reported as the best result that a student achieved 
(the Regents Exams are given in August, January, and June each year). A student's cohort is 
assigned according to the year they entered ninth grade (Mills, 2006). 
The Global History and Geography Regents Exam is the exit exam for a two-year social 
studies course that uses a chronological approach to teach the history of Pre-Civilization, Ancient 
Civilization, Asia, Africa, Middle East, Latin America, and Europe. Generally, students take this 
two-year course in the ninth and tenth grades, and challenge the Regents Exam in June of their 
tenth grade year (Mills, 2006). 
For the purpose of comparisons of past evaluations on Regents Exams, references are 
made to previous exams of social studies courses that preceded the current Global History and 
Geography Regents Course from 1957-2001. They include: World History (1957-1968), 
Comprehensive Social Studies (1969-1987), Asian and African Studies (1976-1977), and Global 
Studies (1988-2000). Each of these courses and their companion Regents Exams are, in their 
construction, a consistency that is unmistakable and remarkably similar to today's Global 
History and Geography Regents Examination. 
The term "total enrollment" means "the number of students enrolled in pre-kindergarten 
through grade 12, including students with disabilities in ungraded classes". This term and 
category is used to identify to whom the NYSED is referring when it refers to which students 
shall meet the 100% compliancy standard due by the 2012-2013 school year (Mills, 2006). 
In terms of testing standards and the resultant evaluation of those standards, the State uses 
four levels (I, 11,111, IV) to identify levels of proficiency: Levels I and I1 mean achievement 
below set passing rate (Level I = meeting few if any of the standards, Level II= meeting most but 
not all of the standards), Level III= meeting all of the standards, and Level IV= meeting and 
exceeding all standards. For the purpose of blending the traditional percentage scoring of the 
Regents Exam to this scale scoring method now reported to be used, the reported Levels of 
standard achievement are translated to mean: Level I= 0-54%, Level II= 55-64%, Level Ill= 65- 
84%, and Level IV=85-100% (please note that Level IV is also commonly referred to as "passing 
with distinction"). This method of reporting is found in the annual New York State Report Card, 
the Comprehensive Information Report. 
The Districts that are used in the study are categorized by the type of district. In this 
study they are, secondary, where they are located, urban, rural, suburban, their relative needs 
relative to the district resources, and having a middle range of student needs for secondary level 
schools in these districts. The idea of similar group refers to those districts that fall into the State 
formula based on the categorical definition based upon the needhesource capacity index. All of 
the categories of "similar schools" are taken from New York State Education Department's 
Information and Reporting Services Department. 
Significance of the Study 
This study will look into the performance of the Global History and Geography Regents 
Exam that every pupil takes as part of his or her requirement for graduation. The Regents 
Exam is the most visible and recognizable tool used by the New York State Education 
Department measuring curriculum effectiveness. 
The utilitarian purpose of this study is to connect the measuring of performance to the 
improving academic performance of students. Understanding the degree to which the issue 
exists and getting a handle on identifying downward from the largest variables possible to more 
regional designations will allow the researcher to point out valuable areas for further study. 
Specifically, in this study the researcher seeks to fust identify the degree of the performance 
using the categories: passing, and passing with distinction, on the Global HistoryIGeography 
Regents Exam on the State level. Next the researcher will shed light as to the same 
performance trends on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam in four major 
socioeconomic/geographic regions. 
Equipped with this information, Assistant Superintendents of Curriculum, Curriculum 
Supervisors, Department Chairpersons, CSE Chairpersons, and AIS Coordinators throughout 
the State of New York will be able to take a proactive approach to specifically measuring their 
interventions and approaches to teaching and lesson delivery to improve their average student 
performances on the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam. Leaders throughout the State 
of New York will have the pathway from the relative lazy approach of "best practices" (these 
practices are, commonly not analyzed as to why they are successful and to what degree 
variables are impacting the results), and will also have the structure for actual measuring of 
practices and their specific effect on the specific exam (in this case the Global 
HistorjdGeography Regents Exam) that the State of New York demands accountability. From 
this framework, a research-based set of options to pursue for further study of student 
performance improvement that can be systematically and rationally determined. 
Organization of the Study 
This study was prepared in a five-chapter format. Chapter I includes the introduction, 
statement of the problem, research questions, limitations and delimitations of the study, the 
definition of terms, the significance of the study, and the organization of the study. Chapter I1 
is the review of the literature that includes the historical direction of our high schools, the 
factors that contributed to the decision by New York State to use Regents Exams as an 
evaluation tool of curriculum, the circumstances that brought about the development of the 
Global Studies Regents, why the Global Studies course was altered in 1998 to become the 
Global GeographylHistory course, the historical role of the Federal Government in education 
since 1954, the effect that No Child Left Behind has had on education in New York State, and 
the structure and design of the Global HistoqdGeography Regents Exam. Chapter 111 includes 
the study of methodology, specifically the study design. Chapter IV includes the analysis of 
the average scores on the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam and the effect that the 
manipulation of the scoring chart has had on statewide performance on the Global 
GeographylHistory Regents Exam, which will include analysis of regional average 
performance on the Global GeographylHistory. Chapter V includes summary and conclusions, 
and recommendations are presented for future studies regarding the effectiveness of test 
performance as they relate to the curriculum and the reforms that drive the curricular changes. 
CHAPTER I1 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Historical Direction of High Schools 
To be intelligent we must "stop, look, listen" in making the plan of an activity (Dewey, 
1916). The development of high schools in this country did "stop, look, and listen" to many 
groups that exerted influence in our society in the late Nineteenth and early Twentieth 
Centuries. Mainly, these groups included academics, industrialists, progressives, and 
concerned parents. 
Up until the late Nineteenth Century, most schooling was centered upon the local needs 
of areas and the growing needs of colleges and universities. Local needs were primarily taken 
care of by elementary education, and basically sought little more than literacy among the 
population. Colleges and universities traditionally relied upon private schools to train their 
potential students. The main lines of educational development late in the Nineteenth Century 
ran downward from the universities and upward &om the primary grades, meeting at the high 
schools (Wiebe, 1967). 
The changes that were in progression throughout the Nineteenth Century were now 
coming together and sought out public education as a means to further their development. 
These changes were, specifically, the growth of the new "professional" middle class and the 
rapid urbanization, due to the industrial revolution. In order to further their status as 
"professionals," those in the developing academic fields of education, other social sciences, 
physical and life sciences all sought the specificity of study on the college and university 
levels. Developing secondary education as a means to creating a foundation for higher 
education opportunities had to be developed. 
These changes were not lost on the industrialist who had benefited greatly from child 
labor in their factories. At the same time, administrators were seeking programs 
for.. .education that would serve the industrialized city (Wiebe, 1967). While at first against 
the idea of developing the nation's high schools with mandatory attendance, for fear of losing a 
vital group in their labor force, the industrialist soon came to accept the changes. The pressure 
that was being put on the industrialist by progressives (politicians such as Governor Teddy 
Roosevelt, writers such as Upton Sinclair, and journalists such as Jacob Riis) served to speed 
up the acceptance on the part of the industrialist of the premise that a better-educated 
workforce would mean larger profits. Attendance rates, numbers of secondary schools, and 
graduation rates began their steady rise from the end of the Nineteenth Century throughout the 
Twentieth Century. 
These changes coincided with the popular belief that society in the United States was 
ever-growing and improving. Education is, thus, a fostering, a nurturing, and a cultivating 
process (Dewey, 1916). Education would serve, then, as an incubation process in which the 
young would be trained to lead society to a new and higher level. With the onset of the new 
century, Twentieth Century progressives and other reform-minded groups found themselves in 
the strange position of being combined with the industrialist, who also was demanding reform 
in the educational process. 
The coming-together of these groups was borne out of a similar philosophical belief. 
The main purpose, or objective, is to prepare the young for future responsibilities and for 
success in life (Dewey, 1938). Admittedly, these groups differed in their interpretation. For 
the progressives, the accent was upon a better quality of life in which people would be better 
able to have choices in their paths of life. For the industrialist, it meant a better and more 
industrious citizenry, which could produce more wealth, and, as a byproduct, all of society 
would be better off. The result of this new combination brought about a new view of our 
educational system. Now, education implied the guidance of behavior in harmony with social 
processes (Wiebe, 1967). Progressives attempted to seize the opportunity to make changes by 
using industrialists and other wealthy reform-minded individuals as sponsors for these 
changes. 
With the onset of the Depression and the formation of New Deal policies of social 
insurance, many of the issues of those reform-minded groups attempted to be answered by 
separate government programs. Subsequent reforms of the 1960's under President Johnson's 
"War on Poverty" only sewed to cement the view that the schools, while important in 
developing the young socially and academically, were to be assisted by programs outside of the 
educational domain. 
The 1980's witnessed a change and critical review of our educational system, 
particularly in the high schools, and the national report, A Nation A t  Risk (1983), sewed as the 
movements' impetus. Our students were reportedly slipping in their test scores, and this 
became the benchmark to reform our schools. Many among the politically influential believe 
that schools are inept, arguing that the nation will not successfully compete in the 
contemporary world unless its citizenry is better educated. The public was once again 
demanding that schools get back in step with the needs of the changing world around them. 
The pitch for educational reform has remained high, and political reputations are tuned 
to it (Sizer, 1992). President Bush's Goals 2000 often seem to be put aside; however, it is the 
first recent document that called upon the need to set national standards in education. The 
heart of the act passed legislation in 1995 during the Clinton administration. The federal No 
Child Left Behind Act is merely the next step toward realizing many of the ideas embodied in 
the vision of our first President Bush. 
How has the Federal Government been involved in American Education? 
The roots of our education system in the United States have taken on a fabled history. 
Religious groups, seeking land and freedom to establish their particular brand of faith away 
from societal and legal wrangling (in terms of taxation), came to the "new world" to stake out 
their communities. Quakers, Presbyterians, Catholics, Amish, Dutch Reformed, and on and on 
the list grows, came to this country's shores taking land, pushing aborigines off their historical 
claims, and arranging loose confederation agreements with their European dominators. These 
groups often set up schools to educate their young to read and write, in order to enable them to 
be indoctrinated into the lifestyle of their brand of faith. Colleges and universities were 
eventually established to educate the religious leaders, maintain their numbers, and relieve 
potential leaders of the burden of having to travel overseas for "finishing" education - where 
they often would meet up with discrimination and social inequalities that their forefathers and 
mothers sought to avoid. 
Not immune to the feelings of privilege and circumstance, the financially well-off also 
sought educational trappings that their peers in Europe possessed, and therefore also attended 
these new colleges and universities: Unless you were bom into wealthy circumstance, the only 
other way to achieve a college or university degree was to be sponsored by a financially well- 
off family. Education continued to be a major dividing force in the developing socioeconomic 
strata of the pre-independent United States. 
During the Constitutional Convention of 1787, there was discussion surrounding the 
emerging Federal Government and its role in education, but the overall feeling was to leave it 
as a responsibility of the states (see Tenth Amendment). Even so, the new republic had a 
strong advocate for a Federal role in education in Thomas Jefferson. As early as his second 
inaugural address, he proposed (in modem terms) a combination of general revenue-sharing 
and block grants to the states for carrying out specified projects which included education, but 
he would get no cooperation from Congress (Wolfensberger, 2005). Since its inception and 
continuing up to the 19601s, Congress only seemed to gain enough bipartisan support for 
education when it could be packaged as a security (read: defense) measure. It would not be 
until after the Second World War that the Federal Government would invest significant 
amounts of money in the nation's education of its youth. 
The G.I. Bill following World War I1 was the largest commitment that the Federal 
government made directly to education, outside of its military academies. The effect of the 
G.I. Bill was to increase the educational opportunity of many in our society who may not have 
had the chance prior to their military service during the war. However, other educational 
programs remained the exclusive domain of the states. 
Education, up until 1954 (Brown v. the BOE ofTopeka, Kansas), for all intents and 
purposes was entirely the fiscal policy-making responsibility of the states. The Brown 
Supreme Court case brought the federal government into the scope of policy-making for public 
schools in states with its first major unfunded mandate. This landmark civil rights case also 
cemented the view that the Federal Government's role as, not only a referee of dispute between 
states, but also as an arbiter and advocate for citizens of states. Then in 1957, the Soviet Union 
launched Sputnik This single event, thanks in large part to a Life Magazine expod ( "Most 
appalling, the standards of education are shockingly low"), created a shockwave throughout 
Congress and the nation (Devine, 1993). The result would be the National Defense 
Educational Act (1958). This act allowed for student loans, based on financial need A 
commitment of slightly less than one billion dollars over a four-year period of time was signed 
into law. 
The momentum of Federal involvement in education continued into the 1960's. President 
Kennedy described it in his first State of the Union Message: 
Our classrooms contain 2 million more children than they can properly have room for, 
taught by 90,000 teachers not properly qualified to teach. One third of our most promising 
high school graduates are financially unable to continue the development of their talents. 
The war babies of the 1940s are now descending in 1960 upon our colleges ... and our 
colleges are ill prepared. We lack the scientists, the engineers and the teachers our world 
obligations require (Kennedy, 1962) 
Unfortunately for Kennedy's vision, private schools, and in particular Catholic schools, sought to 
gain advantages in this legislation and threatened to block any measures that did not ensure equal 
funding for their schools. Kennedy, being the first Catholic president, had a particularly difficult 
road to maneuver in order to congressionally see through his legislative goals of his renewal of 
the National Defense Educational Act. The Baby Boom of post-World War I1 now was in full 
swing, and private schools, particularly Catholic schools, became vital for educating the mass 
intlux of students in school districts across the nation. In fact, if the private schools were to close 
their doors, there was absolutely no way that the existing schools of that time could efficiently 
and effectively educate students. Knowing this and also opposing blatant use of public monies to 
support private education on constitutional grounds, Kennedy found himself devising programs 
that funded specific curricular objectives (English and Physical Education) rather than more 
general aid to education bills. In the end, Congress, particularly the House of Representatives, 
split, and his programs died on the floor. 
President Johnson, with his legendary legislative prowess and strategy, passed a series of 
education reforms that still reverberate today. His tack was not to take on the traditional defense 
argument. Johnson argued along the lines of economic opportunity, thus avoiding the private 
versus public school debate. In 1965, the federal government passed the first Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act (ESEA). This act was part of President Lyndon Johnson's War on 
Poverty. The legislation has been reauthorized every five or six years for the last forty years and 
serves as the cornerstone to Title 1 funding to school districts all over the nation. The motivation 
behind the approval of federal monies to needy school districts is summarized by a comment 
from Representative John Brademas: "Many of us in Congress and some presidents of both 
parties perceived that there were indeed genuine needs ... to which state and city governments 
were simply not responding" (Ohio Education Association, 2007). 
In 1975, the federal government adopted the Education for All  Handicapped Children 
Act. This was not a mandated act but, rather, an incentive for districts to participate in educating 
handicapped children in return for having forty percent of the district's costs funded by the 
federal government (this has never been realized). This act has gained tremendous weight as the 
court has continually issued decisions that, educationally and fiscally, require schools to provide 
for special education students. This has led to a large increase in special education classes and 
subsequent costs. 
As a result of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the Federal Government has 
stamped itself as a partner in terms of education of the nation's youth. Throughout the 1960's 
and 19707s, the Federal Government continued to pass legislation to provide better opportunities 
for special education (504 Laws) and female student athletes (Title IX), in essence continuing to 
follow the principles set forth by President Johnson's War on Poverty Programs. With the dawn 
of the 1980's and the United States' shifting to a more conservative outlook in the wake of 
economic recession, the Reagan presidency would spearhead the 1984 Nation at Risk report on 
the state of America's schools and cast a new accountability movement that has most recently 
been incarnated in the new reauthori~ation act of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, 
more commonly called No Child Left Behind, passed in 2002. 
Setting the Stage for No ChildLeft Behind 
In 1983, a new type of alarm was sounded about the state of education in the United 
States as a result of the report entitled A Nation at Risk. It could be argued that A Nation at 
Risk was the reaction to the growing optimism that had taken hold of American society and 
education throughout the 1960's. The United States "fixed" the mathlscience problem, as a 
result of the scare of Sputnik, by landing and walking on the moon before the Soviets did. 
Also, the country was attacking issues of civil rights, women were gaining more equal access 
(Title IX), more students were now going to college (the postwar G.I. Bill served to kick-start 
this movement) than ever before, and our economy was steadily growing, despite fighting a 
war in Vietnam. Then the 1970's happened: Our economy slowed, the public and private 
sectors reduced investment in research and development, there were fears that the shrinking 
global economy was preparing itself to pass the nation by, and we needed answers to focus 
attention on so that the nation could "fix" this problem as it had done so in the past. Politically, 
the nation shifted fiom a more liberal direction to a more conservative one. As the more 
conservative elements in the political system gained power, they sought to exercise their 
influence to craf? society and education in the manner they felt was best to follow. Running 
campaigns successfully on the platform that they were the answer to our economic malaise that 
gripped the United States during the 1970's, conservative politicians were emboldened to craft 
legislation and national discussion to fit their viewpoints. 
Public education, long the domain of the more liberal elements of our government and 
society, were not immune to this new order. The A Nation at Risk report, not backed by a 
research study, has been largely discredited for its bold assertions about student performance. 
Still, despite lacking the rigor of research, it still rang true with many, inside and outside of 
education. 
Public education in the United States is primarily founded on the notion of opportunify 
for all children, and reinforced by such Supreme Court Decisions as Brown v. Board of 
Education of Topeka, Kansas in 1954. As a result, more of our children were getting through 
our educational system that in generations past would not have, and more of those same 
students were now taking tests largely resewed for our "educated elite" of the past. The new 
criticism did not appeal to the traditional Achilles heel of defense. Instead, taking a page out of 
Johnson's War on Poverty, conservatives turned their attention to the quality of education for 
all. Attacked in the 1983 report was everything from the length of the school year, student 
performances on tests, and the general lack of preparation of our students for the future and 
near-future - calling the current education system archaic and out of touch with the needs of 
students for the 1980's and 1990's. 
The A Nation At Risk report laid the foundation for a new privatization movement within 
the United States. Prior to this report, the idea of compulsory education choice was that 
parent(s)lguardian(s) could choose to send their children to the public school, to pay tuition for 
private school, or to home school. Private schools thrived (primarily Catholic schools) during 
the "baby boom" (births from 1945-1964) generation; the Catholic school movement became 
huge in both urban and suburban areas of the country. The number of students grew, unabated 
in most cases. In fact, the prestige and influence of the Catholic schools was real, and 
education laws in New York State reflect its influence. Parents (guardians) of students who 
attend Catholic or other private schools are entitled to public school transportation to their 
school if it is within fifteen miles of their residential school district (§3635(l)(b)(ii), NYSSBA, 
2008). Also, public schools are required to provide for the purchase and distribution of 
textbooks for their resident students on request. The motivation was simple: If the private 
schools, specifically the Catholic schools, suddenly closed down, there was no way that the 
existing public schools could physically accommodate the sudden influx of students. It would 
have financially broken the backs of many districts. The sudden demand to build more 
classrooms, hire more teachersladministrators, and do it with less tax money per child, would 
have had many areas reach their critical mass. 
As the decade of the 1970's was coming to a close, our economy was stagnating; 
enrollments were beginning to tail off and hitting a period of decline. Taxpayers in California, 
dissatisfied with rising property taxes (a major source of funding for education), in 1978 passed 
"Proposition 13" that levied a tax cap on property taxes, thus capping funding for public 
education. It is more than interesting to note that, once again facing harsh economic 
difficulties, voters in New York State are now seriously considering their own version of a tax 
cap. Supporters of private education, both Catholic and otherwise, began a movement toward 
seeking legislation to gain tuition tax credits. This was initially a move to help offset the rising 
cost of education in a stagnating economy and the fact that many Catholic schools were now 
experiencing dwindling numbers of religiously affiliated teachers. 
The effect of having fewer teachers who were religiously affiliated meant a two-pronged 
dilemma: First, they had to replace those priests and nuns with lay people who incurred a 
higher cost to the sponsoring parish or diocese, and second, with fewer priests and nuns living 
in spaces that were reserved for larger numbers, the costs of maintaining those facilities 
increased. Downsizing was a reality for Catholic school education before it was an issue for 
General Electric. 
Conservatives in Congress sought and supported the idea of "school choice" in various 
legislative forms as either tuition tax credits or a voucher system. The endless conservatively 
b e d  political ideological battleground of ''tax and spend" (Democrats) versus the 
"privatization market solves all evils" (Republicans) positions supported the conversation that 
had at its core the conclusions of the A Nation At Risk report. Essentially, our schools were 
failing our youth. Conservatives hammered home the argument that, despite record amounts of 
money being poured into our public schools, they were still failing, in some cases miserably, 
the children they were in theory designed to help. Conservative strategists adroitly designed 
the situation so that supporters of public education had to prove a negative, or more simply 
stated conservatives forced supporters of public education to deny the situation. Thus, from a 
metaphysical viewpoint, gave legitimacy to its claim. It was a brilliant strategy that has gained 
a foothold in the education-reforming movements since 1983. 
President Reagan's leadership, in terms of education, began with the commissioned 
report, A Nation At Risk Congress, seeking to respond to the public outcry created by A 
Nation At Risk, allowed Title 1 funds to be used for school wide programs as a way to respond 
to the urgent call for the more sweeping reforms outlined in A Nation At Risk (Ohio Education 
Association, 2007). The report was implemented with Reagan's financial policies that leaned 
heavily upon private sector involvement and block granting to allow states controlling federal 
monies to be conditioned receipts of federal monies and to be held accountable to improve 
outcomes. The 1988 reauthorization of ESEA solidified the success of conservatives in now 
framing education as being directly tied to economic productivity. In its sweeping changes that 
allowed Title 1 funds to be used in less restrictive ways, the congress tied receipt of these 
monies to demonstrating improved outcomes. 
Since the 1988 reauthorization, the federal government's education debate has largely 
taken on the question of what the nation is getting for financial investment and how is it 
measured. President Bush continued with inviting the nation's governors to a 1989 meeting in 
South Carolina that resulted in his educational blueprint, Goals 2000. By 1991, Goals 2000 
not only included a set of standards to be met by the nation's schools, but also included a 
provision for voluntary national testing tied to "world class" standards. Ironically, it was this 
provision of voluntary national testing to world class standards that led to a Republican 
filibuster that killed the legislation. Perhaps recognizing the fitility of arguing a negative, 
President Clinton crafted his education policies around supporting the idea of providing states 
with monies to develop academic standards while at the same time providing monies to 
promote education reform to help schools meet standards. The result was the passing in 1994 
of the reauthorization of ESEA. The reauthorization of ESEA in 1994 signaled a nationwide 
commitment to standards-based reform (Rudalevige, 2003). Both conservatives and liberals 
now accepted the lines of educational debate to be centered upon the idea of establishing 
standards and measuring the progress of achievement. Curiously, since 1983 teachers and 
administrators in the field are relegated to being silent bystanders in the education debate, and 
when they do attempt to engage they are labeled "obstructionist". 
Key areas of disagreement as to the direction of the federal government's role in 
education persisted. Conservatives favored state flexibility with performance goals that 
provided large block grants to allow spending federal dollars with fewer restrictions. 
Democrats feared this approach would bring about the end of specific programs that had 
specific purposes (think: special education and Senator Kennedy). As reauthorization for 
ESEA loomed in 1999 the Democrats split support for two different plans, while the 
conservatives rolled out their "Straight A's Plan". Faced with this split, reauthorization of 
ESEA was put on hold until after the presidential election. 
Both candidates for president in 2000 campaigned on the need for standards-based 
reform. Interestingly, candidate George W. Bush adopted the centrist democratic proposal and 
added a large voucher proposal to it (Ohio Education Association, 2007). The combination of 
accepting the terms of the national discussion being about standards and measurement 
(fearfdesire for large block granting, forfagainst a voucher system), and all sides' proclaiming 
their support for leaving no child behind, led us directly to the 2002 reauthorization of ESEA 
more commonly called No Child Left Behind 
No Child Left Behind 
Soon after the Supreme Court sealed the fate of the 2000 presidential election, George 
W. Bush began gathering a coalition to push his education agenda. This was a tricky balancing 
act, as many republicans are against a federal role in state and local education and reject the 
idea of national standards and federal oversight. In fact, in the year 2000 the Republicans 
wanted, for their national platform, the elimination of the Federal Education Department! 
George W. Bush sought to combine his desire for national reform (echoing his father's 
proposal for accountability based on "world class" standards), based on measurable standards 
with states using federal monies for education (mainly Title 1 funding). 
Candidate Bush mainly used one of the Democrats' educational proposals, as he already 
had a sympathetic faction across the aisle. Once he stated that the idea of vouchers was not a 
make-or-bre'ak issue, he now had a strong basis for drawing other influential players into his 
camp. What made this strange collection of bedfellows able to compromise was President 
Bush's tack of staking out the end position and letting the legislature wrangle about the details 
(Rudalevige, 2003). Senator Kennedy, realizing that he had no chance at this moment to 
galvanize a split Democratic plan, got into the conversation with the goal of minimizing the 
effect of block granting and safeguarding the hard-won gains he had led previously for special 
education. What he saw appealing was strengthening, through standards-based accountability, 
education for special education children, essentially forcing states to keep and strengthen their 
educational commitments to special education by including them specifically in the "adequate 
yearly progress." While Senator Kennedy was unable to secure increased funding - in fact 
there was an overall reduction in federal education aid - he now could ensure that special 
education students' progress was as important and accountable as for the general education 
students. In order to mollify Republicans who desperately sought vouchers, money was found 
for charter school education. In the end, it was simply a case of no one getting everything they 
sought, but everyone getting something, and a position that was hard to go against. They all 
supported an education system whereby every child is to be accounted for and educated by a 
set of standards. 
The 2002 reauthorization act of ESEA (No Child Left Behind) has at its core four major 
premises: (1) Each public school system must have specific expectations for students in the 
areas of mathematics and English language arts and measure every child's ability to reach 
those expectations; (2) each public school system is required to provide remediation for 
students who struggle; (3) each public school system is accountable to the parents and 
taxpayers for student achievement; and (4) federal monies must be tied to accountability, 
meaning that money will be targeted to schools that have our most disadvantaged children in 
order to raise their achievement levels. The results of these efforts must be reported (1 07" 
Congress, 2002). 
Of all of the details that are at the heart of most of the criticism and controversy 
surrounding the act is the provision that states, all children will reach all standards of 
proficiency and the associated "adequate yearly progress" by the imposed 2013 deadline. Of 
particular concern to this study is the provision that each state must set its own standards to be 
measured and achieved by 2013. Inclusive of this standard is the mandate that all students be 
educated by teachers who are deemed "highly qualified", through measurable testing andlor 
certification procedures of each state. Each of these provisions has led people who are in 
opposition to complain that it is an "unfunded mandate", or an intrusion of the constitutional 
guarantee of state control of the educational system. Education in the United States had now 
shifted from "equal opportunity" to "equal outcome" (Folts, 1996). 
Brief History of Education Reform in New York 1975- 2007 
Donohue v. Copiague CSD, 1979 
Throughout the 1960's and 1970's, marked by concerns over student performance, the 
opportunity of the ESEA Title 1 grant of 1965 helped fund Pupil Evaluation Tests that helped 
measure student performance in reading, writing, and math for grades 3,6, and 9. The results 
of these tests helped shape, in part, the minimum competency test used for high school 
graduation for students graduating in 1979-1981 (for full disclosure, the researcher was in the 
first class that had to take the test and found it to be extremely easy -they administrated the test 
to us in the ninth grade - the hope was that would give a student four years to attain the passing 
score for the exam). 
There were also growing litigation pressures that made headlines that added to the public 
awareness of some dissatisfaction of what schools were doing in New York. The first case is 
set in California, Peter W. v Sun Francisco Unifed School District Idthat was decided in 
1976. The plaintiff, Peter W., sued his school district claiming he was awarded a graduation 
certificate without being functionally literate; he sued the district for failing to complete its 
duty to educate, education malpractice (Atkins, 2002). The courts found that, since no specific 
actions were brought to them as negligent, there could be no proving of negligence, and the 
court found for the school district. 
Perhaps inspired by Peter FK, Edward Donohue, a graduate of Copiague CSD on Long 
Island sued his school district for the same reasons as Peter FK Donohue claimed that he was 
given a graduation certificate, but was functionally illiterate and could not fill out job 
applications, and thus could not attain g a i h l  employment. The plaintiff alleged surprise at his 
professed ignorance (Standler, 2000). The courts, as in the Peter W. case, could not find 
grounds for education malpractice, mainly because there were no specific allegations of 
neglect, and also because of the fact that classmates of similar abilities received education in 
the same system and had not suffered. The courts stated that there were many factors involved 
in the relative successes and failures of a student (school, family, medical, emotional, and so 
on). The court also noted that he had two failing grades in English classes, so the alleged 
"surprise" as to his situation was dubious (Standler, 2000). 
Growing up on Long Island and being in high school at the time that this case was 
happening, the researcher remembers the initial outrage that was reported in the newspapers 
and the embarrassment of the school district. Interestingly, when news of the failing English 
class grades, and notifications that were sent out to his family, started making the newsprint, 
people's outrage began to divide between those who claimed education malpractice and those 
who challenged what they saw as a lack of parental involvement for their child prior to this 
suit. 
Both cases were found in favor of the school districts, but it does bring up an interesting 
issue. The courts found for the districts, primarily because they could not define the "tort" 
issues to qualify those lawsuits as educational malpractice because the policy and governance 
of education is in the hands of the executive branch of government (Standler, 2000). To keep 
things in proper context, during the 1970's when these cases were being deliberated, most of 
the thrust for public education was still decidedly directed toward the issue of opportuniv for 
all, and the movement for educational outcome was still in its toddler stage after the push of 
ESEA of 1965. 
Now that the No Child Lefr BehindAct, and by extension the New York State Education 
Department, has mandated that all students achieve proficiency by 2014 (regardless of whether 
they are special education students or not), those former prohibitions to a finding of tort 
liability may change. 
Regents Action Plan, 1984 
While the competency-for-graduation exam was a culmination of many factors, 
Due to Sputnik, the Life Magazine reports, ESEA (War of Poverty), PEP Testing, litigation, and 
a growing shift from the idea of equal opportunity to equal outcome, the competency movement 
did not have as galvanizing effect as the national report, A Nation At Risk, had in 1983. 
This researcher, speaking as a 1983 graduate with a provisional teaching certification, finds it 
terrifying to think that the structure and practice of schools was called archaic and ineffectual. 
This report, however, did give then-Commissioner Ambach a national conversation to launch 
New York's answer to the challenges. 
Commissioner Ambach and the Board of Regents had a sympathetic audience in New 
York. Consider the timing of the 1983 feded  report: (1) The Competency Testing in New 
York, started in 1975 (for 1979 graduates) was built upon PEP test that directly tied to funding 
fiom the 1965 ESEA legislation, (2) the Fleischman Report of 1973 that detailed the economic 
inequity that was a direct result of the way we fund schools in New York, (3) New York City's 
major financial crisis of the 1970's when it basically went bankrupt, (4) the national recession, 
(5) the partial collapse of the American automotive industry, and (6) a national report stating 
that, as a result of our shortcomings on testing, our economic position is at stake globally. In 
fact, the growing idea of being accountable for the financial investment made in education was, 
and continues today, to have broad appeal with the public and politicians, and now tying the 
idea to the economic viability for the nation's future was very powerful. 
The Action Plan adopted and implemented by the Board of Regents in 1984, raising the 
requirements for high school graduation, reaffirmed that districts could offer a "local" diploma 
along with the "Regents" diploma, and changed guidelines for social studies, sequencing of 
math courses, science courses, and language courses. Specifically, in terms of this study, the 
revision of sequencing the social studies curriculum and requiring a new Regents Exam and the 
Global Studies exam has had the greatest impact. Commissioner Ambach, through the Action 
Plan, established "Part 100" commissioner's regulations that detail all academic requirements 
for students in public schools. 
The Action Plan attempted to deftly walk the fine line between state mandating and local 
control. We determined to adhere to the tradition by setting goals and standards at the State 
level but leaving the actual implementation in the hands of local school authorities (Ambach, 
1987). Commissioner Ambach and the Board of Regents set standards to be met for attaining 
the Regents Diploma and established the sequencing of courses. The plan also allowed for the 
creation of subject-specific Regents Competency Tests. 
The Regents Competency Test was the extension of the previous competency test 
discussed earlier. Now the State Education Department was setting specific minimum 
standards of testing achievement before a student could earn a high school local diploma in 
the specific areas of Global Studies, American History, Math, Reading, Writing, and 
Science. Though the state did not dictate other requirements for the local diploma, it did set 
basic minimum standards. This idea of setting standards, sequences, testing requirements, 
examining the quality of instruction, and creating basic-subject specific competencies, while 
at the same time allowing for local control of implementation of the standards, would set the 
stage for the next commissioner to roll out the next reform: "A New Compact for Learning" 
in 1991. 
A New Compact for Learning, 1991 
A New Compact for Learning is based on the simple, yet radical, principle that all 
children can learn (Sobol, 1991). This was Commissioner Thomas Sobol's (who replaced 
Commissioner Ambach in 1987) driving force when delivering his new plan, A New Compact 
for Learning. A New Compact for Learning was an attempt to be the rough equivalent of 
glasnost for the education system in New York. The problem was that schools were still 
organized, and used prevailing notions of authority, curriculum and instruction that were more 
like 1950 than the 1990's (Sobol, 1991). The New Compact for Learning was the Education 
Department's attempt to ''free up" local districts to shape their learning to meet their needs, 
demanding that a widening group of stakeholders become a part of the decision-making 
process. The State, in 1992, drafted progress indicators to gauge success in improving 
education results for all children (NYSED, 2005). This is pivotal, in the sense that it was the 
state's first attempt to create standards or targets that all schools had to meet for all students. A 
direct line can be drawn from this action to the testing regimen and the published district report 
cards that would follow. Specifically, the Compact sought to: (1) define the desired 
educational results in specific terms, (2) devise means of assessment that guide activity and 
promote accountability, (3) bring about participation by teachers and parents in planning and 
decision making for schools, and (4) provide local school districts with greater flexibility to 
modify educational programs in order to improve results. 
For those of us living through its implementation, it meant that local districts formed 
their shared decision-making committees that included teachers, staff, students, administrators, 
community members, and parents; lived by the motto "agree to disagree" (this was considered 
an essential part of the committee training); formulated actions that the district will take to 
implement the specifics of the Action Plan, and defined the local initiatives to assure that all 
children learn. The key, according to Commissioner Sobol, was not the equity of input, but the 
equity of output (Sobol, 1991). The Compact also makes vague references to the need for 
districts to report their progress of reaching the specific goals of achievement. Later on, this 
would go hand-in-hand with the 1994 ESEA reauthorization that calls for school districts to 
formally report their yearly progress (New York would adopt the practice of sending out 
district "report cards" in the late 1990's). The major thrust of the Compact was to define 
process but not focus, which, ultimately, created the fertile conditions for New York's next 
Commissioner, Richard Mils to develop his own path for New York education reform. The 
purpose of the Compact was to give "stakeholders" on the local level the latitude to implement 
the increasing requirements for secondary students as it was outlined in the New Regents 
Action Plan while at the same time extend the raised expectations (read: standards) for all 
students. The introduction of holding school districts accountable for their self-directed goals 
first echoed on the Federal level, and in this case brought forward on the New York State level 
by Commissioner Sobol. 
Commissioner Sobol resigned in 1995, citing his incompatibility with the newly elected 
Governor Pataki's position on education and how the State Education Department operates. 
Governor Pataki was pushing hard to gain control of the state education department, while at 
the same time newly elected New York City Mayor, Rudy Giuliani, was attempting to gain the 
same type of control of the Education Chancellor's Office of the New York City School 
System. 
Commissioner Richard Mills and the New York Learning Standards, 1998 
In 1995 new Commissioner Richard Mills took the reins of New York's Education 
Department. Building upon the traditional use of the Regents Exam as an indicator of 
standards-based (curricular) instruction, and the growing trend to increasing requirements and 
accountability, the new commissioner pushed for, and enacted, a demand to end the Regents 
Competency Exam option for general education students (special education students are still 
afforded this "net" for the foreseeable future), thus effectively ending the local diploma option 
for most students. Effectively, this ended the two-pronged philosophy that was used by New 
York State since the 1960's, increasing graduation requirements while at the same time 
elevating the basic levels of competency required of each graduate of high school. 
Commissioner Mills pushed for the idea that all students were entitled to an education that 
would yield as its exit outcome a Regents Diploma. Simply stated, Commissioner Mills was 
not going to wait around for Shared Decision Making Committees to decide what outcome they 
wished to see, but rather to dictate the specific outcome and challenge districts how to meet the 
requirements of graduating (by 2014) all seniors as Regents Diploma graduates. To be fair, 
Commissioner Mills was continuing a process that had been set in motion by his predecessor, 
Commissioner Sobol. Commissioner Sobol and the Board of Regents were engaged in a 
curricular review of social studies on the high school level; Commissioner Mills sought to set 
specific learning standards throughout the entire high school curriculum. 
In his opening statement to the legislature contained in the Chapter 655 Report (the 
annual report on the state of New York State education), Commissioner Mills outlined the next 
phase of revising standards in New York State education. Commissioner Mills called for the 
continuation of the process begun in 1984 with the New Regents Action Plan in 1991, and with 
the New Compactfor Learning, by raising the competency requirements for graduation and 
proposed a new system of accountability reporting student performance, demographics and 
other conditions of their school (Mills, 1996). These ideas were already being expressed on the 
floor of Congress and were a significant part of the ESEA reauthorization of 1994, though 
Congress did not give any legislative teeth to forcing states to comply with its demand for 
reporting to the community and demonstrating standards based performance by children. The 
social studies curriculum, noted previously, was the first curricular area to be "standardized" 
and become the founding member of the New York State Learning Standards. Commissioner 
Mills finalized the new learning standards in his infamous amending Part 100 Regulation, 
published in 1999. Contained within this tome were the requirements for graduation, a 
detailed accounting of the New Learning Standards, and the new requirement that districts 
provide Academic Intervention Services for all students who are struggling to meet the new 
standards. 
Even though Commissioner Mills is rightly given credit for enacting the standards-based 
movement in New York, it is actually Commissioner Sobol who set the framework in motion. 
A New Compact also quietly put in place a legal rationale for holding New York financially 
accountable for the academic performance of its students (Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 2007). This platform eventually was used by lawyers representing the "Committee 
for Fiscal Equity", who successfully sued New York State based upon the idea that New York 
could not expect the outcomes from students they put in place, because of gross inequities in 
the funding of schools, to provide the education to meet those education standards for all 
students (primarily arguing on behalf those students in the New York City school system). 
On the secondary level, Commissioner Mills led a public campaign that called for the 
increase in the number of Regents Diplomas via decommissioning of the Regents Competency 
Exams. Commissioner Mills became a strong advocate for a unified curriculum and affecting 
the teaching strategies to meet the needs of all students. Mandated Academic Intervention 
, 
Programs were designed to meet students' needs by using assessments to determine specific 
needs in order to target student interventions toward assisting them in achieving acceptable 
levels of performance on exams. Commissioner Mills rationalized that teaching to have 
success on exams that are developed appropriately to measure standards would naturally lead 
to "teaching to the test." This same rationale led to the Commissioner's appointing a 
committee to review alternative testing requests from schools wishing to use something other 
than Regents Exams (Kadamus, 1998). In fact, the Commissioner denied the use of advanced- 
placement exams in place of Regents Exams, stating that the curricula used for those courses 
did not fully match the new learning standards of New York. While this made for splashy 
headlines and ill-informed rhetoric, Commissioner Mills was not really deciding anything 
differently than his predecessors had done in the past. The difference, in terms of 
Commissioner Mills' decision, was that, in the past with less Regents Testing required for 
graduation, many schools' accelerated programs simply ignored the Regents Diploma as 
worthy enough to be concerned with whether a student's transcript was filled with Advance 
Placement courses. By forcing the Regents Curriculum and mandating its use to determine a 
quality insurance of a diploma, many began fearing the pushing out of instructional time for 
such traditionally considered enhancing, high quality course options as being in danger. Later 
in this paper, the researcher will exam a study about the quality of the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam questions (Measuring Achievement in Histoy: Multiple 
Choice, High Stakes & Unsure Outcomes). 
Working in Commissioner Mills' favor was the latest curricular push at the time that 
railed against traditional forms of tracking students, homogeneous versus heterogeneous 
grouping. Commissioner Mills' also effectively used the momentum that was picking up steam 
from both his predecessor, Commissioner Sobol, and the Federal Government, requiring 
standardized instruction and measureable outcomes of those achievements. It is important to 
remember that the ideas that crystallized in the embodiment of No Child Lefr Behind were over 
twenty years in the making, dating back to the 1983 A Nation at Risk report. Commissioner 
Mills' legacy (he announced, on November 1,2008, his impending resignation scheduled for 
June 2009) will be that of overseeing the development and implementation of the Learning 
Standards and the ending of the 100-year trend of teachers in the field developing the test 
questions that make up the Regents Exams. 
P-16 Education: A Plan for Action, 2006 (P-12 Education: A Plan for Action, 2009) 
In November of 2005, the Regents of New York State, the Commissioner (Richard 
Mills), and other high ranking New York State Education leaders, met for an Education 
Summit to review the progress and shortfalls of the New York education system since the 
inception of the 1998 implementation of the Learning Standards. In short, while recognizing 
gains in raising test scores, they acknowledged shortfalls in closing the achievement gap and in 
graduation rates. They summarized: We are far from achieving our vision for education in 
New York (USNY, 2006). The Summit fixed its gaze on graduation rates, early education, 
college and work transitions, and building a teaching talent pool. 
Persistent inconsistencies and redundancies of reporting progress and allowances for 
testing only add to the frustration. Commissioner Mills, who sought the outright elimination of 
the Regents Competency Test, still allows this class of testing for special education students. 
Students who fail to graduate in the traditional four-year time frame (they graduate one to two 
years later), while not counting as "dropouts", do not count in their ninth grade cohort's 
graduation rate. Note that, in order to qualify for special education services, a student must 
test-out to be deficient in skills and knowledge two years behind what is considered average for 
their cohort. Students, who take and pass the Graduation Equivalency Diploma Test, even if in 
time to graduate with their cohort, are considered neither dropouts nor graduates, although, in 
terms of special education services, it is considered a terminal degree. These situations only 
add to the frustration and general distrust of the Federal and State Education Department. 
Further evidence includes the mandate for Academic Intervention Services if students perform 
below standard on State Testing. In the seventh and eighth grade curriculum there has been no 
curricular relief granted in order to effectively fit in and deliver the appropriate Academic 
Intervention Services in the traditional six-and-a-half hour school day. Of course, the solution 
is to expand the school day (noted in the A Nation at Risk report and many others). However, 
given the teacher union realities throughout the state of New York, this amounts to a huge 
unfunded mandate. In the P-I6 Plan, this trend of demanding changes with no structural or 
financial changes (read: unfunded mandate) continues. Recognizing that graduation rates are 
not where the SED would like them to be (New York State Average was 68.6% for the class of 
2007), the SED made a commitment to the Universal Pre-Kindergarten Program, offering 
grants for establishing programs to help close the "readiness" gap for school (reforms that the 
Head Start Program from the President Johnson era attempted to accomplish). Students who 
attend high quality universal preschool increase their chances of succeeding for the remainder 
of their academic career. Studies show that students across the income scale experience 
improved academic and social skills (Oshyn, 2006). 
The strange part of this push for establishing pre-kindergarten programs is that 
kindergarten is still not a mandated grade in public schools (read: an indirect unfhded 
mandate). The obvious thrust here is recognizing, albeit indirectly, that socioeconomic status 
is a powerful predictor of whether or not a student will graduate from high school, the only 
educational countermeasure is strong early childhood imprinting of education and its 
importance. 
As the title suggests (P-16), the University of the State of New York (embodiment of the 
Board of Regents, Commissioner Mills, the bureaucracy of the State Education Department, 
and all the school districts in New York State) is attempting to link all education together from 
prekindergarten rhrough undergraduate college graduation. This is new for the State of New 
York. Never before has the SED attempted to coordinate and collaborate with colleges to 
assist with successfid graduation rates through undergraduate programs. Specifically, the P-16 
Plan seeks to eliminate the inequitable distribution of teaching talent (USNY, 2006). During 
the past ten years, teaching certification programs have undergone numerous updates and 
changes in New York State. Many of these programs have been altered to reflect a greater 
emphasis on content knowledge and exiting testing (board exam) requirements. The 
motivation behind these reforms comes &om the federal mandates and emphasis placed upon 
highly qualified teachers. The biggest blunder by far has been in the certification area of 
special education teachers. Prior to 2001, special education teachers came with certification of 
K-12, meaning that they were certified to teach special education classes from any grade, 
kindergarten through twelfth grade. Today, special education teachers must have forty-five 
different types of certification in order to meet content specialization needs. This has been a 
disaster for school districts seeking appropriately certified special education teachers. Thus, 
the state of New York is seeking to reduce that number to three certification areas. When the 
state confronted higher education about changing the certification requirements, colleges 
balked, stating that it would take at least four to eight years to change their curricula and 
preparation programs. As a result, the P-16 Plan seeks to emphasize transitions between high 
school and college, and high school and the workforce (USNY, 2006). 
The Establishment and Development of the New York State Regents Exams 
The Origin of New York State's Regents Exams 
The educational landscape in New York State in 1827 consisted mainly of "common 
school" districts (first established by the Education Department in 1784) serving the basic 
reading, writing, and arithmetic functions for the local area. The funding for these schools 
was, not surprisingly, called the "common school" fund. If a student wished further education 
they paid to go to private "academies" or "seminaries." After 1827, aid was designated for 
students in all academic courses, not just Latin and Greek, thereby encouraging academies to 
broaden their programs beyond that of the classical grammar school (Folts, 1996). Paralleling 
the growing industrial movement, rapid urbanization soon rendered the common schools 
inadequate. Beginning in the 1840's, laws were enacted to allow city schools to form city 
districts, and larger villages soon were allowed to form their own district schools. 
In 1853, a general law authorized one or more common districts to form a union-free 
school district. This law, and the special laws for city school systems, permitted the new 
districts to establish "academic departments," or high schools, which were to be overseen 
by both the Regents and the Superintendent of Public Instruction (Folts, 1996). 
These new high schools still had to pay rate bills to the state for their operation and, in a 
sense, were public/private institutions. After a decade of growing support for the establishment 
of "free public high schools," New York abolished the "rate bill" in 1864, thereby creating the 
"free public high schools". The academies and seminaries could not compete and either merged 
with districts or closed down. The Board of Regents devised an entrance exam (Preliminary 
Regents Exams) for students wishing to attend high school that was first administered in 1865. 
"At the close of each academic term, a public examination shall be held for all scholars 
presumed to have completed preliminary studies. . . .To each scholar who sustains such 
examination, a certificate shall entitle the person holding it to admission into the academic 
class in any academy subject to the visitation of the Regents, without further examination" 
(NYSED, 1987). 
The original purpose of these tests was to distribute funds to encourage "academic" education. 
These tests are very similar to tests, given to this day, in England and Ireland to determine if 
children will continue with an academic program or vocational certificate program. 
The first Regents examination for high school pupils were authorized at the University 
Convocation in 1876, when a resolution was adopted instructing the Regents to institute a 
series of examinations in academic studies and to issue certificates to students passing the 
same (NYSED, 1987). 
The exams were to perform the function of curricular accountability. Interestingly, the 
accountability lay largely upon the student, and not the teacher andfor the district. The first 
administration of the High School Regents' Exam was in June 1878. From the original five 
exams (Algebra, Latin, American History, Natural Philosophy, Natural Geography), the State 
Education Department expanded the Regents' Exam offerings to forty-two tests in 1879. Tests 
were administered in November, February, and June. From 1879 until 1906, the Regents' 
Syllabi and Exam were the means used by the State Education Department to assess student 
progress. By 1906, a parallel, non-Regents, secondary school program emerged. Starting in 
1906, high schools were authorized to issue a local diploma to students who had not taken and 
passed Regents (Folts, 1996). Interestingly, in the same way that the Federal Government ''trust- 
busted" (led by President Roosevelt, the former Governor of New York) Standard Oil at the 
beginning of the Twentieth Century only to see that action reversed at the end of the Century. 
The New York State Education Department went away from Regents Syllabi for all students at 
the beginning of the Twentieth Century, only to return to the same premise at the end of the 
Century. Throughout the 1920's and into the 1930's, vocational education Regents Exams were 
approved and administered. These included, but were not limited to, agricultural science, 
costume draping, and salesmanship (NYSED, 1987). By 1970, the number and types of Regents 
Exams changed to reflect the changes in high school curriculum. Vocational exams were 
discontinued, and the sheer number of exams were either dropped or consolidated, as the 
curricular emphasis now trended toward comprehensive examinations rather than the singularly 
focused tests of the past. 
The Global Studies Regents Exam 
Pushed by cases of students' claiming to have graduated kom high school without being 
able to read, the Board of Regents adopted, in the mid-1970's, a program of basic competency 
testing. These tests would later morph into becoming the basis for the Regents Competency 
Test that was part of the New Regents Action Plan of 1984. In part, due to the momentum of 
education reform sweeping the United States in the aftermath of A Nation A t  Risk, New York 
State Commissioner Gordon Ambach spearheaded the New Regents Action Plan as a vehicle to 
raise graduation requirements, while at the same time raising the academic rigor of the 
"competency level". The translation meant increasing graduation requirements for the primary 
three levels of high school diplomas: Advanced Regents, Regents, and the Local Diploma 
(NYSED, 1984). The increased standards for high school graduation for all students included 
three credits in math (up from two credits), two credits of science (up from one), two years of a 
foreign language (never required previously for local diploma), four credits of English 
language arts (no change), and four years of social studies (a required senior course of 
Participation in Government and Economics and a new two year course designed for the first 
two years of high school called Global Studies). The plan also called for an extra required 
Regents Exam to be administered in social studies, the Global Studies Test. This test was a 
culminating test, a two-year course usually given in ninth and tenth grades (there is no 
provision as to the order in which the courses are to be delivered, only a suggested order). 
Students who did not pass the Global Studies Regents Exam, could take the Regents 
Competency Exam, but would forfeit the earning of a Regents Diploma (NYSED, 1984). All 
students who graduated from high school in 1991 to the present time had to pass either the 
Global Studies (Global History and Geography) Regents or the Global Studies Competency 
Exam. 
The Change to Global History and Geography from Global Studies, 1998 
Commissioner Thomas Sobol in 1991 built upon the reforms initiated by predecessor, 
Gordon Ambach, introducing A New Compact for Learning. In 1995, new Commissioner 
Richard Mills took the reins of New York's Education Department, already in process. Prior 
to Mills' arrival, there was the reexamining of the social studies curriculum, the work on 
curricular outcomes, and what eventually would be called "the New York Learning Standards". 
Beginning in 1996, the Board of Regents raised standards at all grade levels throughout the 
curriculum and refined the requirements for high school graduation to align with the new 
standards (Mills, 2006). The Global Studies two-year course was thematically and 
conceptually designed, in an attempt to deliver a more integrated social science approach to 
teaching the cultures and history of peoples of Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Europe. 
Interestingly, as past-Commissioner Sobol talked about New York's schools' being closer to 
1950 than today, the social studies curriculum having reverted to its roots (read: like 1950's) of 
approaching the course as a "history" course first and foremost, with additional emphasis given 
to geography. The fact is that, in order to set standards that are measurable and clear, using the 
traditional, chronological history model is easier to quantify. These quantifying standards 
became the New York Learning Standards that were released to the public in 1998 (NYSED, 
2005). The new Global History and Geography Exam were changed from its forerunner, the 
Global Studies Exam. The Global History and Geography exam uses scaffolding questions 
(also called Document-Based Questions [DBQ]) and a related document-based essay question 
to challenge students' interpretive skills, along with a more "traditional" thematic essay 
question (found on the Global Studies Exam). The multiple-choice section of the exam is 
virtually the same as it was on the Global Studies Exam. An interesting side note to this new 
exam is that it is possible to achieve a passing grade on the exam without ever writing either of 
the two essay questions, although the student would have to do extremely well on the multiple 
choice and short answer questions (Goodnough, 2000). 
Research 
Several important national initiatives during the 1950's and 1960 have influenced the 
organization and contour of the New York State Department of Education (Walker, 2005). As 
related earlier, the Korean War, the launching of Sputnik and the Life Magazine expose of 
American Education created a public furor that spurred action from the growing bureaucratic 
State Education Department. The vulnerability and susceptibility of New York's Department 
of Education to trends in national policies, and the effect of this on its administrative and 
organizational functioning was an important issue.. .and still remains one of some saliency 
(Walker, 2005). The way that the Korean War ended (cease fire agreement) was new to the 
people of New York and the United States. In our immediate past, there had always been a 
clear victor and defeated side. As a state and nation, we collectively did not know how to view 
this result. Critics to its outcome pointed fingers at the education system as somehow lacking 
in its mission to teach citizenship and understanding of world cultures and history. The 
launching of Sputnik and the Life Magazine expose only served to cement these views. 
The World History Regents Exams of the 1950's and 1960's reveal a strong emphasis 
upon a Western prism of world history (see appendices). This follows the reaction from the 
State Education Department to strengthen its resolve to teach citizenship and "our" view of 
world events. As time progressed through the 1970's, a new sense of "cultural awareness" was 
awakening, and the resultant curricular shift away from the "traditional" world history view 
was eliminated as a test in 1969 and the more comprehensive three-year Social Studies Regents 
Exam replaced the World History and American History Exams (interesting to note there was 
also a two-year experiment test for Asian-African Culture Studies in 1976 and 1977 that 
represented the course often taught in the ninth grade). Today, the New York State Education 
Department requires the Global History and Geography Regents Exam and the United States 
History Regents Exams to be taken and passed by all students as part of the high school 
graduation requirement (Mills, 1999). Our work here concentrates on the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam. 
Much of the criticism levied today at the Global History and Geography Regents 
Exam stems from two related strata. The first is how the exam is scored. The test is 
considered easy to pass but difficult to excel in. Second, the Global History and Geography 
Regents Exam is not worthy of being labeled a "history" exam, due to its lack of academic 
rigor. The first criticism is interesting because, if valid, one could make the argument that, 
instead of continuing the practice of allowing a Regents Competency Test for "non-Regents" 
students and a Regents Exam for "Regents" students, the State Education Department merely 
merged the two together into one exam in an effort to afford all students a "Regents" 
diploma. The second criticism is designed to take issue with Commissioner Mills and the 
Board of Regents' contention that there will be no substitution for the Regents' Examination, 
based upon the "gold standard" of the Regents' Curriculum. 
David Abrams, the Assistant Commissioner for Standards, Assessment, and Reporting 
for the New York State Education Department, wrote in an editorial response in Newsduy in 
August of 2008 responding to an earlier article by John Hilderbrand, "Regents: How Hard 
Should They Be", ... all large-scale assessments use scale scoring [my emphasis] to ensure that 
the tests are set at the same level of difficulty from year to year (Abrams in Newsduy, 2008). 
The idea of scale scoring is based on a simple idea: Rank the difficulty of the questions and 
weigh the points assigned so that every exam is not at an arbitrary level of difficulty, thus 
making year-to-year comparisons easier to employ. The belief of the State Education 
Department is that, prior to the Global History and Geography Regents Exam, there was no 
scaled scoring, and that exams were not comparable from year to year. In fact, in February 
2005 the State Education Department issued a public memo that detailed its version of scaled 
scoring of Regents Exams and explained why it is an improvement over the "old" Regents 
Exam Scoring System. 
Why Does New York State Use Scaled Scores Instead of Percentage Correct Scoring? 
1- In the past, before the New York State Learning Standards were adopted, there was no 
direct relationship between a student's Regents Examination score and achievement of 
the State ~eaming  Standards in that subject area. 
2- In New York State, State examinations are now used to determine if students have 
achieved New York State Learning Standards. 
3- Other kinds of scores, such as percentage correct, do not have this built-in reference to 
achievement and, therefore, are less valid measures of achieving the State Learning 
Standards. New York State Regents Examinations traditionally used 65 percent of all 
questions correct as a passing score. This passing standard reflected what was 
considered to be general competence in the subject matter being tested, not what was 
needed to achieve any explicit standards. 
4- By using a scaling method, rather than a straight percentage correct, the difficulty of 
each test's questions is taken into consideration-no test is harder or easier to pass from 
year to year. 
5- In this way, students can be assured that, with the same level of skills and knowledge, 
their score does not depend on whether this is an easier form of the test or a more 
dificult form of the test. The same scale score always represents the same level of 
achievement of the State Learning Standards. 
6- The overall goal of our scale scoring procedures since this change in the late 1990s has 
been to ensure that the achievement of a Regents diploma represents the same relative 
achievement of all of the State Learning standards in the subject examinations required 
for graduation (NYSED, 2005). 
There are many issues with the above memo. Refemng to number one, of course prior 
to the adoption of the New York Learning Standards there was no relationship between a 
student's Regents' Examination score and achievement of the State Learning Standards. 
But, if the intent was to criticize the previous versions of Regents' Exams, this too makes 
little sense. Prior to the Learning Standards the Regents Exams were based on the State 
Syllabus and Curriculum Guides, and these tests were criterion-referenced tests, meaning 
that they were based upon a common set of knowledge skills (that came from the State 
Syllabus and Curriculum Guide) to ensure a level of mastery. As for number two, begs the 
question that if the Regents Exams now determine if students achieve learning standards, 
what were the Regents Exams determining before mastery of the state syllabus and guides? 
Number three assumes that mastery learning is inferior to standards acquisition. Number 
four assumes there is a difference between competency and skill acquisition, this is vague, 
and possibly very disturbing, when you break down how the Global History and Geography 
Regents Exam is weighted and compared to its early predecessors. Number five cannot be 
true because they are basing the original weighting of the questions on an arbitrarily 
produced evaluation that is not much different than was done in previous exams. Also, 
because questions are rarely repeated, there are different sets of questions each year that will 
match up differently to what is exactly taught in each classroom from year to year, thus 
making each test relatively harder or easier depending on the group of questions used for a 
particular exam. Number six is the most disturbing; due to the fact the State Education 
Department is making a claim without producing any research or analysis of older Regents 
Exams to make legitimate their claim. The seventh bullet again calls to question what the 
older Regents' Examinations were attempting to do with regard to passing and earning a 
Regents Diploma. 
In tracing back the construction of World History Regents Examinations (1957-1968), 
the Comprehensive Social Studies Regents Examinations (1969-1987), the Asian and 
African Studies Regents (1976-1977), and the Global Studies Regents Examinations (1988- 
2000), there is a consistency that is unmistakably, and remarkably, similar to today's Global 
History and Geography Regents Examination. From 1957 to today, the Regents Exams all 
included multiple-choice questions and essay questions. The major variations occur in the 
point values relative to multiple choice questions and essay questions. From 1957 to 1960, 
the multiple-choice section was worth 40 points (also percent), and from 1961 to 1968 the 
multiple choice section was worth 60 points (also percent). Only on the 1968 
Comprehensive Social Studies Regents Exam was the multiple-choice section reduced to 41 
points (41 percent), from 1969 to 2000 (inclusive of not only the Comprehensive Regents, 
but also the Asian and African and Global Studies Regents Examinations), and the multiple- 
choice section was worth 55 points (also percent). What is not highlighted, nor 
acknowledged by the State Education Department, is its practice of scale-scoring the 
multiple-choice section of the Social Studies Regents Exams since August of 1966. The 
scaling of the multiple-choice section was skewed to give more percentage points for each 
of the first third of multiple-choice questions answered correctly. This varied fiom test to 
test; for any given year there could be between 49 to 53 questions on the multiple-choice 
sections - to achieve a maximum of 55 creditslpercentage. 
The process of developing a Regents Exam has been virtually the same since 1906. 
Teachers from the field assemble a pool of questions that are based on the New York 
Learning Standards (in the past it would be based on State Syllabus and Curriculum 
Guides). It was in 1927 that multiple-choice questions first appeared on Regents Exams 
(objective parts prior to 1927 consisted of true or false and fill-in questions). Soon, the 
practice of using multiple-choice questions spread to every Regents Exam (KDO, NYSED, 
1987). As the practice grew, so did the need to field-test the questions, allowing for a 
growing foundation of teachers' and students' involvement in the development of the very 
tool used to evaluate their mastery of the Regents Course. It was in this very manner that 
teachers in the field gauged as to which materials and topics were points of emphasis for the 
State Syllabus and Curriculum. Apparently, it was with the very nature of this reality that 
the then new Commissioner Mills took issue. " 'You don't get it,' the teacher said, with 
what Mr. Mills remembers as a sneer, 'if the standards are not on the test, they're not real' " 
(Hartocollis, 1999). Indeed, Commissioner Mills has been a virtual crusader of standards- 
based testing to drive changes in classroom practices. 
The intent of returning to a more traditional chronological treatment of social studies 
was done, in part, to quell criticism that a thematic approach would not have introduced 
students to historical events in logical sequence (Maeroff, 1984). From the late 1960's 
through the 19803, it was the thematic approach that dominated the teaching of social 
studies in New York State. The thematic approach, with its emphasis on connections via 
ideas rather than having a chronological sequencing as the dominating context for the 
content taught, inspired a great deal of criticism of the lack of academic rigor in the social 
studies curriculum (Maeroff, 1984). The current Global History and Geography Regents 
Exam reflects the chronological approach. As such, the New Learning Standards were 
hailed in some comers as being a grade "A" effort, as found in Education Week's report, 
"Quality Counts " (2000). In that report, New York scored points for having new content 
standards in all school subjects; having tests with multiple-choice questions, short answers 
and extended response questions as multiple ways of assessment; and requiring 
accountability that was both internal and public (Grant, 2001). However, this sentiment has 
not been shared by everyone, as both Gabriel Reich and S.G. Grant completed separate 
studies that examined how the Global History and Geography Regents Exam was aligned 
with its stated curriculum and the appropriateness of the types of questions used on the test. 
S.G. Grant's study, When an " A  " Is Not Enough: Analyzing the New York State Global 
History and Geography Exam ", is in part a reaction to the "surface analysis" afforded to the 
New Learning Standards as they apply to the Global History and Geography Regents Exam. 
What Grant purportedly offers is a more complete analysis of the Global History and 
Geography Standards using a set of social studies-specific criteria that inquire deeply into 
the implications for real instructional change (Grant, 2001). Based on his colleague's driven 
set of social studies-specific criteria (which is a set of social science skills acquirement and 
manipulation), Grant found that the Global History and Geography Regents Standards get 
high marks for its attempt at revisions and scope of the changes they attempted to employ, 
but low grades for the instrument (the exam itself) used and its construction that rely heavily 
upon vague and non-specific multiple-choice questions, and much less reliance on extended 
or essay-type responses (largely considered higher-level thinking assessments). Grant is 
frustrated (my conclusion) as to the exam's evidence of attempting to address its own 
standards but falling short as to the quality of the evidence (Grant, 2001). 
Of greater interest to this researcher as it relates to this paper's study is his observations 
of the construction of the Global History and Geography Regents Exam. First, he quite 
rightly claims that, really, not too much has changed in the curriculum of the Global History 
and Geography Exam from its immediate predecessor, the Global Studies Course. Outside 
of treating the material of the curriculum in a chronological manner as opposed to the 
thematic approach, the knowledge and basic assumptions that are made about the material in 
the curriculum are virtually the same. In fact, on the Global History and Geography Regents 
Exam, the multiple-choice questions used vary little from the Global Studies Regents 
Exams. Grant took issue with the watering down of the thematic essay component that asks 
students to complete several tasks, but due to the numerous examples provided found it 
difficult to imagine many students struggling to fi~lfill the task requirements. Grant also 
characterized the addition of the DBQ portion of the exam as an attempt that is mitigated by 
the scoring guide (the central figure in this study's analysis). Grant pointed out that a 
student can pass without getting a single point on either the thematic essay or the DBQ 
(Grant, 2001). This happens as a result of the Regents Exam's attempting to perform two 
incompatible tasks, the first being to test the competency of knowledge of the standards and 
to rank students (Karlin, 2003). Though not publically admitting that this is indeed the dual 
purpose of the Global History and Geography Regents, State Education Department 
Spokesperson, Alan Ray, stated that there is a "world of difference" between the cut-points 
of 65% and 85% (the former representing passing and the latter passing with distinction) 
(Karlin, 2003). 
In 2007, Gabriel Reich examined the use of multiple-choice questions that are part of the 
Global History and Geography Regents Exam to measure achievement in history on a high- 
stakes test. The theoretical framework that Reich employed in his study was purely 
fashioned around a traditional historian's model. This is accomplished, he said, through the 
title of the Regents course, Global History and Geography. What is not balanced against 
this study is the fact Reich thought the title does, in fact, state that it is a "history" course. 
This is due more to the chronological nature of the curricular treatment of the body of 
content, because it is still a course embedded within the "social studies" curriculum that 
inherently synthesizes a multitude of social science disciplines, with the history discipline at 
its core. 
Though Reich conceded that the use of multiple-choice questions has value for 
comparison studies, and perhaps even measures the effectiveness of the teaching, it is 
problematic in its use as a high-stakes test as it is used in the Global History and Geography 
Regents Exam. This can lead to a situation where students are penalized for approaching the 
test in ways that are historically legitimate but lead to inferences not shared by the writers 
(Reich, 2007). For Reich and others, the central question is, What exactly are the multiple- 
choice questions attempting to answer, in short, its purpose? In Reich's work the compelling 
case was made that the purpose is not to measure knowledge of history in a way that rewards a 
historical approach, but rather a trivial and arbitrary interpretation of events as manipulated by 
the author of the questions. It is clear that progressive social studies may not be able to coexist 
comfortably with standardization, high-stakes testing, and accountability (Pearson, 2007). 
The Global History and Geography Standards Exam calls for a two-year study of events, 
starting with the Paleolithic Age to the Twenty-first Century as they affect the countries of 
Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America. So, essentially, teachers of this two-year course are 
challenged to teach understanding, skill acquisition, manipulation, and interpretation of 
approximately the entire known history of the human race. What these result in are standards 
that are poorly written, dense bureaucratic documents that overworked teachers are loath to 
read (Reich, 2007). Though it is only incidental, this sentiment expressed by Reich compares 
favorably to the memory that Commissioner Mills' encounter with a teacher at the beginning of 
his career at the New York State Education Department: "If the standards are not on the test, 
they're not real" (Hartocollis, 1999). Commissioner Mills' attempt to influence classroom 
practice via using "standards" versus a curriculum and to measure those standards by a test is a 
charade at best, and outright farce if one is to believe the State Education Department's rhetoric 
as to how these exams (post 1998) that use scale scoring are a vast improvement over their 
ancestor criterion-referenced exams used before 1998. 
Reich also reached very similar conclusions about the construction of the Global History 
and Geography Regents Exam that Grant did in his work - that the Global History and 
Geography Regents Exam weights the 50question multiple-choice section more heavily than 
the two essays combined (Reich, 2007). While Grant saw the problem's existing as a result of 
"dumbing-down" of the essay format, along with a scoring de-emphasis, Reich viewed the 
issue as simply antithetical in its approach to measuring achievement in history. What is 
significant is that whether looking to Grant, Reich, or Pearson (and a whole host of other 
articles written in reaction to the exams) is calling into question how the test is constructed and 
the widespread belief that the State Education Department is manipulating the results of the 
exam, despite their constant and vehement denials. 
Conclusions 
Public outcry for education is not new in the United States. In fact, as long as there 
continues to be solid agreement (at least supported by the public) that there is an economic 
imperative, and perhaps an amplifier of a threat of our nation's defense, the reform movement 
will continue unabated. In the Nineteenth Century, both the Progressive Reformers and the 
Industrialists reached the same conclusion - that a better-educated populace would produce 
better and more profitable workers. At the same time, the byproducts of the Industrial 
Revolution were a growing middle class and new professions that sought the legitimacy of 
college programs in order for their new professions to expand and gain prominence. Therefore, 
a compulsory secondary education was viewed as the new necessary reform. 
The United States has also undergone a significant philosophy shift from providing 
education as an equal opportunity vehicle for socioeconomic mobility, to an opportunity 
investment that is not measured as an input equation, but rather as an equal opportunity of 
output. How does the nation measure educational investment? This is the new dilemma as 
framed by the power brokers of our nation's educational systems. 
Prior to the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas decision, the Federal 
Government primarily stayed out of the classrooms of this nation, strictly adhering to the Tenth 
Amendment of the Constitution that leaves all nonspecified powers to the states, including the 
education of its youth. This process of Federal inclusion of the education process accelerated 
in the 1960's with the 1965 passing of the landmark ESEA legislation and its reauthorizations, 
up to and including its most recent incarnation that is No Child Lefl Behind. The public has 
been included in this process, not only in terms of their legislators approving these bills, but 
also, from the public outcry resulting from reports of Sputnik, the Life Magazine expose, and 
federal reports such as A Nation A t  Risk 
The State of New York has been in a curious position in terms of the most recent 
curricular accountability movement inspired by No Child Lefi Behind. In this state, there is an 
embedded practice that dates back to 1864 when its youth were tested for the purpose of 
curricular accountability - the Regents Exam. If poor work has been done by the teacher or 
the pupil in the classroom, the examination is apt to reveal this.. .upon the basis of the 
minimum of what a child has a right to know about a subject after studying it for a certain 
period, and not upon what he may happen to have been taught (Franklin, 1898). While this 
might appear to be a sound bite from Commissioner Mills, it is actually from the writings of 
the Ithaca City High School Principal from 1898 as a response to an early article critical of the 
"Regents Lock-Step" approach to education. Most of the angst of teachers and administrators 
surrounding the reforms of the 1990's that Commissioner Mills both inherited and spearheaded 
surrounded the issue of one Regents Test, and curriculum, fits all. Though reinforced by the 
primary principle of the goal that all children can learn, and deserve to learn (both found in the 
Federal guidelines of NCLB and former Commissioner Sobol's A New Compact for Learning), 
Commissioner Mills sought a unified curriculum that did not "track" or "dumb down" the 
content or standards that were required for students. 
Prior to Commissioner Mills' tenure, the New York State Regents and Education 
Department sought to improve the standards of education by employing a two-pronged attack 
of reform. The first was to account for and raise the minimum competency standards, resulting 
in the Basic Competency Test for High School Graduation, and later the more comprehensive 
Regents Competency Testing Program. The second was to raise the standards for high school 
graduation. Through the reforms of the New Regents Action Plan, followed by the New 
Compact for Learning, this two-pronged attack remained in place, was reviewed and was 
updated. After 1995, when Commissioner Mills took over the reins of the State Education 
Department, he sought the elimination of the Regents Competency Testing Program, in an 
attempt to raise the standards for all students and to coordinate that effort with the recently 
added testing program instituted in the primary grades (grade four and eight testing, later 
expanded to include all grades kom grade 3 through high school to comply with NCLB). 
As a result of the Federal Government's actions of requiring seventeen tests to measure 
standards of accountability and the leadership of Commissioner Mills to view the Regents 
Curriculum as the "gold standard" for all students in New York, there is a testing regimen that 
on the secondary level has a schizophrenic existence (in terms of testing). The tests are 
employed to measure two incompatible purposes, first to prove basic competency of standards 
acquisition and then to rank that competency. Accepting the deadline that has been legislated 
by NCLB, and reaffirmed by the State Education Department, that all students by 2013 will 
meet the competency level in assessments, and because of the recent accusations that the 
Regents Tests are designed to make it easy to pass and extremely difficult to excel, it is no 
wonder that accusations of manipulating the test results abound. 
The researcher will take the archived data contained in the Chapter 655 Reports and the 
State Annual CIR Report Card to analyze the impact that the manipulation of the scoring guide 
has upon the relative percentages of students who pass the Global History and Geography 
Exam and upon those who achieve passing with distinction (85% or better on the exam). This 
will enable a discussion to ensue as to whether there is just a manipulation of the scoring of 
testing or if it is truly getting better results. 
CHAPTER 111 
METHODOLOGY 
Study Design 
This cross-sectional, exploratory study specifically uses the years of 2001 to 2007 to 
frame its research analysis but also uses, for contextual purposes and comparison, the fifty-year 
period of 1957 to 2007 of New York State's Regents Testing of World History, Comprehensive 
Social Studies, Asian African Studies, Global Studies, and Global History and Geography. 
Much has been written about the effects of the No Child Left Behind legislation and how the 
idea of teaching to the test is a homble burden placed on our educational system. Teachers and 
administrators in New York State are in a peculiar situation, in that as a state they have been in 
the business of doing the very same thing for well over one hundred years and have boasted that 
our educational system is among the nation's best, in large part due to the standardized 
cumculum and testing regimen that is employed by the Board of Regents and State Education 
Department. 
How, after seven years (2001-2007) of testing the re-vamped Global History and 
Geography Regents Exam, are students performing as a state and in selected 
geographic/economic regions within New York State? Are these students on target to meet the 
mandated requirement that by the school year 2012-2013 all students shall be scoring at or 
above the mandated 65% on the Regents Exam? The No Child Left Behind Act (re- 
authorization of ESEA in 2002) mandated that by the 2012-2013 school year aN students meet 
and exceed state-imposed standards of performance on all assessments. In New York State, the 
State Board of Regents, in actions led by Commissioner Richard Mills, ordained that New 
York State students would meet or exceed 65% on all Regents exams by the 2012-2013 school 
year. This study will attempt to answer the following questions: 
How has the change in the percentage of students scoring 65-100% significantly increased 
since 2001? 
For the category of "All Students", the null hypothesis for this question is: The New 
York State passing rate (65-100%) for all students on the Global HistoryIGeography Regents 
Exam for the years 2001-2007 on average does not differ significantly from the years 2005- 
2007 on the same exam. The null hypothesis for the category of "Students with Disabilities" 
for this question is: The Students with Disabilities passing rate (65-100%) on the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam for years 2001-2007 did not differ significantly from the 
Students With Disabilities passing rate for 2005-2007 on the same exam. 
How has the percentage of students in the State passing with distinction, 85-100% significantljl 
increased since 200 1 ? 
How have students in selected school districts in New York City, selected urban school 
districts outside of New York City, selected suburban school districts, and rural school districts 
that all share middle range needs (as determined by New York State Education Department) 
performed in terms of passing rate (65-loo%), compared to the same category of students for all 
of New York State on the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam? 
For the category of "All Students", the null hypothesis for this question is: All students 
in selected schools in group (separate null hypothesis for groups 38,41,44, and 47; representing 
New York City Schools, Urban-outside NYC, Suburban, and Rural respectively), in terms of the 
passing rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, did not differ 
statistically on average from all students in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
For the category of "Students With Disabilities", the null hypothesis for this question is: All 
students in selected schools in group (separate null hypothesis for groups 38,41,44, and 47; 
representing New York City Schools, Urban-outside NYC, Suburban, and Rural respectively), 
in terms of the Passing with Distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography 
Regents Exam, did not differ statistically on average from all students in New York State who 
took the same test in 2005-2007. 
How does the grading of the Global History and Geography Regents Exam compare to its 
predecessors'? 
The purpose of this concurrent mixed-methods study is to better understand how, after 
seven years of testing (2001-2007), the students who took the Global History and Geography 
Regents Exam are performing throughout the state and in selected geographical/economic 
regions of New York State through the converging of both quantitative data provided by the 
New York State Education Department and qualitative analysis of the scoring conversion chart 
used to convert raw scores to percentage evaluations of the Regents Exam. In this study, the 
researcher will measure the relationship between performance of the entire state and 
geographic/economic regions, as defined by the New York State Education Department, and the 
performance on the Global History and Geography Regents Exam. At the same time, the 
conversion chart used to convert raw scores to a percentage evaluation score will be explored 
using an examination of the elements used in the scoring chart, how it has been utilized 
compared with Global History and Geography, Global Studies, Social Studies, Asian and 
African Studies, and World History Regents Exams over the past fifty years (1957 to 2007). 
Hypothesis 
The null hypothesis for the problem statement is as follows: There has been no 
significant improvement of student performance on the New York State Global 
HistoryIGeography Regents Exam from 2001 to 2007. The researcher will use p50.05 to 
determine significance. 
Population and Sample 
The population of this study is the students in New York State that take the Global 
History and Geography Regents Exam, and the majority of the students who take the exam are 
tenth grade students. In terms of sampling, selected school districts that represent school 
districts in New York City, urban districts other than New York City, suburban, and rural 
districts will be used as independent variables when measured against the dependent variable 
of average performance on the Global History and Geography Regents Exam. The numbers of 
the samples measured in this study are as follows: 
Table I Number of Students in "AN Students" and "Students With Disabilities" Categories 
who took the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2001-2007 
( New York State I 
I year #All Students #Students With Disabilities 1 
2005 220479 23 190 
2006 23 1982 26045 
2007 243245 28265 
2005-2007 Social-EconomiclGeographic Regions 
I 41 -Urban (not NYC) 4142 599 1 
Data Sources 
On August 5, 1987 the Chapter 655 report was approved and enacted. This report is an 
annual submission by the Regents of the University of the State of New York to the governor 
and the legislature on the educational status of the schools. Contained in this report are 
demographic information, financial information, and test results (Regents Exams and the grade- 
level mandated test in elementary and middle level grades) reported by county and district. This 
report had been presented annually since 1988. The researcher will be taking the testing results 
and related data from the Chapter 655 reports and the annual New York State School report card 
that has been in existence in New York State since the 1998-1999 school year and presented 
annually to the public. Contained within the State Report Card is the annum Regents Exams 
Results. The researcher will also use the scoring charts for World History, Comprehensive 
Social Studies, Asian and African Culture Studies, and Global Studies June administration of 
these Regents Exams. The researcher will also use the conversion chart of the Global History 
and Geography Regents Exams from 2001 to 2007. Validity of the Regents Exam score is 
verified by the State Education Department of New York. 
In culling the Regents Exam results, it is important to note that districts report their 
students' best results for each individual student. Students in New York State may challenge or 
write a Regents Exam three times per year (January, June, and August). 
Analysis 
In order to determine if there has been significant improvement with both the passing rate 
and the passing with distinction rate in New York State from 2001 to 2007 on the Global History 
and Geography Regents Exam, the researcher will be using a t  test to test the level of 
significance of the mean average scores to determine whether or not the calculated p value is less 
than level of significance "alpha" (a), set at .05 or the calculated t value exceeding "critical" t 
value. If this is the case, the researcher will be able to state that enough evidence is present to 
reject the null hypothesis (Ho). 
The researcher will also attempt to determine if there is evidence to suggest that selected 
schools in groups 38,41,44,47 (representing New York City Schools, Urban-not NYC, 
Suburban, and Rural Schools respectively) performance on the Global HistoqdGeography 
Regents Exam has differed significantly fiom the State average performance in the categories 
"All Students" and "Students With Disabilities" for the years 2005-2007. The researcher will 
use a one sample t- test to affirm or reject the null hypothesis. One sample t test will be 
performed in both categories for passing rate and passing with distinction rate. The researcher 
will use a one sample t test to test the level of significance of the mean average scores against 
the test value (equaling the State average performance) to determine whether or not the 
calculated p value is less than level of significance "alpha" (a), set at .05 or the calculated t 
value exceeding "critical" t value. 
Finally, the researcher will be conducting a qualitative analysis of the grading conversion 
chart used to convert raw scores to percentages for the Global History and Geography Regents 
Exam and compare that use of the scoring chart to the percentage scoring of the World History, 
Comprehensive Social Studies, Asian and African Studies, and Global Studies Regents Exams. 
The researcher will use the conversion charts of the June 2001 to 2007 Global History and 
Geography Regents Exams and the Scoring charts used on June Regents Exams from 1957 to 
2000 as my primary data. The researcher will specifically look at the weighted considerations 
of the scoring of the various parts of the exam to help determine performance priorities as 
determined by the weighting of assigned percentage scores from raw scores. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
New York - ''All Students" and "Students With Disabilities, 2001-2007 
In order to determine if performance on the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam has 
improved significantly from 2001-2007, the researcher used four different One Sample t Tests 
of the average performances of years 2001-2007 against the last three years of this study, 2005- 
2007. Within this framework the researcher tested the two major categories of "All Students" 
and "Students with Disabilities". The researcher further ran a separate test for each of the 
categories using "Pass Rate" (scoring 65-100%) and "Pass with Distinction Rate" (scoring 85- 
100%). 
The All Student Passing Rate" (65-100%) for years 2001-2007 on the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam was 70.71% and the pass rate for the same exam from the 
last three years, 2005-2007, was 66%. 
Figure I Percentage of "A11 Students" category in New York State who scored 65-100% on the 
Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2001-2007 
% of All Students in NYS who Passed (65-100%) the 
Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam ! 
I I , I I 
m%ofAllStudents 78 73 72 74 69 66 
who Passed 
Years 
The results of the One-Sample t Test are as follows: Ho= the New York State pass rate (65- 
100%) for all students on the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam for the years 2001- 
2007 on average does not differ significantly from years 2005-2007 on the same exam. Hl=the 
New York State pass rate (65-100%) for all students on the Global HistorylGeography Regents 
Exam for the years 2001 -2007 on average does differ significantly from the years 2005-2007 
on the same exam. 
Table 2 One Sample t Test ofAN Student Pass (65-100%) resultssfi.om 2001-2007 
compared to 2005-2007(Test Value= 66) on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam. 
OneSample t Test 
I I 1 
Pass 
Test Value = 66.0 
t 
2.451 
df 
6 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
.050 
Mean Difference 
4.71429 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower 
,0071 
Upper 
9.4214 
Alpha is established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of freedom equal 6, giving a 
critical t value of 2.447, the p value is recorded at .05, and the calculated t value is recorded at 
2.45 1. As a result of the calculated t value of 2.45 1 being greater than the critical t value of 
2.447 and the p value of .05 equaling alpha the null hypothesis is rejected. There is evidence to 
suggest that the New York State pass rate for all students for the years 2001 -2007 on the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam is significantly different on average than the pass rate from 
2005-2007 on the same exam. 
The All Student pass rate with distinction (85-100%) for years on the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam was 27.57% for years 2001-2007 and 27.3% for years 2005- 
2007 on the same exam. 
Figure 2 Percentage of "AN Students" in New York State who scored between 85-100% 
on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2001-2007 
r 
% of All Students in NYS who Passed with 
Distinction (85-100%) on the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam 
% ofNl Students in 30 22 28 31 28 30 24 
NYS 
Years 
The results the One-Sample t test are as follows: Ho=the New York State pass rate with 
distinction (85-100%) for all students on the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam for the 
years 2001 -2007 does not differ significantly from years 2005-2007 on the same exam. Hl=the 
New York State pass rate with distinction (85-100%) for all students on the Global 
HistoryIGeography Regents Exam for the years 2001-2007 does differ significantly from years 
2005-2007 on the same exam 
Table3 One Sample t Test ofAll Student Pass with Distinction (85-IOO%)@om 2001- 
2007 compared to 2005-2007(Test Value= 27.3) on the Global History/Geography Regents 
Exam. 
OnAample t Test 
I I 1 
Alpha is established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of freedom equal 6, 
giving a critical t value of 2.447, the p value is recorded at ,838, and the calculated t is recorded 
at .214. As a result of the calculated t value of .214 being less than the critical t value of 2.447 
and the p value of .838 being greater than alpha, the null hypothesis is affirmed. The evidence 
strongly suggests that the pass with distinction rate (85-100%) for the Global HistorylGeography 
Regents Exam from years 2001-2007 does not differ significantly on average from the pass with 
distinction rate for 2005-2007 on the same exam. 
The Students with Disabilities Pass Rate (65-100%) on the Global HistorylGeography 
Regents Exam for years 2001-2007 was 42.85% and 38% for years 2005-2007 on the same 
Lvfour 
exam. 
Test Value = 27.3 
t 
.214 
df 
6 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,838 
Mean Difference 
,27143 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-2.8355 
Upper 
3.3784 
% of Students with Disabilities in NYS who Passed 
(65-100%) the Global Historyffieography Regents 
Exam 
Figure 3 Percentage of "Students With Disabilities who scored 65-100% on the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam, 2001-2007 
Years 
" 
2001 
-
53 
Disabilities in NYS 
The results for the One-Sample t test are as follows: Ho=Students With Disabilities passing rate 
(65-100%) on the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam for years 2001-2007 did not differ 
significantly than the Students With Disabilities passing rate for 2005-2007 on the same exam. 
H1= Students With Disabilities passing rate (65-100%) on the Global History/Geography 
Regents Exam for years 2001-2007 did differ significantly than the Students With Disabilities 
passing rate for 2005-2007 on the same exam. 
2002 
44 
2003 
43 
2004 
46 
2005 
41 
2006 
38 
2007 
35 
Table 4 One Sample t Test ofStudents With Disabilities Pass (65-100%) resultsfiom 
2001-2007 compared to 2005-2007(Test Value= 38.0) on the Global History/Geography Regents 
Exam. 
OneSample t Test 
, 
Test Value = 38.0 
I I I I 
Alpha is established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of freedom equal 6, 
giving a critical t value of 2.447, the pvalue is recorded at ,069, and the calculated t is recorded 
at 2.210. As a result of the calculated t value of 2.210 being less than the critical t value of 
2.447 and the p value of .O69 being greater than alpha, the null hypothesis is affirmed. There is 
evidence to suggest that on average the Students With Disabilities pass rate (65-1 00%) on the 
2001-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam does not differ significantly from the 
Students With Disability pass rate from 2005-2007 on the same exam. 
The Students With Disabilities passing with distinction rate (85-100%) from 2001 to 
2007 on the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam was 6.71% and 6.67% for years 2005- 
2007 on the same exam. 
I 
Passswd 
t 
2.210 
df 
6 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,369 
Mean Difference 
4.85714 
95% Confidence lnte~al  of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-5205 
Upper 
10.2347 
Fimre 4 Percentage of "Students With Disabilities" who scored 85-100% on the Global 
~ z ; t o r y / ~ e o ~ r a ~ h y  ~ e ~ e n t s  Exam, 2001-2007 
r 
%of Students with Disabilities in NYS who 
Passed with Distinction (85-100%) the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam 
The results of the One-Sample t Test are as follows: Ho=Students With Disabilities pass with 
distinction rate (85-1 00%) for years 2001 -2007 on the Global HistoryIGeography Regents 
Exam does not differ significantly from the Students With Disability pass with distinction rate 
for years 2005-2007 on the same exam. H1= Students With Disabilities pass with distinction 
rate (85-100%) for years 2001-2007 on the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam does 
differ significantly from the Students With Disability pass with distinction rate for years 2005- 
2007 on the same exam. 
Table5 One Sample t Test of Students With Disabilities Pass with Distinction (85-100%) results 
from 2001-2007 compared to 2005-2007(Test Value= 6.67) on the Global History/Geography 
Regents &am. 
OneSample t Test 
Alpha is established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of freedom equals 6, 
giving a critical t value of 2.447, p value is recorded at .029, and the calculated t value is 
recorded at ,093. As a result of calculated t value of .093 being less than the critical t value of 
2.447 and the p value of .929 greater than alpha the null hypothesis is affirmed. There is strong 
evidence to suggest that the Students With Disabilities pass with distinction rate does not differ 
significantly with the Students With Disabilities pass with distinction rate of 2005-2007 on the 
same exam. 
The analysis of the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam covered the years of 2001 
(first year of the current test format) to2007, and the testing of the most recent three years 
(2005-2007) against the overall average performances of 2001-2007. The implications of these 
tests indicate a statistical decline in the all student passing rate (65-100%) over the period 2001 
to 2007 (in fact the pass rate has not gone above 70% in the last three years of this study); a 
statistical stagnation in terms of the all student pass and pass with distinction rate, and the 
stwdlv4 
- 
Test Value = 6.67 
t 
,093 
df 
6 
Mean Diierence 
,04429 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,929 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-1.1151 
Upper 
1.2036 
Student With Disabilities pass with distinction rate; and through a statistical stagnation for 
Students With Disabilities pass rate it is noted that the 2005-2007 rate is still almost 5% points 
lower than the overall 2001-2007 performance average, certainly this is not the performance 
level and trends Commissioner Mills had in mind when he reaffirmed the NCLB mandate that 
all students shall meet the 65-100% standard by 2012-2013 school year. 
Given that teachers of the Global History/Geography Regents Exam have now had eight 
years of administration of the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam and students as early 
as the seventh grade (the Global History/Geography Regents Exam is given in the 1 0 ~  grade) 
are exposed to and tested using document-based questions and essays that simulate the Regents 
testing format, it is disturbing to see both statistical stagnation and lowering levels of 
performance across the board. Students With Disabilities performance is especially disturbing, 
not only in terms of the statistical stagnation, but also in the degree of disparity between the 
levels of performance of All Students and Students With Disabilities (pass rate: 70.1% vs. 
42.85%, pass with distinction rate: 27.57% vs. 6.71%). Admittedly, there are many potential 
reasons and combinations of reasons for this trending downward, rather than the intended result 
of increasing passing and passing with distinction rates; however, there is a need to begin 
somewhere. 
In an effort to analyze the often-cited social-economic/geographic influences of 
performance, the researcher analyzed selected schools in the following groupings: New York 
City Schools, Urban- outside of New York City, Suburban, and Rural. In an effort to actually 
compare students of similar profiles outside of their particular social-economic/geographid 
settings, the researcher used the New York State Education's similar schools groupings 
categories that the department uses for comparisons of performances on school district's annual 
report cards and chose groupings that identified the students having "middle range of needs" 
for each of the four categories the researcher detailed above. 
In an effort to be consistent and analyze in a straightforward fashion, the researcher again 
chose to use One-Sample t test to test the two categories of "All Students" and "Students With 
Disabilities" in terms of both passing rate (65-100'Xo) and passing with distinction rate (85- 
100%) against the New York State rates of performance for the categories and performances 
detailed above. The years of comparison were limited to the 2005-2007 years of the Global 
HistoryIGeography Regents Examination. 
For the record, the New York State averages for performance for the category of "All 
Students" for the years 2005-2007 are as follows: passing rate (65-100%)= 66%, passing with 
distinction rate (85-loo%)= 27.33%. Averages for the "Students With Disabilities" for years 
2005-2007 are as follows: passing rate (65-loo%)= 38%, passing with distinction rate (85- 
loo%)= 6.7%. 
Group 38- New York City Schools 
Group 38 represents schools in New York City that have "middle range" of needs. 
Throughout the last decade, the New York City School System has scaled down the size of 
many of its schools in an effort to better meet the needs of its students; the selected schools in 
this group reflect these efforts. 
The analysis for All Students passing rate (65-100%) for group 38 are as follows: Ho=all 
students in selected schools in group 38 in terms of the passing rate on the 2005-2007 Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam did not differ statistically on average as all students in New 
York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
Figure 5 Percentage of "AN Students in Group 38 and New York State that scored 65-100% on 
the Global Histoiy/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
All Students who Passed (65400%) the Global HlstorylGeography 
Regents Exam In Gmup 38 B NYS 2005-2007 
Pass 38. NYS Pass-All 
I Group 38= NYC Schools; NYS= All Students NYS 
Hl= all students in selected schools in group 38 in terms of the passing rate on the 2005-2007 
Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam did differ statistically on average as all students in 
New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
Table 6 One Sample Test ofAN Studentsji-om Group 38 who passed (65-100%) compared to 
All Studentsji-om New York State during the years of 2005-2007(Test Value=66) on the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam 
OneSample t Test 
Test Value = 66 
t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
OneSample t Test 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303, the pvalue is recorded as .000, and the 
calculated t is recorded at -55.00. As a result of the calculated t value of +I- 55.00 being greater 
than the critical t value of 4.303 and the pvalue of ,000 less than alpha, the null hypothesis is 
rejected. There is strong evidence to suggest that all students in selected schools in group 38 
did differ significantly in terms of passing rate on average than all students who took the Global 
HistoryIGeography Regents Exam in 2005-2007. 
The analysis for All Students passing with distinction rate (85-100%) is as follows: 
Pass38 
Test Value = 66 
t 
-55.000 
df 
2 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,000 
Mean Difference 
-36.66667 
95% Confidence lntewal of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-39.5351 
Upper 
-33.7982 
Figure 6 Percentage of "All Students"flom Group 38 and New York State who scored between 
85-100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
I I 
1 All Students who Passed with Distinction (85-100%) the Global I HistorylGeography Regents Exam 2005-2007 in Group 38 8 
NYS 
m PassD38 I NYS PassD 
Ho= all students in selected schools in group 38 in terms of the passing rate with distinction on 
the 2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam did not differ statistically on average 
as all students in New York State who took the same exam 2005-2007. HI= all students in 
selected schools in group 38 in terms of the passing rate with distinction on the 2005-2007 
Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam did differ statistically on average as all students in 
New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
rn PassD38 
rn NYS PassD 
Group 38. NYC Schools; NYS= All Students NYS 
2005 
4 
28 
2006 
5 
30 
2007 
2 
24 
Table 7 One Sample r Test ofAN Studentsfrom Group 38 who Passed with Distinction (85- 
100%) compared to AN Studentsfrom New York State during the years of 2005-2007(test 
Value=27.33) on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam 
OneSample t Test 
I I I 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303, the pvalue is recorded as ,001, and the 
calculated t value is recorded as -26.832. As a result of the calculated t value of +/- 26.832 
being greater than the critical t value of 4.303 and the pvalue of ,001 is less than alpha, the null 
hypothesis is rejected. There is strong evidence to suggest that all students in the selected 
schools in group 38 in terms of passing with distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global 
HistoryIGeography Regents Exam differ significantly with all students who took the exam in 
New York State in terms of passing with distinction in the years 2005-2007. 
PassD38 
Test Value = 27.33 
t 
-26.832 
df 
2 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,001 
Mean Difference 
-23.66333 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-27.4579 
Upper 
-1 9.8688 
The analysis of Students With Disabilities passing rate (65-100%) is as follows: 
Figure 7 Percentage of "Students With Disabilities"fiom Group 38 and New York State who 
scored between 65-100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
Students WiUl Disabiliis who Passed (65-100%) the Global 
Historyffieography Regents Exam 2005-2007 in Group 38 8 
NYS 
rn PassSWD38 NYS Pass SWD 
Ho=Students With Disabilities in selected school in group 38 in terms of the passing rate on the 
I I 
2005-2007 Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam did not differ significantly on average as 
PassSWD38 
Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. H1= 
Students With Disabilities in selected school in group 38 in terms of the passing rate on the 
10.7 
2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam did differ sigtuficantly on average as 
NYS pass SWD I 41 
Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
7 9.4 
Group 38= NYC Schools; NYS= SWD NYS 
38 35 
Table 8 One Sample Test of Students With Disabilities ji-om Group 38 who passed (65-100%) 
compared to Studenis With Disabilities jorn New York State during the years of 2005-2007 
Cest Value=38) on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam 
One-Sample t Test 
i 
Test Value = 38 
I I I I 1 I 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference I 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303, the pvalue is recorded as ,001, and the 
calculated t value is -26.729. As a result of the calculated t value of +/- 26.729 being greater 
than the critical t value of 4.303 and the pvalue of .001 being less than alpha, the null 
hypothesis is rejected. There is strong evidence to suggest that Students With Disabilities in 
selected schools in group 38 on average have passing rates that differ significantly with all 
Students With Disabilities tested in New York State in 2005-2007. 
t 
-26.729 
df 
2 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
.001 
Mean Difference 
-28.96667 
Lower 
-33.6295 
Upper 
-24.3038 
Figure 8 Percentage of "Students With Disabilities "fiom Group 38 and New York State who 
scored 85-100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
- . .  - 
Students With Disabilities who Passed with Distinction (85- 
100%) the Global HistoryGeography Regents Exam 2005-2007 
in Group 38 8 NYS 
0 PassDSWD38 NYSSWD PassD 
2005 2006 2007 
--- 
0 PassDSWD38 0 0 0 
0 NYSSWD PassD 7 8 5 
-
Gmup 38= NYC Schools 
The analysis of Students With Disabilities passing with distinction rate (85-100%) in the 
selected schools of group 38 could not be performed since there were no recorded Students 
With Disabilities who scored 85-100% on any of the Global HistorylGeography Regents 
Exams from 2005-2007. 
Group 41- Urban Schools (Excluding NYC Schools) 
The analysis of All Students Passing Rate in group 41 is as follows: 
Figure 9 Percentage of "All Students" from Group 41 and New York State who scored between 
65-100% on the Global Histoiy/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
All Students who Passed (65400%) the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam in Group 41 8 NYS 
I NYS Pass-All I Pass 41 
" 
2005 2006 2007 
I NYS Pass-All 69 66 63 
- 
m Pass 41 43 38 42 
Group 41= Urban (excluding NYC) Schools; NYS= All Students NYS 
Ho= all students in selected schools in group 41 in terms of the passing rate on the 2005-2007 
Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam did not differ statistically on average as all students 
in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. H1= all students in selected schools in 
group 41 in terms of the passing rate on the 2005.2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents 
Exam did differ statistically on average as all students in New York State who took the same 
test 2005-2007. 
Table 9 One Sample Test ofAN Studentsfrom Group 41 who passed (65-100%) compared to 
All Studentsfrom New York State during the years of 2005-2007(Test Value=66) on the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam 
OneSample t Test 
I I 
Test Value = 66 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303, the p value is recorded as .004, and the 
calculated t value is recorded as -16.366. As a result of the calculated t value +I- 16.366 being 
greater than critical t value of 4.303 and the p value of .OO4 being less than alpha, the null 
hypothesis is rejected. There is strong evidence to suggest that all students in selected school in 
Group 41, in terms of passing rate on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam from 2005- 
2007, differ significantly from the passing rate for all students who took the exam in New York 
Pass41 
State 2005-2007. 
t 
-16.366 
df 
2 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
. O M  
Mean Difference 
-25.00000 
Difference 
Lower 
-31.5724 
Upper 
-18.4276 
All Students who Passed with Distinction (85.100%) the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam 2005-2007 in Group 41 8 
NYS 
8 NYS PassD 8 PassD41 
(Y 
m 
!2 
(Y 
U 
L 
(Y 
a 
Group 41. Urban (excluding WC); NYS= All Sludents NYS 
The analysis of All Students in Group 41 passing with distinction rate is as follows: 
Figure 10 Percentage of "All Students"fiom Group 41 and New York State who scored 
between 85-100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
I 
Ho= all students in selected schools in Group 41, in terms of the passing rate with distinction 
on the 2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, did not differ significantly on 
average from all students in New York State who took the same exam 2005-2007. H1= all 
students in selected schools in Group 41, in terms of the passing rate with distinction on the 
2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, did differ significantly on average from 
all students in New York State who took the same exam 2005-2007. 
Table I0 One Sample t Test ofAN Studentsjom Group 41 who passed with Distinction (85- 
100%) compared to All Studentsfiom New York State during the years of 2005-2007fiest 
Value=27.33) on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam 
OneSample t Test 
I I i I Test Value = 27.33 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of fieedom are 
recorded at 2 giving a critical t value of 4.303, the p value is recorded as .001, and the 
calculated t value is -40.990. As a result of the calculated t value of +/-40.990 being greater 
than critical t value of 4.303 and a pvalue of ,001 being less than alpha, the null hypothesis is 
rejected. There is strong evidence to suggest that all students in selected schools in Group 41, 
in terms of the passing with distinction rate on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam 
differs significantly from the passing with distinction rate of all students in New York State 
who took the exam in 2005-2007. 
PassD41 
t 
-40.990 
df 
2 
Mean Difference 
-13.66333 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
.001 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-15.0976 
Upper 
-12.2291 
The analysis of Students With Disabilities in group 41 passing rate is as follows: 
Students With Disabilities who Passed (65-100%) the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam 2005-2007 in Group 41 & 
NYS 
rn NYS Pass SWD rn PassSWM1 
Figure I 1  Percentage of "Students With Disabiliiies"from Group 41 and New York State who 
scored between 65-100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
Ho= Students With Disabilities in selected school in Group 41, in terms of the passing rate on 
the 2005-2007 Global History/Geography Regents Exam, did not differ significantly on 
average as Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
H1= Students With Disabilities in selected school in Group 41 in terms of the passing rate on 
the 2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, did differ significantly on average as 
Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
I 
Group 41=Urban (Excluding NYC) ; NYS=SWD NYS 
38 
10.6 
rn NYS Pass SWD 35 
21.7 
41 
PassSWMl 15.7 
Table 11 One Sample t Test of Students With Disabilities from Group 41 who passed (65- 
100%) compared to Students With Disabilities from New York State during the years of 2005- 
2007(test Value=38) on the Global History/Gcography Regents Exam 
OneSample t Test 
I I t 1 Test Value = 38 1 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, and the degrees of freedom are 
PassDis41 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303. The p value is recorded as .021, and the 
calculated t value is recorded as 6.858. As a result of calculated t value +I- 6.858 being greater 
t 
-6.858 
than critical t value of 4.303 and the p value is .021 being less than alpha, the null hypothesis is 
rejected. There is evidence to suggest that Students With Disabilities in selected schools in 
df 
2 
Group 41, in terms of passing rate, on average did differ significantly fiom Students With 
Disabilities in New York State who took the exam in 2005-2007. 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,021 
Mean Difference 
-22.00000 
Difference 
Lower 
-35.8021 
Upper 
-8.1979 
The analysis of Students With Disabilities in group 41 for passin- !E with distinction r: 
as follows: 
Figure 12 Percentage of "Students With Disabilities"j?om Group 41 and New York State who 
scored between 85-100% on the Global Histoty/Geo~raphy Regents Enam, 2005-2007 
Students With Disabilities Passed with Distinction (85-100%) 
the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam 2005-2007 in 
Group 41 & NYS 
PassDSWWl NYSSWD PassD 
I I -  NYSSWD PassD I 7 8 5 Group 411 Urban (excluding NYC); NYS= SWD NYC 
Ho= Students With Disabilities in selected school in Group 41, in terms of the passing with 
distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global History/Geography Regents Exam, did not differ 
significantly on average from Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same 
test 2005-2007. H1= Students With Disabilities in selected school in Group 41, in terms of the 
passing with distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam did 
differ significantly on average h r n  Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the 
same test 2005-2007. 
Table 12 One Sample t Test of Students With Disabilities from Group 41 who passed with 
Distinction (85-100%) compared to Students With Disabilities from New York State during the 
years of 2005-2007(Test Value=6.7) on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam 
One t Sample Test 
I - - Test Value = 6.7 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of signif~cance, the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2 giving a critical t value of 4.303, the p value is recorded as .048, and the 
calculated t value is -4.377. As a result of calculated t value +I- 4.377 being greater than the 
critical t value of 4.303 and p value of .O48 being less than alpha, the null hypothesis is 
rejected. There is evidence to suggest that Students With Disabilities in selected schools in 
group 41, in terms of passing with distinction rates, differ significantly from Students With 
Disabilities in New York State who took the exam in 2005-2007. 
PassDlvfour41 
- 
t 
-4.377 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
df 
2 
Lower 
-9.8493 
Upper 
- . O W  
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,048 
Mean Difference 
-4.96667 
Group 44- Suburban Schools 
The analysis of All Students in Group 44 for passing rate is as follows: 
All Students Passed (65-100%) the Global HistolyGeography 
Regents Exam in Group 44 & NYS 
.Pass 44 NYS Pass411 
70 
69 69 
e 
m 
: 
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n 
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u
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Figure 13 Percentage of "All Students"from Group 44 and New YorkState who scored 
between 65-100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
I 
- 
Ho= all students in selected schools in Group 44, in terms of the passing rate on the 2005-2007 
Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam, did not differ signif~cantly on average from all 
students in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. H1= all students in selected 
schools in Group 44, in terms of the passing rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistoryIGeography 
Regents Exam, did differ significantly on average from all students in New York State who 
took the same test 2005-2007. 
63 NYS Pass-All 1 69 
Group U- Suburban School* NYS= All Students NYS 
66 
Table 13 One Sample t Test ofAN Studentsfiom Group 44 who passed (65-100%) compared to 
AN Studentsfiom New York State during the years of 2005-2007(Test Value=66) on the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam 
One t Sample Test 
I 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303. The p value is recorded at S03, and the 
calculated t value is recorded at -203. As a result of the calculated t value of +I- .803 being 
less than the critical t value of 4.303 and the p value of ,503 being greater than alpha, the null 
hypothesis is affirmed. There is strong evidence to suggest that all students in selected schools 
in Group 44, in terms of passing rates on the 2005-2007 Global History/Geography Regents 
Exam, do not differ significantly h m  all students in New York State who took the exam in 
2005-2007. 
Test Value = 66 
Mean Difference 
-2.33333 
t 
-.803 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Dierence 
Lower 
-14.8366 
df 
2 
Upper 
10.1699 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,506 
The analysis of All Students in group 44 passing with distinction rate is as follows: 
Figure 14 Percentage of "AN Students "flom Group 44 and New York State who scored 
between 85-100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
I All Students who Passed with Distinction (85-100%) on the Global HistorylGeogaphy Regents Exam 2005-2007 in Gmup I 
1 PassD44 1 NYS PassD 
Ho= all students in selected schools in Group 44, in terms of the passing with distinction rate 
on the 2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, did not differ significantly on 
average from all students in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. H1= all 
students in selected schools in Group 44, in terms of the passing with distinction rate on the 
2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, did differ significantly on average from 
all students in New York State who took the same test in 2005-2007. 
1 PassD44 
NYS Pass0 
Gmup 44= Suburban Schools; NYS= All Studem NYS 
2W5 
20 
28 
2006 
---- 
21 
30 
2W7 
17 
24 
Table 14 One Sample t Test ofAll Studentsfrom Group 44 who passed with Distinction (85- 
100%) compared to AN Studentsfrom New York State during the years of 2005-2007(Test 
Value=27.33) on the Global Histoiy/Geography Regents Exam 
One t Sample Test 
I I 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, and the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303. The p value is recorded at .022, and the 
calculated t value is recorded at -6.654. As a result of calculated t value of +/- 6.654 being 
greater than the critical t value of 4.303 and the pvalue of .022 being less than the alpha, the 
null hypothesis is therefore rejected. There is evidence that suggests that on average the 
passing with distinction rate for all students in selected schools in Group 44 differs significantly 
from all students in New York State passing with distinction rate for the 2005-2007 Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam. 
PassD44 
Test Value = 27.33 
t 
-6.654 
df 
2 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,022 
Mean Difference 
-7.99667 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-13.1678 
Upper 
-2.8255 
The analysis of Students With Disabilities from Group 44 for passing rate is as follows: 
Figure 15 Percentage of "Students Wirh Disabi1ities"fiom Group 44 andNew York State who 
scored 65-100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
Students With Disabi l i i  who Passed (65-100%) the Global 
HistoryK;eography Regents Exam 2005-2007 in Gmup 44 8 
NYS 
)rn PassSWD44 NYS Pass SWD I 
I I I 
rn PassSWC44 23.6 34.8 32 
rn NYS pass SWD 1 41 38 35 
Group 44= Suburban; NYS= SWD NYS 
Ho= Students With Disabilities in selected school in Group 44, in terms of the passing rate on 
the 2005-2007 Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam, did not differ significantly on 
average from Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
H1= Students With Disabilities in selected school in Group 44, in terms of the passing rate on 
the 2005-2007 Global History/Geography Regents Exam, did differ significantly on average 
from Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
Table 15 One Sample t Test ofstudents With Disabilities from Group 44 who passed (65- 
100%) compared to Students With Disabilities from New YorkState during the years of2005- 
2007(Test Value=38) on the Global Histoiy/Geography Regents Exam 
One Sample t Test 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, and the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303. The p value is recorded as .144, and the 
calculated t value is recorded as -2.338. As a result of calculated t value of +I-2.338 being less 
than critical t of 4.303 and a p value of ,144 being greater than alpha, the null hypothesis is 
affirmed. There is evidence to suggest that Students With Disabilities in selected schools in 
Group 44, in terms of passing rate, does not differ significantly from Students With Disabilities 
in New York State who took the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam in 2005-2007. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Test Value = 38 
t 
-2.338 
df 
2 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,144 
Mean Diirence 
-7 86667 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-22.3459 
Upper 
6.61; 
The analysis of Students With Disabilities in Group 44 passing with distinction rate is as 
follows: 
Figure 16 Percentage of "Students With Disabilities"j?om Group 44 and New York State who 
scored between 85-100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
Studenls With Disabilies who Passed with Distinction (85- 
100%) the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam 2005-2007 
in Gmup 44 8 NYS 
Ho= Students With Disabilities in selected school in Group 44, in terms of the passing with 
distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, did not differ 
significantly on average from Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same 
test 2005-2007. H1= Students With Disabilities in selected school in Group 44, in terms of the 
passing with distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global History/Geography Regents Exam, did 
differ significantly on average from Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the 
same test 2005-2007. 
1 1 I 
I PassDSWW4 1.7 
I NYSSWD PassDI 7 
6.8 4.7 
Gmup 44= Suburbsn; NYS= SWD NYS 
8 5 
Table 16 One Sample t Test ofStudents With Disabilities from Group 44 who passed with 
Distinction (85-100%) compared to Students With Disabilities from New York State during the 
years of 2005-2007 (Test Value=6.7) on the Global Histoiy/Geography Regents Exam 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, and the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303. The p value is recorded as .260, and the 
calculated t value is recorded as -1.554. As a result of the calculated t value of +I- 1.554 being 
less than the critical t value of 4.303 and p value of .260 being greater than alpha, the null 
hypothesis is affirmed. There is evidence to suggest that Students With Disabilities in selected 
schools in Group 44, in terms of the passing with distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam, does not differ significantly Students With Disabilities in 
New York State passing with distinction rate for 2005-2007. 
One t Sample Test 
PassDlvfour44 
Test Value = 6.7 
t 
-1.554 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
.260 
df 
2 
Mean Difference 
-2.30000 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Diierence 
Lower 
-8.6673 
upper 
4.0673 
Group 47- Rural Schools 
The analysis of All Students of group 47 passing rate is as follows: 
All Students who Passed (65-100%) Global HistoryIGeography 
Regents Exam from Group 47 & NYS 2005-2007 
rn Pass 47 rn NYS Passdll 
Figure 17 Percentage of "AN Studenfs"from Group 47 and New York State who scored 65- 
100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
r 
Ho= all students in selected schools in Group 47, in terms of the passing rate on the 2005-2007 
Global History/Geography Regents Exam, did not differ significantly on average from all 
students in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. H1= all students in selected 
schools in Group 47, in terms of the passing rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistoqdGeography 
Regents Exam, did differ significantly on average from all students in New York State who 
took the same test 2005-2007. 
rn Pass 47 
rn NYS PassAll 69 66 63 1 
Group 47. Rural Schools; NYS= All Studnets NYS 
75 73 61 
Table 17 One Sample t Test ofAN Studentsfiom Group 47 who passed (65-100%) compared to 
All Studentsfiom New YorkState during the years of 2005-2007(Test Value=66) on the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam 
One t Sample Test 
I I i I Test Value = 66 I 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, and the degrees of freedom are 
df 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303. The p value is recorded as ,490, and the 
calculated t value is recorded as .839. As a result of the calculated t value of +/- .839 being less 
I Sig. (2-tailed) 
than the critical t value of 4.303 and the p value of ,490 being greater than alpha, the null 
hypothesis is affirmed. There is strong evidence to suggest that all students in selected schools 
Mean Difference 
in Group 47, in terms of passing rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistoryfGeography Regents 
Exam, do not differ significantly from all students in New York State who took the exam in 
Lower Upper 
The analysis of All Students of Group 47 passing with distinction rate is as follows: 
All Students who Passed with Distinction (85-10036) the Global 
HistoryIGeography Regents Exam 2005-2007 in Group 47 8 
NYS 
PassD47 rn NYS PassD 
Figure 18 Percentage of "AN Students "+om Group 47 and New York State who scored 85- 
100% on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
- 
Ho= all students in selected schools in Group 47, in terms of the passing with distinction rate 
on the 2005-2007 Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam, did not differ significantly on 
average from all students in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. HI= all 
students in selected schools in Group 47 in terms of the passing with distinction rate on the 
2005-2007 Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam, did not differ significantly on average 
from all students in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
I I 
rn ~ a s s ~ 4 7  24 
NYS PassD / 28 
27 21 
Group 47- Rural Schools; NYS= All Students NYS 
30 24 
Table 18 One Sample t Test ofAN Studenisfrom Group 47 who passed with distinction (85- 
100%) compared to All Studentsfiom New York State during the years of 2005-2007(Test 
V&e-27.33) on the Global Histoty/Geograph~~ Regents Exam 
One t Sample Test 
I 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, and the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303. The p value is recorded as .194, and the 
calculated t value is recorded as -1.923. As a result of the calculated t value is +I-1.923 being 
less than critical t value of 4.303 and a pvalue of .I94 being greater than alpha, the null 
hypothesis is affirmed. There is strong evidence to suggest that all students in selected schools 
in Group 47, in terms of passing with distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam, do not differ significantly from all students in New York 
State who took the exam in 2005-2007. 
PassD47 
Test Value = 27.33 
t 
-1.923 
df 
2 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,194 
Mean Difference 
-3.33000 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Diierence 
Lower 
-10.7824 
Upper 
4.1224 
The analysis of Students With Disabilities of Group 47 passing rate is as follows: 
Figure 19 Percentage of "Students With Disabilities" and New York State who scored between 
65-100% on the Global Histoiy/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
Students With Disabilities who Passed (65-100%) the Global 
HiitoryIGeography Regents Exam 2005-2007 in Group 47 8 
NYS 
PassSWL!47 rn NYS Pass SWD I 
Ho= Students With Disabilities in selected schools in Group 47, in terms of the passing rate on 
the 2005-2007 Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam, did not differ significantly on 
average !?om Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
H1= Students With Disabilities in selected schools in Group 47, in terms of the passing rate on 
the 2005-2007 Global History/Geography Regents Exam, did not differ significantly on 
average from Students With Disabilities inNew York State who took the same test 2005-2007. 
I 1 I 
PassSWW7 21.3 
rn NYS pass SWD I 41 
46.8 41.7 
Gmup 47. Rural Schods NYS= SWD NYS 
38 35 
Table 19 One Sample t Test of Students With Disabilities from Group 38 who passed (65- 
100%) compared to Students With Disabilities from New York State during the years of ZOOS- 
2007(Test Value=38) on the Global History/Geography Regents Exam 
One t Sample Test 
I I 1 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, and the degrees of freedom are 
PassDis47 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303. The p value is recorded as ,874, and a 
calculated t value recorded as -. 180. As a result of the calculated t value of +I- .I80 being less 
Test Value = 38 
than critical t value of 4.303 and a p value of ,874 being greater than alpha, the null hypothesis 
t 
-. 180 
is affirmed. There is strong evidence to suggest that Students With Disabilities in selected 
schools in Group 47, in terms of passing rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistoryIGeography 
df 
2 
Regents Exam, does not differ significantly from Students With Disabilities in New York State 
who took the exam in 2005-2007. 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,874 
Mean Difference 
-1.40000 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-34.9193 
Upper 
32.1 193 
The analysis of Students With Disabilities of Group 47 Passing with Distinction Rrate is 
as follows: 
Students Wlth Disabilities who Passed with Distinction (85- 
100X)the Global Historyffieography Regents Exam 2006-2007 
in Group 47 B NYS 
P a s s D S W W 7  mNYSSWD PassD 
Figure 20 Percentage of "Students With Disabi1ities"from Group 47 and New York State who 
scored between 85-100% on the Global Histoiy/Geography Regents Exam, 2005-2007 
9.5 1.8 
5 
Gmup 47. Rural Schools; NYS= SWD NYS 
Ho= Students With Disabilities in selected schools in Group 47, in terms of the passing with 
distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistoqdGeography Regents Exam, did not differ 
significantly on average from Students With Disabilities in New York State who took the same 
test 2005-2007. HI= Students With Disabilities in selected schools in Group 47, in terms of the 
passing with distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam, did 
not differ significantly on average as Students With Disabilities in New York State who took 
the same test 2005-2007. 
Table 20 One Sample t Test of Students With Disabilities from Group 47 who passed with 
distinction (85-100%) compared to Students With Disabilities from New York State during the 
years of 2005-2007 (Test Value=6.7) on the Global Histoiy/Geography Regents Exam 
Alpha was established at the .05 level of significance, and the degrees of freedom are 
recorded at 2, giving a critical t value of 4.303. The p value is recorded as .451, and a 
calculated t value recorded as -.929. As a result of the calculated t value of +I- ,929 being less 
than critical t value of 4.303 and a p value of .45 1 being greater than alpha, the null hypothesis 
is affirmed. There is strong evidence to suggest that Students With Disabilities in selected 
schools in Group 47, in terms of passing with distinction rate on the 2005-2007 Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam, does not differ significantly from Students With Disabilities 
in New York State who took the exam in 2005-2007. 
One t Sample Test 
PassDlvfour47 
Test Value = 6.7 
t 
-.929 
df 
2 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
,451 
Mean Difference 
-2.43333 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower 
-13.6981 
Upper 
8.8314 
New 
Group 38,41,44,47 
York 
State, 
SWD 85-100% 
Table 21 Comparison of "All Students" and "Students With Disabi1ities"pe~ormance on the 
Global History/Geography Regents Exam scoring 65-100% and 85-100%. 2005-2007 
A11 
StudentsISWD 
All Students 65- 
100% 
All Students 85- 
100% 
SWD 65-100% 
From the results of the analysis, it is evident that the schools in the urban settings, Group 
38 (New York City Schools) and Group 41 (urban schools outside New York City), performed 
significantly below the New York State average performances in both the All Student and 
Students With Disabilities categories and in each of the two levels of passing rates - passing 
(65-100%) and passing with distinction (85-100%). Marginally speaking, the evidence had less 
strength when it came to Students With Disabilities' performances on passing and passing with 
distinction rates (though still significantly below the New York State averages). 
Group 38 
29.33% 
3.67% 
9.03% 
NYS 
66% 
27.33% 
38% 
6.7% 
Group 41 
41% 
13.67% 
16% 
0% 1.73% 
Figure 21 Comparison of "Students With Disabilities" who scored 85-100% on the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam in Selected Districts in Groups 38, 41, 44, 47, and New York 
State. 2005-2007 
Students With Disabilities who Passed with Distinction (85- 
100%) the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam in Selected 
Groups & NYS 2005-2007 
1 8 PassDSWD38 m PassDSWMl PassDSWD44 o PassDSWM7 8 NYSSWD PassD I 
Group 38. NYC Schools; Group 41- Urban (excl;ding NYC) Schools; Group 
44= Suburban Schools; Group 47. Rural Schools; NYS- SWD NYS 
Special Note: From 2005-2007, if you were a Student With Disabilities taking the Global 
HistoryIGeography Regents Exam and went to school in one of the Group 38 schools, you were 
statistically unlikely to achieve a score above 84% on the exam. Students in schools in urban 
areas outside of New York City appear to perform better than students in New York City 
schools. 
Figure 22 Comparison of "Students With Disabilities" who scored 65-100% on the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam in Selected Districts in Groups 38, 41, 44, 47, andNew York 
State, 2005-2007 
Students With Disabilities who Passed (65-100%) the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam in Selected Groups 8 NYS 
2005-2007 
2005 2006 2W7 
Group 3% NYC Schoola; Group41= Urban (excluding NYC) Schools Group 
44= Suburban Schools Group4F Rural Schools NYS= SWD NYS 
The two groups of schools that represented the suburban and rural schools, Groups 44 
and 47, performed within the statistical significance levels of the New York State averages in 
both categories, All Students and Students With Disabilities categories and in each of the two 
levels of passing rates - passing (65-100%) and passing with distinction (85-100%). 
Figure 23 Comparison of "AN Students" who scored 85-100% on the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam in Selected Districts in Groups 38, 41, 44, 44 and New York 
State, 2005-2007 
%of All Students who Passed with Distinction 
(85-100Yd in Selected Groups and NYS 
FassG38 PassMl FassD44 FassM7 NYSFassD 
Group 38= NYC Schools; Group 41= &ban (excluding NYC) 
Schools; Group 44= Suburban Schools; Group 47= Rural 
Schools; NYS= All Studnets W S  
Marginally, all students in the passing with distinction performance level in Group 44 and 
Group 47only barely remained in the statistical significance level of the same rates for all 
students in New York State. 
Each of these groups were chosen to represent the different major 
socioeconomic1geography areas, while at the same time representing students with medium 
range of needs throughout all four of the groups in order to more accurately isolate the study 
and attempt to compare groups who resembled each other outside of their 
socioeconomic~geography settings. 
Figure 24 Comparison of "All Students" who scored 65-100% on the Global 
Histoiy/Geography Regents Exam in Selected Districts in Groups 38, 41, 44, 47, and New York 
Slate, 2005-2007 
1 All Students who Passed (65.100%) the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam from Selected Groups 8 
NYS 2005-2007 
rn Pass 38 Pass 41 Pass 44 Pass 47 rn NYS PassAll 
Group 38= NYC Schools; Group 41= Urban (excluding NYC) Schools; Group 
44= Suburban Schools; Group 47= Rural Schools; NYS= All Students NYS 
However, another interesting find in the analysis of the four socioeconomic/geographic 
areas was that even though the schools in Groups 44 and 47, that represented suburban and rural 
areas respectively, performed within the statistical significance of the New York State averages 
of performances, only one performance level was actually above the New York State average. 
Group 47, rural school districts, performed on average better than the New York State average 
for all students in terms of the passing rate (65-100%) on the 2005-2007 Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam (69.67% vs. the NYS average of 66%). 
Scoring of the Global History/Geography Regents Exam 
The format of the Global HistorylGeography Exam has been used since 2000 and has 
come under fire for both its makeup and how it is scored. As the researcher detailed earlier in 
this study, the University of the State of New York attempts to achieve two non-compatible ends 
with its weighted scoring of its exam, to first test for standard of performance (meeting the 
requirements for competency), then ranking students who take the exam, in other words 
ascending order of competency. By definition, competency levels are not "graded", one is either 
"competent" or not. 
Today's Global History/Geography Regents Exam is structured around four major parts: 
multiple choice, scaffolding questions (short answers based on a primary document), 
document-based essay, and a thematic essay. The most closely related predecessors of today's 
exam during the last fifty years include: World History Regents Exam (1957-1969), 
Comprehensive Social Studies Regents Exam (1970-1988), Asian and African Culture Studies 
Regents Exam (1976-1977), and Global Studies Regents Exam (1989-1999). These exams 
represent, not only similar curricular content areas that were tested, but also a testing structure 
that was stable and consistent even when compared to today's Global History/Geography 
Regents Exam. 
Throughout the last fifty years historylsocial studies Regents Exams have tested students 
using primarily multiple-choice questions and essays. Throughout the fifty-year period, the 
University of the State of New York has experimented, from time to time, with some form of 
concentrated version of short answer, or completion of statement question that centers on a 
primary document. This compares favorably with the scaffolding question used today which 
requires the student to answer a question about a primary document that is supplied. The major 
weighting concerns have centered on credits assigned to multiple-choice questions versus essay 
questions. Prior to 1969, the vacillation between the weighted credits for multiple-choice 
questions and essays looked like this: 1957: 30 credits for M.C. (multiple choice) and 70 
credits for E (essay); 1958-1960: 40 M.C. and 60 E; 1961-1966: 60 M.C. and 40 E; 1967-1968: 
60 M.C. 40 E; 1968 (1'' Comprehensive Social Studies Exam): 50 M.C. and 50E; and 1969- 
1999: 55 M.C. 45 E. 
One of the State Education Department's defending points of its Regents testing system 
today is that, in order to "create stability" for its exam, the State Education Department weights 
the credits it assigns relative to "easier question vs. more difficult questions". It is interesting 
to note that, starting in 1967 (coincidently the 100-year anniversary of the Regents 
Examination System), the State Education Department began "scaling" the multiple-choice 
questions, as noted earlier in this study. 
The State Education Department, in a field memo dated in February 1998, detailed that 
the construct of the new Global History Regents Exam would follow this format: Multiple 
Choice= 50% weight, Thematic Essay= 15% weight, Document-based Question=25% weight 
and Constructed Response=lO%. Somewhere between this February 1998 field memo and the 
preview test sampler distributed to high schools across the state in the spring of 1999, the 
weight assigned to the test components changed to: Multiple Choice=55% weight, Thematic 
Essay (unlike the past regents dating back to 1957 for this study, there would be no choice in 
selecting the essay question to answer) = 15% weight, Document-based Essay= 15% for essay, 
and 15% for scaffolding questions - for a total of 30% weight. 
The Global History/Geography Regents Exam, in fact, does have all of the elements that 
are detailed from the spring 1999 sample test draft, but it is not as clear as to the weight that is 
purportedly said to be assigned each part. It should be noted that, even in the 1999 draft, the 
makeup of the exam is a very familiar one - multiple choice questions comprising 55% of the 
exam while essay response making up the remaining 45%. Therefore, at first blush it seems as 
though the State Education Department is building in a requirement for a student to earn a 
passing 65% or better grade, and that they must challenge and write at least something for the 
essay questions. This is the same assumption that the researcher made in 1999, as did many 
other social studies teachers at the time, but then the researcher remembered what the nuns 
taught about making assumptions. 
Most of the controversy surrounding the scoring of the Global HistoryIGeography 
Regents Exam centers on what the State Education Department defines as part of the essay, in 
other words, the scaffolding questions. Scaffolding questions are short response (usually no 
more than a three sentences) answers to a question based on a primary document excerpt that is 
provided. It is true that on the document-based question the student must make use of the 
documents, and correct interpretations and responses would certainly be beneficial; however, it 
is a totally separate response as part of the exam. Furthermore, on the scoring chart the State 
Education Department places it in the same category as the multiple choice responses, 
separately from the credit arrived at by using the essay scoring rubric (scale of one to five) that 
is not used as a credit standard for the scaffolding question. 
The scoring chart that is unique to each Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, in 
other words raw score numbers, change from year to year in its conversion to a percentage 
score. In order to interpret a percentage score, the teacher must know the number of correct 
multiple-choice questions, the score of the student on the scaffolding questions, the score of the 
thematic essay, and the score of the document-based question. The teacher looks for the raw 
score total of the multiple-choice (number questions correct) and the credits earned on the 
sc&olding questions added together and finds the combined total on the left-hand side of the 
scale chart (see appendix). Next, the teacher will go across the top of the chart and look for the 
combined credit score of both essays (thematic and document-based question) that is arrived 
from the scoring rubric. Once the combined essay score is arrived at, the teacher slides down 
the column to where it meets the multiple-choicelscaffolding question row to arrive at the 
percentage score. 
For social studies regents exams prior to the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam, 
scoring of the test was done in this way: From 1957 to 1966, the teacher added the number of 
multiple-choice questions to the credits received on the essay questions to get a percentage 
score; from 1967-1999, the teacher took the number of correct multiple-choice questions, then 
look on the scale chart on the answer sheet (see appendix) to figure out the credits earned and 
added that to the credits earned on the essay questions to get a percentage score. 
In order to analyze the scoring chart to better understand how the State Education 
Department is enacting its own test formulation grid, the researcher has designed a series of 
charts that break down the variations of how a student can earn grades of 65-100% and 85- 
100%. The first table takes a look at the total number of squares on the scoring chart and 
determines the percentages of scores that relate to percentage scores of 0-64%, 65-84%, 85- 
Table 22 Point allocationsfor the four major levels of scoring (group by percentage) 
Global History/Geography Regents Exam, 2001-2007 
I I 
on the 
Year 0-64% 65-84% 85-100% 65-100% 
Total percentage of point allocation 
200 1 49% 38% 13% 51% 
2002 57% 34% 12% 43% 
2003 64% 23% 13% 3 6% 
2004 60% 25% 15% 40% 
2005 59% 26% 15% 41% 
2006 64% 22% 14% 36% 
2007 60% 25% 15% 40% 
The exam has subtly changed through its seven-year evolution. Generally speaking, the Global 
HistoryIGeography Regents Exam scoring grid really becomes a tale of two ranges. From 
2001 to 2003 the range in raw scores percentages for each category are: 0-64%=15%, 65- 
84%=15%, 85-100%=1%, 65-100%=15%, while for the years 2004-2007 the range in raw 
scores percentages for each category are: 0-64%=5%, 65-84%=1%, 85-100%=1%, 65- 
100%=5%. Further, it is important to note that, between the two ranges that are reported out, 
the range of percentage scores of raw scores was the same for the 85-100%=1%; however, 
while percentage was the same, the actual percentage of the raw scores shifted from 12 to 13% 
to the 14-1 5% range. What is important is to point out that the percentage of score required to 
achieve a pass with distinction was harder, based on available percentages of raw scores, 
during the years 2001 to 2003 rather than 2004-2007. This table illustrates the actual passing 
rates for New York State: 
Table 23 Scoring Categories (group bypercentages) on the Global Histoiy/Geography 
The table alone certainly does not prove anything without appropriate correlation analysis; 
however, the casual relationship, particularly when examining the 65-100% passing rate, is the 
fertile ground for further analysis. What is telling is the nonlinear approach from the raw 
scores conversion to percentage evaluation scores; there is a raw score percentage weighting 
that lends itself to greater opportunities for students to attain a passing grade, while at the same 
time from 2001 to 2007 there seems to be a commitment to having a more linear approach to 
for the standard of passing with distinction. 
This observation, on the surface, lends credence to the argument that the scale scoring 
approach that the State Education Department applies to the Global HistorylGeography 
Regents Exam attempts to both test for learning standards achievement and for the ranking of 
students. This is (as cited in chapter 2) considered to be a noncompatible goal for a single test. 
The practical result for a student taking the test is a relatively easy (compared to achieving a 
passing score of 65+%) path to simple passing, but a more random ability to score high within 
the ranking rate of passing with distinction (85-100%). 
The pre-Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam scoring method was straightforward, 
in the sense that it was impossible to attain a passing grade on the exams without attaining at 
least a percentage of credit on the essay portion of the exam. This fact was the structural 
implementation of the desire that students, in order to achieve a Regents credit, must be able to 
demonstrate a level of competence through the written expression of essay writing. Accepting 
the premise of the State Education Department that the scaffolding questions (the short one- to 
three-sentence responses from primary sources) are classified as an essay response (refer to 
the State Education Department's scoring grid guide), the scoring grid allows for the 
attainment of a passing grade on the exam without a single credit earned on the two more 
traditionally accepted essay format questions (thematic and document-based questions), the 
multiple choice section comprising 55% of the score weighting and the scaffolding consisting a 
score weighting of 15% for a total weight of 70%. Despite the constant criticism based on the 
claim that students can pass the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam without scoring a 
single point on an essay (see Chapter 2), the State Education Department defends its scoring 
system, saying that it is based on scale scoring, instead of countering that structurally the State 
Education Department measures the scaffolding questions as a type of essay questions. 
The distribution of the scoring grid as to the value of rubric-based scoring of the thematic 
and document-based essay becomes the differentiating element of students who achieve scores 
of 65-84% versus students who achieve scores of 85-100%. The inconsistency with the scale 
scoring approach (defined as the dual-use approach used by the New York State Education 
Department) is in the arbitrary values associated with the weight of the thematic and 
document-based essay question. Instead of the values' significantly changing from year to 
year, it is the number of scaffolding credits plus the multiple-choice questions that ultimately 
determine the percentage "point spread". The attached tables in the appendix illustrate this 
point. As a result, though not presented in this manner, there is no singular way to accurately 
distinguish a score of 87% from a score of go%, so therefore the ranking element of passing 
with distinction is really a faqade; in fact, the State Education Department does not even 
attempt to rank scores outside of the 0-64%, 65-loo%, 65-84%, and 85-100% classifications. 
The State Education Department does not come out and state that it has built in a 
conditional standard error in the scale scoring of the test. Given that every test, as any survey 
would show, has a margin of error associated with the exam, whether that error is in the 
preparation materials, teaching quality, test questions, and administration, to name a few, 
accounting for that standard error is a practice for scale scoring. The fact that the raw score 
conversion chart never follows a linear percentage process is a partial testimony that the 
conversion, in part accounts for the margin of error. Further, as test results move further to 
both extremes of performance on the grading scale, less variation in the error margin is needed; 
for the 85-100% the state range is usually around 1% from year to year (see above). 
Preparation that teachers engage in with their students, in addition to looking at the 
curriculum that is taught, needs to be evaluated. A common assumption is that, after a number 
of years of having the same course taught and testing in essentially the same way with similar 
questions, there is an expectation of improved performance. Clearly this has not been the case. 
Whether it is due to poor teaching, a turnover in teachers assigned to teach the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents course, or inconsistencies of preparation prior to the ninth- and 
tenth-grade years in social studies, these areas must be addressed in order to ensure a change in 
the current seven-year trend. 
Conclusions 
By the year 2012-2013, all students in New York State are required to challenge and pass 
the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam. Starting with the June 2000 exam, the State 
Education Department adjusted its scoring and scaling of the exam in subsequent years. For 
this study, the years 2001 -2007 were analyzed for passing rate, passing with distinction rate for 
all students and students with disabilities for all students in New York State, and five selected 
socioeconomiclgeographical regions of students with a middle range of needs to assess 
whether there existed a signif~cant difference, on average, of performance for all students and 
students with disabilities measured against the entire state averages. 
There are many troubling trends that have emerged. First, there is a significant drop off 
in the state passing average and general decline in performance (2001= 78%, 2007=63%). 
Schools in urban areas, and particularly if they are in New York City, have significantly lower 
percentage passing rates on average in both the all student and students with disabilities 
categories. Has the "safety net" afforded to special education students (they may receive a 
grade of 5564% and receive local credit and satisfy the testing requirement; failing to achieve 
that score they may challenge the Regents Competency Test) adversely affected the approach 
of teachers, students and parents? Has the situation really rendered attempting to achieve a 
passing score on the Regents Exam a nice bonus rather than the targeted purpose that is the 
intention of the State Education Department? Of course, the researcher could take a survey of 
teachers, students, and parents in selected schools to determine if the researcher could analyze 
the impact of attitudes expressed and correlate those findings with their actual results are on 
the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam. This would be worthwhile particularly for the 
State Education Department to decide its ultimate timetable for the "safety net" and how to 
sculpt a transitional program. The other area of concern is the socioeconomic/geographical 
effect on the students' performance. A simple screening of the same students' reading abilities 
could possibly shed a great deal of light on the potential abilities of the students to perform on 
the Global History Regents Exam. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Since 1984, New York State has gone through the following reforms: The New Regents 
Action Plan, The New Compact for Learning, The New York State Learning Standards, No 
Child Left Behind (federal level reform), and the most recent, P-16 Education: A Plan for 
Action. This situation leaves the discerning reader with questions as to whether the previous 
reform goals were achieved, why they may or may not have been realized, and exactly how is 
the new reform going to attack the perceived deficiencies of the previous reforms. 
The Regents Exams in New York State have been a constant source of measurement of 
curricular achievement for over 130 years. The idea of testing for accountability is hardly new 
to New York State. From the beginning, the Regents tried to maintain high standards in 
secondary school and initially ... aid was restricted to those students who had passed local 
entrance examinations (Folts, 1996). The simplicity of its purpose, to create a unified course of 
study and test the level achievement in that common curriculum, is its strength. While 
analyzing the similarities and differences in test scores alone is hardly comprehensive, it will 
allow for critical examination of the goals and beliefs of the current curricular mandates by the 
New York State Education Department and the Commissioner of Education, Richard Mills. 
The purpose of the study is to provide exploratory research to formulate qualitative guiding 
questions for future research relative to the effectiveness of using Regents Exams to measure 
curricular success (as it has been defined by the New York State Education Department and 
Commissioner Richard Mills). 
Up until the late Nineteenth Century, most schooling was centered upon the local needs 
of areas and the growing needs of colleges and universities. Local needs were primarily taken 
care of by elementary education and basically sought little more than literacy among the 
population. Colleges and universities traditionally relied upon private schools to train their 
potential students. The main lines of educational development late in the nineteenth century 
ran downward from the universities and upward fiom the primary grades, meeting at the high 
schools (Wiebe, 1967). 
With the onset of the Depression and the formation of New Deal policies of social 
insurance, many of the issues of those reform-minded groups attempted to be answered by 
separate government programs. Subsequent reforms of the 1960's under President Johnson's 
"War on Poverty" only sewed to cement the view that the schools, while important in 
developing the young socially and academically, were to be assisted by programs outside of the 
educational domain. 
Education was, up until 1954 (Brown v. the BOE of Topeka, Kansas), for all intents and 
purposes entirely the fiscal and policy-making responsibility of the states. This landmark civil 
rights case also cemented the view that the Federal Government's role as not only a referee of 
dispute between states but as an arbiter and advocate for citizens of states. Then, in 1957, the 
Soviet Union launched Sputnik; this single event, thanks in large part to a Life Magazine 
expos6 ( "Most appalling, the standards of education are shockingly low"), created a 
shockwave throughout Congress and the nation (Devine, 1993). The result would be the 
National Defense Educational Act (1958). This act allowed for student loans based on 
financial need, and included in the law was a commitment of slightly less than one billion 
dollars over a four-year period of time. 
As a result of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (1965), the Federal 
Government has stamped itself as a partner in terms of education of the nation's youth. 
Throughout the 1960's and 1970's, the Federal Government continued to pass legislation to 
provide better opportunities for special education (504 Laws) and female student athletes (Title 
IX). With the dawn of the 1980's and the United State's shifting to a more conservative outlook 
in the wake economic recession, the Reagan Presidency would spearhead the 1984 Nation at 
Risk report on the state of America's schools and cast a new accountability movement that has 
most recently been incarnated in the new reauthorization act of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act more commonly called No Child Lefi Behind passed in 2002. 
The State of New York has been in a curious position in terms of the most recent 
curricular accountability movement inspired by No Child Lefi Behind In this state there is an 
embedded practice that dates back to 1864 of testing its youth for the purpose of cumcular 
accountability, the Regents Exam. If poor work has been done by the teacher or the pupil in the 
classroom, the examination is apt to reveal this ... upon the basis of the minimum of what a child 
has a right to know about a subject after studying it for a certain period, and not upon what he 
may happen to have been taught (Franklin, 1898). W i l e  this might appear to be a sound bite 
from Commissioner Mills, it is actually from the writing of the Ithaca City High School Principal 
from 1898 as a response to an early article critical of the "Regents Lock-Step" approach to 
education 
Prior to Commissioner Mills' tenure, the New York State Regents and Education 
Department sought to improve the standards of education by employing a two-pronged attack of 
reform. The first is to account for and raise the minimum competency standards, resulting in the 
Basic Competency Test for High School Graduation and later the more comprehensive Regents 
Competency Testing Program. The second is to raise the standards for high school graduation. 
Through the reforms of the New Regents Action Plan, followed by the New Compact for 
Learning, this two-pronged attack remained in place, was reviewed and updated. After 1995, 
when Commissioner Mills took over the reins of the State Education Department, he sought the 
elimination of the Regents Competency Testing Program to raise the standards for all students 
and coordinate that effort with the recently added testing program instituted in the primary 
grades (grade four and eight testing, later expanded to include all grades from grade 3 through 
high school to comply with NCLB). 
As a result of the Federal Government's actions to require seventeen tests to measure 
standards accountability and the leadership of Commissioner Mills to view the Regents 
Curriculum as the "gold standard" for all students in New York, there is a testing regimen on the 
secondary level that has a schizophrenic existence (in terms of testing). The tests are employed 
to measure two incompatible purposes, first to prove basic competency of standards acquisition 
and to rank that competency. Accepting the deadline that has been legislated by NCLB, and 
reaffirmed by the State Education Department, that all students by 2013 will meet the 
competency level in assessments and the recent accusations that the Regents test are designed to 
make it easy to pass and extremely difficult to excel, it is no wonder then that accusations of 
manipulating the test results abound. 
This cross-sectional, exploratory study specifically uses the years of 2001 to 2007 to 
fiame its research analysis but also uses, for contextual purposes and comparison, the fifty-year 
period of 1957 to 2007 of New York State's Regents Testing of World History, Comprehensive 
Social Studies, Asian African Studies, Global Studies, and Global History and Geography. 
Much has been written about the effects of the No Child Left Behind legislation and how the 
idea of teaching to the test is a horrible burden placed on our educational system. Teachers and 
administrators in New York State are in a peculiar situation in that as a state they have been in 
the business of doing the very same thing for well over one hundred years and have boasted that 
its educational system is among the nation's best, in large part due to the standardized 
curriculum and testing regimen that is employed by the Board of Regents and State Education 
Department. 
The purpose of this cross-sectional, exploratory study is to better understand how, after 
years of testing (2001-2007) using the Global History and Geography Regents Exam, students 
are performing throughout the state and in selected geographical/economic regions of New 
York State through the converging of both quantitative data provided by the New York State 
Education Department and qualitative analysis of the scoring conversion chart used to convert 
raw scores to percentage evaluations of the Regents Exam. The expected result of this cross- 
sectional, exploratory study was to create qualitative guiding questions for future research. In 
this study, the researcher measured the relationship between performance of the entire state and 
geographic/economic regions as defined by the New York State Education Department and the 
performance on the Global History and Geography Regents Exam. At the same time, the 
conversion chart used to convert raw scores to a percentage evaluation score was explored using 
an examination of the elements used in the scoring chart, and how it has been utilized compared 
with Global History and Geography, Global Studies, Social Studies, Asian and African Studies, 
and World History Regents Exams over the past fifty years (1957 to 2007). 
The null hypothesis for the problem statement was as follows: There has been no 
significant improvement of student performance on the Global HistorylGeography Regents 
Exam from 2001 to 2007. The researcher used pi0.05 to determine significance. 
The population of this study was the students in New York State that take the Global 
History and Geography Regents Exam, the majority of whom were tenth-grade students. In 
terms of sampling, selected school districts that represent school districts in New York City, 
urban other than New York City, suburban, and rural were used as independent variables when 
measured against the dependent variable of average performance on the Global History and 
Geography Regents Exam. 
The researcher took the testing results and related data from the Chapter 655 reports and 
the annual New York State School report card that has been in existence in New York State since 
the 1998-1999 school year and presented annually to the public. The researcher also used the 
scoring charts for World History, Comprehensive Social Studies, Asian and African Culture 
Studies, and Global Studies June administration of these Regents Exams. The researcher also 
used the conversion chart of the Global History and Geography Regents Exams from 2001 to 
2007. Validity of the Regents Exam score is verified by the State Education Department of New 
York. 
In order to determine if there has been significant improvement in both the passing rate 
and the passing with distinction rate in New York State from 2001 to 2007 on the Global 
History and Geography Regents Exam, the researcher used a t  test to test the level of 
significance of the mean average scores to determine whether or not the calculated p value is 
less than level of significance "alpha" (a), set at .05 or the calculated t value exceeding 
"critical" t value. If this turned out to be the case, the researcher would be able to state that 
enough evidence is present to reject the null hypothesis (Ho). 
The researcher determined if there is evidence to suggest that selected schools in groups 
38,41,44,47 (representing New York City Schools, Urban-not NYC, Suburban, and Rural 
Schools respectively) performance on the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam has 
differed significantly from the State average performance in the categories "All Students" and 
"Students With Disabilities" for the years 2005-2007. The researcher used a one sample t test 
to affirm or reject the null hypothesis. A one sample t test was performed in both categories, 
passing rate and passing with distinction rate. The researcher used a one sample t test to test 
the level of significance of the mean average scores against the test value (equaling the State 
average performance) to determine whether or not the calculated p value is less than level of 
significance "alpha" (a), set at .05 or the calculated t value exceeding "critical" t value. 
Finally, the researcher conducted a qualitative analysis of the grading conversion chart 
used to convert raw scores to percentages for the Global History and Geography Regents Exam 
and compared that use of the scoring chart to the percentage scoring of the World History, 
Comprehensive Social Studies, Asian and African Studies, and Global Studies Regents Exams. 
The researcher used the conversion charts of the June 2001 to 2007 Global History and 
Geography Regents Exams and the Scoring charts used on June Regents Exams from 1957 to 
2000 as my primary data. The researcher specifically looked at the weighted considerations of 
the scoring of the various parts of the exam to help determine performance priorities as 
determined by the weighting of assigned percentage scores from raw scores. 
Conclusions 
How has the percentage of students scoring 65-1 00% significantly improved since 2001? 
It has been eight years since the 2001 administration of the Global History and Geography 
Regents Exam. It would stand to reason that there should now be a familiarity with the 
curriculum by both teachers and districts as to how to approach the teaching and test 
preparation for this exam. As a result of this familiarity and experience with the exam, student 
performance scores should be improving in terms of passing rate (65-100%). In order to seek a 
more complete picture of the testing achievement of students in New York State, the study 
looked at the two reported categories of "All Students" and "Students With Disabilities". 
The results of the statistical analysis revealed that there was strong evidence to suggest 
that the New York State pass rate for all students for the years 2001-2007 on the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam is significantly different on average than the pass rate from 
2005-2007 on the same exam; however, the reason that it is significantly different is due to the 
downward trend of achievement in the 2005 to 2007 period of time compared to the 2001 to 
2007 years. Of particular concern with this study's findings is the statistical stagnation of 
passing rate in New York State of Students With Disabilities. There is evidence to suggest that 
on average the Students With Disabilities pass rate (65-1 00%) on the 2001 -2007 Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam does not differ significantly from the Students With 
Disabilities pass rate from 2005-2007 on the same exam. 
Students, as early as the seventh grade (the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam is 
given in the 10" grade), are exposed to, and tested, using document-based questions and essays 
that simulate the Regents testing format. It is unnerving to see both statistical stagnation and 
lowering levels of performance. Students With Disabilities' performance is especially 
disturbing, not only in terms of the statistical stagnation, but in the degree of disparity between 
the levels of performance of All Students and Students With Disabilities. Admittedly, there are 
many potential reasons and combinations of reasons for this trending downward, rather than the 
intended result of increasing passing; however, the education community needs to begin 
somewhere. 
Early in the 1990's, the New York State Education Department recognized that education 
reform had now shifted in the United States from "equal opportunity" to "equal outcome" (Folts, 
1996). New York State finds itself in a quandary, in terms of Global History, to explain the 
undesirable trend of declining achievement of all students and specifically, students with 
disabilities. The key, according to Commissioner Sobol, was not the equity of input, but the 
equity of output (Sobol, 1991). Despite safeguards added to the Part 100 regulations by 
Commissioner Mills to provide Academic Intervention Services for all students who are 
struggling to meet the new standards, problems not only remain, but, statistically, on the Global 
History Regents they are worsening. The finding in this study underscores Pearson's conclusion 
that it is clear that progressive social studies may not be able to coexist comfortably with 
standardization, high-stakes testing, and accountability (Pearson, 2007). 
The issue with Students with Disabilities is not as clear. When Commissioner Mills 
rolled out his one standard (the Regents Diploma) and the decommissioning of the Regents 
Competency exam, he rationalized that teaching to have success on exams that are developed 
appropriately to measure standards would naturally lead to "teaching to the test". This is the 
same rationale that led to the Commissioner's appointing a committee to review alternative 
testing requests from schools wishing to use something other than Regents Exams (Kadamus, 
1998). The result, in part, was to allow Students with Disabilities to take the Regents 
Competency Exam if they failed to get at least 55% on the Regents Exam (55-64% would earn 
the student local credit, not Regents credit). By 2012, Students with Disabilities will be the only 
students who will be able to earn a local high school diploma. 
The dilemma is how this allowance for the safety net of the 55-64% score and the 
Regents Competency Test is factored into the decisions made by teachers every day in their 
classrooms regarding how they will approach the teaching of Students with Disabilities. This 
situation, coupled with Pearson's observations, only serves to amplify the fear that social studies, 
and in particular the teaching of Global History and Geography, will be reduced to simply 
"getting through the test" for Students With Disabilities and All Students in general. 
How has the percentage of students in the State passing with distinction, 85-100% 
significantly increased since 2001? It has been eight years since the 2001 administration of the 
Global History and Geography Regents Exam, so it would stand to reason that there should now 
be a familiarity with the curriculum by both teachers and districts as to how to approach the 
teaching and test preparation for this exam. As a result of this familiarity and years of 
experience with the exam, student performance scores should be improving in terms of Passing 
with Distinction (85-100%). In this study, the researcher studied the average achievement of 
passing with distinction for the groups "All Students" and "Students With Disabilities". 
The All Student pass rate with distinction (85-100%) for years on the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam was 27.57% for years 2001-2007 and 27.3% for years 2005- 
2007 on the same exam. The evidence strongly suggest that the pass with distinction rate (85- 
100%) for the Global HistoqdGeography Regents Exam from years 2001 -2007 does not ditYer 
significantly on average from the pass with distinction rate for 2005-2007 on the same exam. 
The Students With Disabilities passing with distinction rate (85-loo%), from 2001 to 2007, on 
the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam was 6.71% and 6.67% for years 2005-2007 on 
the same exam. There is strong evidence to suggest that the Students with Disabilities pass 
with distinction rate do not differ significantly from the Students With Disabilities pass with 
distinction rate of 2005-2007 on the same exam. 
The statistical stagnation of both All Students and Students With Disabilities categories 
for the passing with distinction rate generates many possible implications, but perhaps the 
most indicting is the quote that has been largely attributed to Commissioner Mill's 
motivation of reform in New York: "You don't get it, the teacher said, with what Mr. Mills 
remembers as a sneer. If the standards are not on the test, they're not real" (Hartocollis, 
1999). Indeed, Commissioner Mills has been a virtual crusader of standards-based testing to 
drive changes in classroom practices. The emphasis on school districts is to raise scores out 
of the level one (0-54%) and level two (55-64%) ranges to level three. These changes have 
the largest impact on the Annual Measure of Outcomes (AMO) than simply moving student 
performance from level three to level four (85-100%). The question raised, then, is, Is there 
a structural condition that drives teachers' and administrators' decision-making to 
emphasize teaching to level three performance rather than pushing for level four outcomes? 
This possible reasoning is very apt when discussing Students with Disabilities. By 
definition, Students with Disabilities, on average, have normative testing scores of at least 
two years behind grade level. Do teachers and administrators in the field concentrate 
limited resources on achieving the highest levels of success for some of their classified 
students or design programs that will get the greatest number of these students from level 
two to three? Philosophically speaking, this is a Pandora's Box of argumentation among 
Special Education Experts: You are supposed to be driving your education for these 
students using Individual Education Program protocol; the idea is to maximize each 
individual student's performance, not merely act as a cog for a general formula to get the 
most out of an entire population of students. 
Many have called into question how the exam is scored. First, the test is considered easy 
to pass but difficult to excel on. Second, many have argued that the Global History and 
Geography Regents Exam is not worthy of being labeled a "history" exam, due to its lack of 
academic rigor. The criticism is interesting because if valid one could make the argument 
that, instead of continuing the practice of allowing a Regents Competency Test for "non- 
Regents" students and a Regents Exam for "Regents" students, the State Education 
Department merely merged the two together into one exam in an effort to afford all students 
a "Regents" diploma. S.G. Grant's work, noted earlier, found that the Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Standards get high marks for its attempt at revisions and scope 
of the changes they attempted to employ, but low grades for the instrument (the exam 
itself). ..(Grant, 2001). Specifically, Grant was referring to the vagueness and inherent 
arbitrary nature of the way that social studies knowledge is evaluated. For students seeking 
excellence, this becomes a footing of silt instead of concrete to reach mastery, and for 
students already classified as having traditional difficulties this only amplifies the challenge. 
How has the percentage of students in selected school districts in New York City, 
selected urban school districts outside of New York City, selected suburban school districts, 
and rural school districts that all share middle range needs (as determined by New York State 
Education Department) performed in terms of passing rate (65-loo%), compared to the same 
category of students for all of New York State on the Global History/Geography Regents 
Exam? 
From the results of the analysis, it is evident that the schools in the urban settings: group 
38 (New York City Schools) and Group 41 (urban schools outside New York City) 
performed significantly below the New York State average performances in both the All 
Student and Students With Disabilities categories in terms of passing rates (65100%). The 
two groups of schools that represented the suburban and rural schools, Groups 44 and 47, 
performed within the statistical significance levels of the New York State averages for All 
Students and Students with Disabilities categories and in terms of passing (65-100%). 
New York State has been issuing School District Report Cards since the 1998 school 
year. These reports detail the scoring achievement of the District's students on the State 
mandated test (Regents inclusive) and compare those results to similar schools and State 
averages. Interestingly, the State chose to allow, for categorization purposes, the idea of 
"similar districts" based upon their formula of geographic location (i.e., NYC, Urban, 
Suburban, and Rural) and "student needs" (a combination of factors to determine financial 
abilities of the District, similar to the "combined wealth ratio" used to determine State Aid to 
Districts). Despite the mandate of a one-standard-of-performance goal, comparisons are 
based on other factors, meaning that a district could be outperforming all of the other 
districts in its "similar- schools" comparison but still be in need of improvement. The 
researcher purposely chose to keep the selection of comparable groups variable of "student 
needs" consistent with the "middle-range of needs", in order to highlight the geographical 
settings influence. In the end, students in urban schools performed well below their peers 
with middle-range needs in suburban and nual schools in both the All Student and Students 
with Disabilities categories, when compared to the State averages for performance. This 
finding echoes the frustration that former Commissioner Sobol expressed in his centerpiece, 
A New Compact for Learning, when he stated that it is based on the simple, yet radical, 
principle that all children can learn given the appropriate amount of resources and time 
(Sobol, 1991). 
Other factors that would be helpful is to quantify the importance that education plays in 
the lives of those living in NYC, urban, suburban, and rural settings. Is it difficult to recruit 
qualified teachers in some geographical settings, what facilities and resources do teachers, 
students, and administrators have at their disposal in the different settings, do these things 
matter, and how do we measure their impact and quantify the results? 
The one area that is now in play that was "disqualified" in 1979 is the tort issue of 
"education malpractice." Both in the Peter W. (1976) and Donohue (1979) cases, the 
students sued their respective school districts for "education malpractice". The Peter W. 
case was in California, and the Donohue case was in Copiague, New York. The courts 
found for the districts, primarily because they could not define the "tort" issues to qualify 
those lawsuits as educational malpractice because the policy and governance of education is 
in the hands of the executive branch of government (Standler, 2000). To keep things in 
proper context, during the 1970's when these cases were being deliberated, most of the thrust 
for public education was still decidedly toward the issue of opportunity for all, the mandate 
from then-current laws was on providing the education, not guaranteeing its outcome as had 
become the standard with No Child Lefr Behind. 
How has the percentage of students in selected school districts in New York City, 
selected urban school districts outside of New York City, selected suburban school districts, and 
rural school districts that all share middle-range needs (as determined by New York State 
Education Department) performed in terms of passing with distinction rates (85-loo%), 
compared to the same category of students for all of New York State on the Global 
HistorylGeograpby Regents Exam? 
From the results of the analysis, it is evident that the schools in the urban settings, Group 
38 (New York City Schools) and Group 41 (urban schools outside New York City), performed 
significantly below the New York State average performances in both the All Student and 
Students With Disabilities categories and in passing with distinction (85-1 00%). Marginally 
speaking, the evidence had less strength when it came to Students with Disabilities' 
performances on passing with distinction rates (though still significantly below the New York 
State averages). 
The two groups of schools that represented the suburban and rural schools, Groups 44 
and 47, performed within the statistical significance levels of the New York State averages in 
both categories, All Students and Students With Disabilities categories and in passing with 
distinction (85-100%). Marginally, all students in the passing with distinction performance 
level in Group 44 and Group 47only barely remained in the statistical significance level of the 
same rates for all students in New York State. 
Traditionally, when looking at New York City and urban Schools, the idea of 
overcrowding and large class sizes come up as variables to explain performance levels. During 
the last ten years, New York City has downsized the number of students in its schools, and the 
number of students who took the exams in Group 38 reflects this fact. Unfortunately what the 
numbers that the researcher looked at do not tell are class size, how instruction is delivered and 
by whom. They also do not tell what resources are used, the integration levels of technology or 
the types, if any, and what intervention programs are used to assist these students. 
As for the results of Group 47, rural schools, this group performed above the New York 
State average of performance for passing rates. It can only be speculated that in rural schools 
with fewer students, and many times, a lack of teachers to teach various levels of courses 
concentration is placed in the middle at the expense of advanced or honors level programs 
perhaps explaining why the all student passing rates rises above the New York State average 
while the passing with distinction rate is curiously lagging, though still within the State 
average. Practically speaking, rural and suburban schools, with middle-range student needs, 
will first take care of mandated staffing for special education, while staffing for the remainder 
of courses becomes what else is "required." Advance/honors programs are not mandated, and 
therefore are usually the first programming cuts that are made in schools where money 
becomes tight. This same process occurs also in urban and New York City schools where 
money can even become tighter and teacher recruitment becomes a contact sport. 
Given that almost all of the performance levels fall below the New York State average, it 
only stands to reason that schools which either have low student-needs levels or high student 
needs-levels must perform above the New York State averages for performance. Though not 
statistically proven in this study, it seems safe to speculate that students in schools that have 
low student needs have a high probability of performing above the New York State averages of 
performance. 
Considering the performance by Students with Disabilities is more confounding and 
complicated. In terms of the general education students it is easy, all must take the Global 
HistoqdGeography Regents Exam and pass it, while Students with Disabilities are allowed to 
receive a local diploma "passing" score of 55-64% or take and pass the Regents Competency 
Test (often considered to be an easier test). Has this "safety net" provided and promoted a lens 
that is counterintuitive to what all children can learn and achieve? From a practical standpoint, 
this is the way many of our school's teachers, parents, and administrators approach Students 
with Disabilities achievement. 
By far the greatest impact to the overall performance levels on the Global 
HistoryIGeography Exam would be in dramatically improved scores of Students with 
Disabilities. This will require both a change in our expectation level, and also a real analysis of 
teaching strategies employed to educate Students with Disabilities and actually measure their 
impact in terms of performance on exams such as the Global HistoqdGeography Regents 
Exam. The co teaching model is the new push for delivering instruction to Students with 
Disabilities. It would be interesting to see a comparison study of performance by Students with 
Disabilities who have been taught by the various teaching delivery approaches: co teaching, 
collaborative teaching, push-in services, resource room support or any other hybrid model. 
However, a person would have to somehow control for the "safety-net" mindset that 
predominates many whom this researcher has come into contact with over the last twenty-four 
years. 
Following this reasoning, it becomes very apparent that the achievement gap that has 
been reported is alive and well. What is even more disturbing is the lack of improvement and 
actual dipping in performance by students on the Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam 
over the period 2001-2007. There is less than five years to reach the (mythical?) level of 100% 
passing rate for all who take the Global History/Geography Regents Exams. 
Also supported by the findings is the legal rationale for holding New York fmancially 
accountable for the academic performance of its students that was used by the "Committee for 
Fiscal Equity" (Teachers College, Columbia University, 2007). The success of the lawsuit was 
articulated so that teachers could not expect the same outcomes from students due to the gross 
inequities of fimding of schools. 
How does the grading of the Global History and Geography Regents Exam compare to 
its predecessors from 1957 to 2007? The format of the Global HistoryIGeography Exam has 
been used since 2000 and has come under fire for both its makeup and how it is scored. 
Today's Global HistorylGeography Regents Exam is structured around four major parts: 
multiple choice, scaffolding questions (short answers based on a primary document), document- 
based essay, and a thematic essay. The scoring chart that is unique to each Global 
HistorylGeography Regents Exam, in other words raw score numbers, change from year to year 
in its conversion to a percentage score. The major weighting concerns have centered on credits 
assigned to multiple-choice questions versus essay questions. 
The exam has subtly changed through its seven-year evolution. Generally speaking, the 
Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam scoring grid really becomes a tale of two ranges: 
From 2001 to 2003, the range in raw scores percentages for each category are 0-64%=15%, 65- 
84%=15%, 85-100%=1%, 65-100%=15%. For the years 2004-2007, the range in raw scores 
percentages for each category are 0-64%=5%, 65-84%=1%, 85-100%=1%, 65-100%=5. It is 
important to point out that the percentage of scores required to achieve a pass with distinction 
was harder, based on available percentages of raw scores, during the years 2001 to 2003 rather 
than 2004-2007. What is telling is the nonlinear approach from the raw scores conversion to 
percentage evaluation scores. There is a raw score percentage weighting that lends itself for 
greater opportunities for students to attain a passing grade, while at the same time from 2001 to 
2007 there seems to be a commitment to having a more linear approach to the standard of 
passing with distinction. The practical result for a student's taking the test is relatively easy 
(compared to achieving a passing score of 65+%) path for simple passing, but a more random 
ability to score high within the ranking rate of passing with distinction (85-100%). The 
distribution of the scoring grid as to the value of rubric-based scoring of the thematic and 
document-based essay becomes the differentiating element of students who achieve scores of 
65-84% versus students who achieve scores of 85-100%. The inconsistency with the scale 
scoring approach (defined as the dual use approach used by the New York State Education 
Department) is the arbitrary values associated to the weight of the thematic and docurnent- 
based essay question. Instead of values significantly changing from year to year, it is the 
number of scaffolding credits plus the multiplechoice questions that ultimately determine the 
percentage "point-spread". This supports and adds weight to Grant's contention that a student 
can pass without getting a single point on either the thematic essay or DBQ (Grant, 2001). 
Though the State Education Department does not come out and state that it has built in a 
conditional standard error in the scale scoring of the test, it does appear to be present. The fact 
that the raw score conversion chart never follows a linear percentage process is a partial 
testimony that the conversion, in part, accounts for the margin-of-error. Further, as test results 
move further to both extremes of performance on the grading scale, less variation in the error 
margin is needed; for the 85-100% the state range is usually around 1% from year to year. 
This adds credence to the contention by Karlin that the Regents Exam is attempting to perform 
two incompatible tasks, first to test the competency of knowledge of the standards and then to 
rank students (Karlin, 2003). The scoring methods used on the Global HistoryIGeography 
Regents Exam are not compatible (testing for proficiency and ranking student performance), 
and the public explanations by the State Education Department is troubling, more for what they 
do not express publicly (that they, the Department, categorize the scaffolding questions as 
essay questions) than the actual defense of their scoring (using scale scoring and choosing not 
to educate what that means). 
Recommendations 
Policy Recommendations 
Though the current debate and legislative action on the reauthorization of ESEA (No 
Child Lefi Behind in its current rendition) has been suspended from the forefront, though it 
would be unwise to think that the continuing evolution of standards testing and the push for 
national standards will end. It is with this framework that the Federal Government, should it 
consider national standards, would only test those standards as a competency minimum allowing 
for a local diploma while giving and, in fact, encouraging states to provide for a higher level of 
state diploma (in New York, this could mean the Regents Diploma). 
If the Federal government would see the above recommendation as viable, it would only 
make sense that the General Equivalency Diploma would be revamped and aligned to the 
national minimum standards; it should also then follow that students who seek this option would 
no longer have a negative impact on the statistical accounting of graduation rates reported for 
high schools. 
Closing the achievement gap between General Education Students and Students with 
Disabilities is long overdue and a public embarrassment. The current manipulation of 
graduation rates, as high schools are forced to report them, makes no sense. If a student does 
not graduate within the traditional four years from their entrance to ninth grade, that student, 
regardless if they in fact eam an Individual Education Program Complction Diploma in that 
time, are considered "non-graduates" for their lack of receiving a "terminal degree" (i.e., high 
school diploma). Further, if a student with disabilities does eam a "terminal degree" diploma 
within five or six years of ninth grade entrance, he or she is stiN considered a non-graduate of 
their cohort for statistical purposes! This is not acceptable, especially when the only way to 
become classified is to perform at least two grade levels below their age equivalent on a 
normative evaluation. The Federal and State Education Departments need to take away the 
negative non-graduate status of these students for their cohort by updating their statistical base 
each year after the traditional four years or only report out the statistical tally after six years. 
In New York State the Education Department, under the leadership of Commissioner 
Mills, ordered the end of the Regents Competency test as an alternative exam for local credit 
starting in 1998, except for students with disabilities (those students would only be eligible to 
take the exam if they fail to earn at least 55% on the exam; scores between 55-64% would be 
granted local credit). This study provided evidence that despite, or as a result of, this safety net, 
there has been a statistical stagnation of passing and passing with distinction rates for the Global 
History/Geography Regents Exam. The State Education Department should eliminate the 
Regents Competency Test entirely for students with disabilities and only allow for the 55-64% 
safety net on the Regents Exam for local diploma credit. This course of action would eliminate 
the structural decision-making of teachers and administrators who simply, by omission or 
commission, choose to relegate classes with student with disabilities to prepping these students 
exclusively for the Competency Test rather than the Regents Exam. 
This study demonstrates that the average performance of All Students in New York State 
has slipped significantly since 2001. There are admittedly many possible variables to account 
for this trend. One possible solution is to break the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam 
into two separate exams after each year of the course. There is no singular academic reason to 
stand firm on the idea of a two-year course and exam; however, there may be some reasons to 
split the exam into two separate course offerings. First, the enormity of the material can 
become more focused and the resultant examination better equipped to investigate levels of 
standardized learning for just the tested year. Second, by cutting the course into two separate 
entities academic intervention services (AIS) have the opportunity to become better tailored to 
suit the student's needs. Third, by choosing to break the exam into two separate course exams, 
the opportunity exists to end the use of the scale scoring system. In the study, the belief that 
testing for levels of competency and the ranking of those competencies is not compatible is 
supported; therefore, breaking the exam into two separate exams allows for the State Education 
Department to reformulate the exams to remove the scale scoring mechanism. This, then, 
would end the problems of incompatibility of the level testing and ranking the scores. 
Through the inspection and analysis of the scoring grid of the Global History/Geography 
Regents Exam, this study confirms the incompatibility of attempting to test for standardized 
competency and ranking within the levels of competency. The New York State Education 
Department should bring back criterion-referenced testing that is better suited to ranking levels 
of competency, and at the same time it can pinpoint values to types of questions (think essay) in 
order to attain competency level. This type of testing is more traditional and better aligns itself 
with the type of testing likely to be encountered by college-bound students that New York State 
purportedly states it is developing its learning standards around. 
Practice Recommendations 
Though Academic Intervention Service is a required element of the Part 100 regulations 
of the State Education Department, it is, from a practical standpoint, implemented inconsistently 
throughout the state. It is not a credit-bearing element of the school curriculum and is defined 
in a variety of ways in teacher contracts as both a duty and assignment. This impacts on 
whether or not the teacher assigned to deliver AIS services is actually certified in the course in 
question. This, then, becomes a significant budget issue, especially if a school district attempts 
to strictly adhere to the spirit of the regulation, which is to provide specific, researched-based 
and appropriate remediation to students who are in danger of failing required assessments. 
Does a school hire subject-certified teachers to provide the remediation for each of the deficient 
subject areas or hire one generalist that serves many content areas that shehe may not be 
certified or competent in? The obvious benefit of hiring just one teacher is the budget impact of 
one salary and one recruitrnenthnterview process versus many. All schools should track their 
students' success rate to assess the relative impact of the AIS intervention; otherwise, good 
reflective teaching practices cannot be sustained and targeted improvements for students 
provided. In keeping the same line of thought, developing a modified type of Individual 
Education Plan to give direction and curricula support for the Academic Intervention Services 
provides the opportunity and structure to determine a consistent and potentially powerful tool 
crafted specifically to measure the effectiveness of the interventions. 
There is also no requirement of a test after the first year of the two-year course to act as a 
pretest for any areas of potential shortfalls on the part of the students' learning or perhaps the 
curriculum itself; this would/could be a major indicator of areas of concern and deficiency as 
well as strengths. Or, to take it one step further, break the two-year Global HistoryIGeography 
Course into two separate courses, with a Regents exam given at the end of each year rather than 
the current system of the two year course. The idea of breaking the two-year course into two 
separate years would also give a greater degree of flexibility to school districts to determine 
sequence order of social studies course offerings to best match their teachers' and students' 
curricular needs and strengths. The two-year Global HistoryIGeography Course block really 
prevents most districts from altering the traditional sequence of the two-year Global 
History/Geography Course offered in ninth and tenth grades followed by the United States 
History Course in eleventh grade and followed by the twelfth grade Participation in 
GovernmentEconomics Course. 
This study demonstrates clearly that the achievement gap between General Education 
Students and Students with Disabilities is a reality that shows no sign of improvement. The 
study also demonstrates another type achievement gap that exists for All Students and Students 
with Disabilities in particular for students in different socioeconomic/geographic areas: New 
York City, Urban (not NYC), Suburban, and Rural. Educational practice is the key to 
addressing these known issues and improving current conditions as they now exist. 
Individual Education Programs for Students with Disabilities need to be constructed to 
achieve higher levels of accomplishments, not merely to support the current achievement of the 
student(s). The program has to extend the student's performance and set up structural supports 
that reach the student at the level they are currently at and raise them up. In order to accomplish 
this, relief must be sought for the student's schedule; most students who are classified are better 
served if they can plan to complete a high school curriculum in five or six years. If the student 
has room in their schedule to have resource room support that emphasizes preteaching of the 
course work, work out the academic skill deficiencies instead of constantly playing catch-up to 
the rest of the class, the students will be in a better position to understand and perform with the 
general education students. 
Local comparisons of achievement with other districts are the current practice and focus 
of many districts. Schools need to develop "necessary arrogance" as to what they can achieve if 
they wish to move forward. The idea of "settling" is a dangerous one at best, and a crutch at its 
worst. The whole idea about local control of education is that it is recognized that communities 
seek something in their educational system that is unique to them and their identity. If school 
districts merely wanted to be only as good, or the same as, those around them, then comparing 
achievement locally is the way to go. However, if the whole point of testing and ranking is to 
have any sort of merit or validation, then what is needed is to look beyond the "pond" and focus 
on the ocean to figure out how school districts can best utilize the incredible resources they have 
to achieve those ends. Use the technology that breaks barriers to physical limitations and 
bridges world cooperation and connection. 
Coaches in the United States learned a powerful lesson early on in the twentieth century, 
the use of publically celebrating achievement. The introduction of the awarding of the "varsity 
letter" (and the subsequent use of school sweaters and jackets to wear those letters) was genius. 
The idea is simple: set a standard of performance (making the varsity squad) and reward that 
standard publically. The exact same thing can be done academically; there is absolutely no 
reason why schools cannot reward students the same way for academic success; for instance, 
letters awarded for National Honor Society, letters for subject area honor societies, letters for 
achieving preset levels of performance on SAT or ACT exams. Imagine how powerful a 
symbol it would be for a student to be wearing a school jacket that has an athletic, music, and 
other academic excellence letters displayed side by side. Why not raise an academic banner in 
the gymnasiums for the scholar athletes? Schools and school leaders need to embrace and 
institutionalize excellence across the school universe. 
Structurally arrange higher expectations, create classroom environments that applaud 
higher research and collaboration. Create "university centers" for Advanced Placement and 
online college courses. Have teachers and students side-by-side taking college courses. Take 
advantage of the digital environment, play to students' knowledge strengths, speak and teach in 
terms of productivity. Promote the use of study groups from kindergarten through twelfth grade 
and give the students the structural environment to accomplish and facilitate that learning 
structure from grades K- 1 2. 
This study demonstrates a need to learn a great deal more about how best to teach 
students with disabilities; the practice of selecting a methodology without any demonstrative 
research must end. Schools need to specifically measure which approach works best for the 
combination of students and teacher strengths within the district. Schools know which approach 
they have been using and they have the test results from the students. Match those results to the 
achievement and work out which approach, based on the local research, will statistically work 
best in the actual environment that the students and teachers must exist in. 
The practice of only relying on the end-of-the-year assessment is not educationally 
sound, nor is it fair to both the teacher and the student. The Regents Exam, like any other 
standardized assessment, is a minimal, not maximal, judgment on a performance. Schools need 
to develop other assessments that both demonstrate various sets of academic skills, but also are 
aligned to assist the students and teachers as to the best course of action in the high stake test 
preparation. Schools structurally can enhance teacher effectiveness by providing such tools as 
active boards that give student feedback instantly (without individual student identification) as 
to whether or not a subject, idea, or concept, is understood, and if it is not the teacher knows 
instantly what to reproach and re-teach. 
The newest buzzword in education speak is the idea of "best practices"; basically this is 
a euphemism to say what you are doing is great and relieve yourself of the burden of actually 
researching and assessing the effectiveness of the "practice". Best practices certainly have 
merit as a starting point of discussion and exploration for schools that are looking for 
alternatives, but the choice and implementation of the practice is best sewed when an 
administrator or teacher actually compiles data and tests whether or not any practice is really a 
match for their particular situation. What apparently works for a suburban population school 
may not be applicable for a nual setting, for example. In this study, the researcher 
demonstrated that successlfailure rates of students who are all deemed to have "middle level 
needs" varies a great deal if you change the setting. 
In the end, it becomes an exercise in choices that teachers and administrators must make 
if improvement in student achievement is actually their goal. What is astonishing, and this 
study confirms it, is that the State Education Department collects a great deal of data each year, 
and yet it appears as though no one really seems to be concerned enough to point out that a great 
deal of our students are not incrementally improving, as is required by the New York State 
Education Department. Also, what is the plan to put forward for the "fix" when in 2012-2013 a 
great deal of our students will not meet the mandated cutoff score? Will it just be deemed the 
unfortunate "achievement gap" that has had marginal improvement and therefore declared a 
success? Or will it be a triumphant victory lap for those who say all should go back to the "old 
way" of a two-tiered approach that never had any analysis of its effectiveness? 
Future Investigations 
The findings and conclusions of this study will allow future researchers to qualitatively 
investigate the following hypothesis: 
HI: Why is there an incompatibility of progressive social studies curriculum and 
standardization, high stakes testing and accountability? 
H2: How do teachers that have students with disabilities teach these students differently than 
general education students, knowing that the students with disabilities have the testing "safety 
net" that general education students are not afforded? 
H3: How does the structural incentive of promoting the teaching to performance "level 
three" affect the choices made by teachers and administrators? 
H4: How does the choice to concentrate on limited resources by teachers and administrators 
affect their ability to promote student achievement on the "level four" scale on the Regents 
Exam? 
H5: How has the New York State Education Department's efforts at reducing accountability 
standards to a single level of Regents Examination failed its students? 
H6: How do variables other than relative scale of students' needs affect student achievement 
performance on the Regents Exam in comparing different social economidgeographic 
locations? 
H7: How does the relative importance that education plays in the community lives of those 
living in New York City, urban, suburban, and rural areas determine the success of student's 
achievement on Regents Exams? 
H8: How is the difficulty of recruiting "highly qualified" teachers determining the relative 
success of students on the Regents Exams? 
H9: How is the class size of the Regents-level classes affecting the performance, on average, 
of students on the Regents Exam? 
H10: How has the integration of technology into the classroom had an effect of student 
achievement on the Regents Exam? 
HI1 : How has the co-teaching model of teaching students with disabilities alongside general 
education students affected their results, on average, on the Regents Exam? 
H12: How has the resource room model of teaching student with disabilities alongside general 
education students effect their results, on average, on the Regents Exam? 
H13: How has the decision of the New York State Education Department to use a built-in 
conditional standard error on its scale scoring of the Global HistoryIGeography Regents Exam 
made the ranking of standardized performance incompatible with testing for standardized 
competency levels? 
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Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of rmdents 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
Comprehensive EngUsh 2006-07 58 64% 33% 0% 56 - - - 2 - - - 
2005-06 120 38% 32% 0% 100 42% 36% 0% 20 15% 10% 0% 
2004-05 116 55% 42% 2% 100 59% 45% 2% 16 31% 25% 0% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 72 75% 61% 6% 69 - - - - - - 3 
2005-06 115 67% 42% 3% 95 68% 46% 3% 20 60% 20% 0% 
2004-05 62 90% 13% 13% 56 93% 77% 14% 6 61% 33% 0% 
M~hematics B 2006-07 10 10% 0% 0% 10 10% 0% 0% 0 
2005-06 0 0 0 
2004-05 1 - - - 0 1 - - - 
Global History 2006-07 34 62% 44% 3% 33 - - - 1 - - - 
and Geography 2005-06 44 55% 41% 0% 39 59% 44% 0% 5 20% 20% 0% 
2004-05 63 68% 57% 6% 54 74% 63% 7% 9 33% 22% 0% 
US. History 2006--07 34 91% 65% 6% 34 91% 65% 6% 0 
and Government 2005-06 29 16% 72% 10% 26 - - - - - 3 - 
2004-05 36 97% 81% 14% 34 - - - 2 - - - 
Living Environment 2006-07 33 64% 18% 0% 33 64% 18% 0% 0 
2004-05 20 65% 40% 0% 17 - - - - - 3 - 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 24 50% 21% G% 23 - - - 1 - - - 
~ v t h  Science - 2005-06 o o o 
2004-05 7 86% 71% 0% 6 - - - - - - 1 
Physical Setting/Chemlstry 2006-07 0 0 0 
2004-05 2 - - - - - - 2 0 
Physical S&ing/Phyrlcs 2006-07 0 0 0 
NOTE 
The - symbol indkater that data for a gmupofsludentr have been suppressed. If a gmup hasfewerthan We students, 
dda for that gmupand the next mauesl gmupls) a n  ruppnncd to protect the pdvscyol lndivldualsludents. 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Tolal Percentage of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 492 78% 64% 16% 470 79% 66% 16% 22 59% 32% 0% 
2004-05 232 60% 41% 6% 188 69% 47% 7% 44 20% 16% 0% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 305 78% 56% 4% 286 79% 56% 4% 19 63% 47% 0% 
2005-06 351 76% 46% 2% 322 78% 49% 2% 29 55% 10% 0% 
2004-05 372 51% 26% 1% 311 59% 31% 1% 61 13% 5% 2% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 60 43% 32% 3% 60 43% 32% 3% 0 
2005-06 0 0 0 
2004-05 2 - - - - - - 2 0 
Global History 2006-07 390 49% 28% 3% 370 51% 29% 3% 20 15% 5% 0% 
and Geography 2005-06 405 47% 25% 3% 334 52% 29% 4% 71 21% 6% 0% 
2004-05 348 37% 24% 2% 284 44% 29% 3% 64 6% 3% 0% 
US. History 2006-07 348 75% 50% 8% 332 75% 51% 8% 16 69% 31% 6% 
and Government 2005-06 254 69% 46% 15% 215 76% 51% 17% 39 28% 21% 3% 
2004-05 243 49% 34% 7% 199 57% 41% 9% 44 14% 2% 0% 
Living Environment 2006-07 299 75% 44% 4% 288 76% 45% 5% 11 45% 18% 0% 
2004-05 252 69% 46% 3% 228 73% 50% 3% 24 29% 8% 0% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 148 68% 41% 3% 138 71% 43% 4% 10 30% 10% 0% 
Earth Science 2005-06 135 83% 66% 9% 133 - - - 2 - - - 
2004-05 47 66% 45% 4% 41 73% 51% 5% 6 17% 0% 0% 
Physical Setting/Chemistry 2006-07 48 65% 25% 0% 48 65% 25% 0% 0 
2005-06 42 64% 33% 0% 42 64% 33% 0% 0 
2004-05 70 43% 13% 0% 68 - - - 2 - - - 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 0 0 0 
NOTE 
The -symbol indicates that data for a gmvp of Rudentr have been suppressed. If a group has fewer than five students. 
data forthat gmvp and the nenrmallertgroupfsj arervppresred to protectthe privaqof individualRudentr. 
July 15, 2008 Page 1 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 100 95% 79% 6% 99 - - - 1 - - - 
2005-06 0 0 0 
2004-05 0 0 0 
Mathematics A 2006-07 119 75% 53% 2% 113 76% 55% 2% 6 50% 17% 0% 
2005-06 69 74% 65% 3% 64 75% 67% 3% 5 60% 40% 0% 
2004-05 5 100% 100% 0% 5 100% 100% 0% 0 
Mathematics B 2006-07 10 90% 80% 0% 10 90% 80% 0% 0 
2005-06 0 0 0 
2004-05 0 0 0 
Global History 2006-07 107 75% 50% 3% 101 75% 52% 3% 6 67% 17% 0% 
and Geography 2005-06 73 84% 78% 21% 69 - - - 4 - - - 
2004-05 0 0 0 
US. History 2006-07 83 100% 99% 30% 82 - - - 1 - - - 
and Government 2005-06 0 0 0 
2004-05 0 0 0 
Living Environment 2006-07 134 96% 81% 1% 129 96% 81% 2% 5 80% 80% 0% 
2005-06 69 '83% 67% 3% 65 - - - 4 - - - 
2004-05 0 0 0 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 24 83% 79% 8% 24 83% 79% 8% 0 
Earth Science 2005-06 0 0 0 
Physical SettingKhemistry 2006-07 0 
2005-06 0 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 0 
2005-06 0 
2OOA-06 0 
NOTE 
The-symbol indicates that data for agmupof nudents have been suppressed. If sgroup has fewerthanfwenudentr. 
data for that group and the nexi rmallengroupirl are suppressed to protect the privacy of Individual students. 
July 15,2008 Page 1 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with Disabllities 
Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 78 69% 45% 1% 77 - - - - - - 1 
2005-06 132 64% 44% 5% 122 65% 47% 6% 10 50% 10% 0% 
2004-05 93 82% 58% 5% 86 84% 60% 6% 7 57% 29% 0% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 112 66% 37% 2% 111 - - - - - - 1 
2005-06 109 72% 37% 0 100 76% 39% 0% 9 33% 11% 0% 
2004-05 123 80% 49% 2% 115 83% 51% 3% 8 38% 13% 0% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 0 0 0 
2005-06 11 18% 9% 0% 11 18% 9% 0% 0 
2004-05 11 18% 9% 0% 11 18% 9% 0% 0 
Global History 2006-07 129 33% 15% 2% 128 - - - - - - 1 
and Geography 2005-06 106 35% 18% 4% 98 36% 18% 4% 8 25% 13% 0% 
US. History 2006-07 73 70% 48% 10% 70 - - - - - - 3 
and Government 2005-06 97 74% 57% 14% 91 76% 58% 15% 6 50% 33% 0% 
2004-05 71 58% 37% 7% 65 62% 38% 8% 6 17% 17% 0% 
Living Environment 2006-07 130 53% 21% 0% 129 - - - - - - 1 
2005-06 132 30% 15% 0% 114 33% 18% 0% 18 11% 0% 0% 
2004-05 102 57% 26% 1% 97 59% 28% 1% 5 20% 0% 0% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 82 26% 17% 0% 81 - - - - - - 1 
Earth Science 2005-06 85 19% 14% 2% 77 21% 16% 3% 8 0% 0% 0% 
2004-05 5 60% 20% 0% 5 60% 20% 0% 0 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 0 0 0 
NOTE 
Th-symbol indicates thadataforagmup of students have been mpprerred.lf agmup has fewerthanfive students, 
data forthat group and the nen smallest groupkl are suppressed to protect the privacy of individual students. 
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Regents Exams 
ALL Students General-Education Students Students with DisabitFties 
Total Percentme of students Total Percentase of students Total Percentase of students 
- - - 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 65 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 164 66% 46% 3% 157 67% 46% 3% 7 43% 43% 0% 
2005-06 104 43% 30% 2% 84 52% 37% 2% 20 5% 0% 0% 
2004-05 121 69% 49% 6% 106 77% 55% 7% 15 7% 7% 0% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 188 79% 52% 3% 173 80% 53% 2% 15 73% 47% 13% 
2005-06 191 65% 38% 2% 172 67% 40% 2% 19 42% 16% 0% 
2004-05 178 66% 37% 0% 149 72% 40% 0% 29 34% 17% 0% 
Mathematics 2006-07 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - 0 
2005-06 11 0% 0% 0% 10 - - - - - - 1 
2004-05 15 0% 0% 0% 14 - - - - - - 1 
Global History 2006-07 148 43% 21% 1% 136 43% 21% 1% 12 42% 17% 0% 
and Geography 2005-06 153 31% 21% 3% 133 35% 23% 3% 20 5% 5% 0% 
2004-05 149 55% 31% 1% 119 64% 34% 2% 30 20% 17% 0% 
US. History 2006-07 119 65% 57% 3% 115 - - - 4 - - - 
and Government 2005-06 82 54% 33% 4% 65 63% 40% 5% 17 18% 6% 0% 
2004-05 123 58% 50% 7% 113 61% 52% 7% 10 2 0 % -  20% 0% 
Living Environment 2006-07 159 56% 33% 1% 148 59% 35% 1% 11 18% 0% 0% 
2005-06 269 53% 29% 0% 226 56% 31% 0% 43 35% 14% 0% 
2004-05 140 49% 26% 3% 119 56% 30% 3% 2 1  5% 0% 0% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 181 36% 18% 0% 168 35% 18% 0% 13 46% 15% 0% 
Earth Science 2005-06 3 - - - 3 - - - 0 
2004-05 86 9% 3% 0% 63 13% 5% 0% 23 0% 0% 0% 
Physical Satting/Chemistry 2006-07 3 - - - 3 - - - 0 - - - 
2005-06 70 9% 4% 0% 67 - - - 3 - - - 
2004-05 29 0% 0% 0% 29 0% 0% 0% 0 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 0 0 0 
2004-05 0 0 0 
NOTE 
The- symbdindicater that data fora gmup of nudemr have been suppreued.lf a gmvp hartewer than Rve students. 
data forth* group and the nen smallest gmuplrl arewpprerred to protectthe privacy of lndlvidual nvdentr 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring a t  or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 189 100% 99% 62% 185 - - - - - - 4 
2004-05 162 99% 97% 48% 160 - - - - - - 2 
Mathematics A 2006-07 187 99% 94% 27% 182 99% 95% 27% 5 100% 60% 20% 
2005-06 182 98% 94% 32% 176 98% 94% 32% 6 100% 100% 50% 
2004-05 133 99% 99% 60% 131 - - - - - - 2 
Mathematics B 2006-07 66 95% 89% 50% 64 - - - - - - 2 
2005-06 83 95% 89% 47% 83 95% 89% 47% 0 
2004-05 72 90% 85% 24% 71 - - - - - - 1 
Global History 2006-07 217 94% 91% 48% 210 95% 91% 49% 7 71% 71% 29% 
and Geography zoos-06 189 98% 96% 54% 185 - - - 4 - - - 
2004-05 169 100% 99% 59% 167 - - - - - - 2 
US. History 2006-07 188 98% 94% 56% 184 - - - - - - 4 
and Government 2005-06 161 99% 98% 74% 160 - - - 1 - - - 
2004-05 162 100% 99% 74% 160 - - - - - - 2 
iiving Environment 2006-07 197 96% 83% 22% 191 96% 84% 23% 6 100% 50% 17% 
2005-06 215 96% 88% 24% 208 96% 88% 24% 7 100% 71% 14% 
2004-05 199 97% 89% 26% 197 - - - - - - 2 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 103 94% 86% 13% 96 96% 89% 14% 7 71% 57% 0% 
Earth Science 2005-06 67 99% 87% 25% 66 - - - 1 - - - 
2004-05 148 93% 74% 7% 145 - - - - - - 3 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 32 72% 50% 6% 32 72% 50% 6% 0 
NOTE 
Th-symbolindicater that dataforagmup of students have beensupprerred.lf agroup has fewer than fivestudents 
data for that group and the nextrmallestgrouplrl aresuppressed to pratecttheprivacyof indivldualrtudents. 
Paae 1 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Mucation Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 206 78% 64% 6% 174 84% 69% 6% 32 44% 34% 3% 
2005-06 157 80% 65% 6% 120 84% 71% 8% 37 68% 46% 0% 
2004-05 171 71% 38% 2% 136 71% 39% 2% 35 69% 34% 3% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 169 69% 44% 1% 126 78% 53% 2% 43 42% 16% 0% 
2005-06 296 65% 28% 1% 229 73% 33% 2% 67 36% 9% 0% 
2004-05 248 67% 34% 3% 192 76% 39% 4% 56 36% 18% 0% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 18 17% 6% 0% 17 - - - - - - 1 
2005-05 30 23% 17% 3% 27 - - - - - - 3 
2004-05 2 - - - - - - 2 0 
Global History 2006-07 282 64% 41% 4% 221 66% 45% 4% 6 1  57% 26% 3% 
and Geography 2005-06 256 29% 12% 2% 192 35% 15% 2% 64 8% 2% 0% 
2004-05 209 55% 32% 3% 167 57% 34% 3% 42 45% 1 %  2% 
US. History 2006-07 175 83% 57% 7% 154 86% 60% 8% 2 1  62% 29% 0% 
and Government 2005-06 138 61% 39% 7% 118 65% 42% 7% 20 35% 25% 5% 
2004-05 146 65% 38% 6% 118 68% 39% 5% 28 54% 32% 11% 
Living Environment 2006-07 190 81% 52% 1% 150 83% 53% 1% 40 75% 48% 3% 
2005-06 130 57% 22% 1% 104 63% 26% 1% 26 31% 8% 0% 
2004-05 189 51% 23% 0% 156 55% 26% 0% 33 30% 12% 0% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 137 58% 31% 1% 119 61% 34% 1% 18 39% 17% 0% 
Earth Science 2005-06 148 67% 3190 2% 125 72% 34% 2% 23 39% 13% 0% 
2004-05 171 61% 16% 0% 139 65% 17% 0% 32 44% 9% 0% 
PhysicalSetting/Chemistry 2006-07 16 69% 13% 0% 16 69% 13% 0% 0 
2005-q6 37 62% 19% 0% 35 - - - - - - 2 
2004-05 40 50% 13% 0% 33 48% 15% 0% 7 57% 0% 0% 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 0 0 0 
2005-06 4 - - - 4 - - - 0 
NOTE 
The-symbol indicatesthat datafor agmup of students havebeen suppresred.lf agrouphasfewerthanfiueRudents. 
data for that group and the next smallest gmuplrl are suppressed to protect the privacy of individual students 
July 15.2008 Page 1 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Educ 
Total Percentage of students Total Percenta 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring i 
55 65  85 55 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 278 74% 48% 9% 238 79% 
2004-05 401 81% 64% 15% 322 88% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 317 72% 42% 3% 252 78% 
2004-05 431 75% 48% 4% 351 83% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 60 35% 32% 13% 60 35% 
2004-05 58 43% 28% 0% 54 - 
Global Histow 2006-07 337 38% 18% 2% 262 39% 
and Geography 2005-06 333 53% 30% 6% 259 56% 
2004-05 342 56% 27% 3% 284 60% 
U S  History 2006-07 254 63% 38% 9% 214 68% 
and Government 2005-06 257 74% 49% 15% 204 76% 
2004-05 250 63% 44% 8% 209 68% 
Living Environment 2006-07 308 55% 35% 3% 249 57% 
2005-06 292 82% 60% 4% 218 84% 
2004-05 290 77% 53% 8% 244 77% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 175 51% 34% 7% 158 52% 
Earth Science 2005-06 150 57% 37% 7% 121 55% 
2004-05 125 78% 56% 15% 117 79% 
Physical Setting/Chemistry 2006-07 76 68% 34% 5% 75 - 
2005-06 79 71% 46% 6% 71 70% 
2004-05 63 68% 33% 2% 60 - 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 24 83% 71% 29% 24 83% 
2005-06 6 100% 50% 0% 6 100% 
NOTE 
The-symbolindicates that datafor agroup of students have been rupprersed.If a gmup has fewcrthan fivestudeots, 
data for that group and the next rmailest grouplrl are suppressed to protect the privscyd individual students. 
tion Students Students with Disabiliies 
e of students Total Percentage of nudents 
or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
July 15. 2008 Page 1 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 74 73% 42% 4% 66 76% 47% 5% 8 50% 0% 0% 
2005-06 101 56% 34% 1% 89 60% 38% 1% 12 33% 0% 0% 
2004-05 91 70% 43% 7% 80 76% 48% 8% 11 27% 9% 0% 
Mathematics A 200607 67 88% 61% 0% 63 - - - - - - 4 
2005-06 110 91% 56% 2% 99 9296 59% 2% 11 82% 36% 0% 
2004-05 61 93% 69% 3% 55 95% 73% 4% 6 83% 33% 0% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 11 73% 27% 0% 11 73% 27% 0% 0 
Gbbal History 2006-07 120 46% 22% 3% 97 49% 23% 2% 23 30% 17% 9% 
and Geography 2005-06 115 57% 27% 1% 99 61% 30% 1% 16 31% 6% 0% 
and Government 2005-06 88 72% 48% 8% 79 72% 51% 8% 9 67% 22% 11% 
2004-05 72 65% 36% 8% 67 67% 39% 9% 5 40% 0% 0% 
Living Environment 2006-07 87 66% 34% 0% 75 67% 37% 0% 12 58% 17% 0% 
2004-05 96 70% 35% 0% 85 72% 36% 0% 11 55% 27% 0% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 25 72% 44% 4% 18 78% 39% 0% 7 57% 57% 14% 
-. 
Earth Science 2005-06 42 50% 29% 0% 37 57% 32% 0% 5 0% 0% 0% 
7nnr-nE. 42 57% ?R% 6% A 4  - - - A - - - 
PhysicalSetting/Chemistry 2006-07 63 37% 5% 0% 59 - - - 4 - - - 
2005-06 1 - - - 1 - - - 0 
2004-05 16 81% 50% 0% 16 81% 50% 0% 0 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 5 40% 40% 0% 5 40% 40% 0% 0 
2005-06 0 0 0 
2004-05 14 79% 64% 0% 14 79% 64% 0% 0 
NOTE 
me - symbol indicatesthat data tor a gmup of studem ha* been suppressed. If a gmup has ewer than five rtudentr. 
data for that group and the next smallest gmupW a n  suppressed to protect the prkacy of lndlvldual students 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with Disabititles 
Total Percentme of students Total Percentaae of students Total Percentaoe of students 
- - - 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive EngUsh 2006--07 41  83% 71% 10% 30 93% 77% 13% 11 55% 55% 0% 
2005-06 174 87% 79% 28% 157 94% 87% 31% 17 24% 12% 0% 
2004-05 168 88% 80% 18% 160 89% 81% 19% 8 63% 63% 0% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 101 94% 88% 35% 91 97% 92% 35% 10 70% 50% 30% 
2005-06 246 91% 83% 18% 215 96% 88% 20% 3 1  55% 45% 3% 
2004-05 191 89% 82% 23% 180 91% 83% 23% 11 55% 55% 18% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 3 - - - 3 - - - 0 - - - 
2005-06 103 57% 44% 10% 99 - - - 4 - - - 
2004-05 7 1  55% 37% 8% 70 - - - 1 - - - 
Global History 2006-07 5 100% 100% 0% 4 - - - 1 - - - 
and ~ e o g r a ~ h ~  2005-06 228 76% 68% 24% 200 80% 71% 26% 28 54% 46% 11% 
2004-05 200 79% 70% 16% 1 8 1  82% 73% 17% 19 42% 37% 0% 
US. History 2006-07 22 100% 77% 0% 14 100% 86% W6 8 100% 63% 0% 
and Government 2005-06 153 90% 83% 26% 140 91% 85% 26% 13 77% 62% 23% 
2004-05 170 84% 78% 29% 155 89% 84% 30% 15 27% 13% 13% 
Living Environment 2006-07 4 - - - 3 - - - 1 - - - 
2005-06 298 89% 75% 10% 265 91% 77% 11% 33 79% 64% 3% 
2004-05 259 78% 67% 10% 250 78% 67% 10% 9 78% 67% 11% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 0 0 0 
Earth Science 2005-06 7 1  86% 62% 3% 69 - - - - - 2 - 
2004-05 67 76% 63% 7% 67 76% 63% 7% 0 
Physical S.ttlng/Chemistry 2006-07 0 0 0 
2005-06 88 91% 78% 15% 84 - - - - 4 - - 
2004-05 80 91% 73% 5% 78 - - - - - 2 - 
Physical Setting/Physics 2-07 1 - - - 1 - - - 0 - - - 
NOTR 
The-symbol Indicates thm data for a group of studems have been suppressed. If a group has fewer than five students, 
data for that group and the nen rmaUert gmuplrl are wpprewd to protect the privacy of lndlvldual students. 
July 15,2008 
Regents Exams 
AU Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentageof students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensiva EngUsh 2006-07 436 84% 76% 17% 383 91% 83% 19% 53 34% 30% 2% 
2005-06 381 92% 83% 21% 339 97% 88% 23% 42 50% 38% 0% 
2004-05 377 93% 87% 27% 327 97% 92% 31% 50 66% 56% 4% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 454 83% 63% 12% 400 88% 69% 13% 54 44% 22% 0% 
2005-06 696 93% 77% 10% 643 93% 78% 11% 53 83% 62% 4% 
2004-05 395 88% 75% 8% 345 93% 82% 9% 50 54% 30% 0% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 121 41% 25% 2% 120 - - - 1 - - - 
2005-06 119 39% 25% 1% 119 39% 25% 1% 0 
2004-05 119 32% 19% 2% 117 - - - 2 - - - 
Global History 2006-07 523 69% 49% 8% 472 73% 52% 9% 51 39% 18% 0% 
and Geography 2005-06 506 71% 51% 9% 439 76% 56% 10% 67 39% 19% 1% 
2004-05 428 79% 61% 16% 385 82% 65% 17% 43 53% 23% 0% 
US. History 2006-07 361 85% 70% 18% 320 88% 75% 20% 41 56% 32% 5% 
and Government 2005-06 371 91% 77% 27% 330 95% 81% 30% 4 1  61% 41% 2% 
2004-05 334 90% 81% 27% 305 92% 82% 29% 29 72% 69% 0% 
Living Environment 2006-07 473 82% 59% 7% 431 86% 63% 7% 42 38% 14% 0% 
2005-06 438 81% 68% 5% 396 84% 71% 6% 42 52% 36% 0% 
2004-05 407 86% 77% 13% 379 89% 80% 14% 28 50% 39% 0% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 216 63% 38% 5% 215 - - - 1 - - - 
Earth Science 2005-06 193 69% 52% 4% 184 70% 52% 4% 9 56% 44% 0% 
2004-05 157 73% 52% 3 %  149 74% 54% 3% 8 50% 25% 0% 
PhysicalS~ing/Chemistry 2006-07 106 71% 28% 0% 104 - - - 2 - - - 
2005-06 117 85% 46% 5% 116 - - - 1 - - - 
2004-05 139 71% 3790 0% 137 - - - 2 - - - 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 8 63% 38% 0% 8 63% 38% 0% 0 
2005-06 5 60% 60% 20% 5 60% 60% 20% 0 
..- ~- 
me- symbol indicates that data fora group of students have been suppressed. H a group has fewer than Rve students. 
data for that group and the nen smallest grauplsl am ruppmssed to pmtect the Prlvacyot Individual students 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with DIsabNities 
Total Percentaoe of students Total Percentaae of students Total Percentaoe of students 
- - - 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 438 93% 87% 28% 390 96% 92% 32% 48 65% 48% 2% 
2005-06 387 91% 83% 24% 350 94% 87% 27% 37 62% 43% 3% 
2004-05 338 89% 77% 22% 312 93% 82% 23% 26 50% 15% 4% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 414 93% 81% 25% 370 96% 86% 27% 44 64% 41% 5% 
2005-06 325 96% 85% 10% 308 96% 85% 10% 17 94% 94% 6% 
2004-05 406 96% 87% 25% 387 97% 88% 26% 19 84% 63% 11% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 110 73% 66% 26% 110 73% 66% 26% 0 
2005-06 116 85% 71% 25% 115 - - - 1 - - - 
2004-05 95 80% 65% 20% 93 - - - 2 - - - 
Global History 2006-07 574 80% 61% 18% 472 89% 71% 22% 102 37% 15% 1% 
and Geography 2005-06 485 79% 64% 21% 445 82% 67% 23% 40 50% 28% 3% 
2004-05 472 84% 70% 15% 410 91% 77% 17% 62 42% 23% 3% 
US. History 2006-07 429 86% 70% 26% 390 88% 75% 28% 39 64% 26% 3% 
and Government 200546 444 86% 74% 35% 400 90% 79% 38% 44 48% 34% 7% 
2004-05 358 82% 65% 25% 335 84% 67% 25% 23 48% 39% 17% 
Living Environment 2006-07 404 92% 82% 14% 351 95% 89% 16% 53 72% 38% 2% 
2005-06 340 94% 79% 8% 294 96% 83% 9% 46 85% 57% 2% 
2004-05 465 94% 76% 13% 419 95% 79% 15% 46 83% 54% 0% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 327 8096 62% 16% 293 85% 67% 18% 34 41% 21% 0% 
EVth Sdence 2005-06 290 89% 76% 22% 272 90% 77% 23% 18 72% 56% 6% 
2004-05 332 90% 69% 12% 316 91% 69% 13% 16 81% 63% 6% 
Physical Setting/Chemistry 2006-07 154 94% 60% 6% 152 - - - 2 - - - 
2005-06 135 97% 81% 16% 134 - - - 1 - - - 
2004-05 142 94% 72% 16% 139 - - - 3 - - - 
PhysicalSetting/Physics 2006-07 48 67% 65% 15% 48 67% 65% 15% 0 
. - 
NOT= 
The-symbol indicatesthat data b r a  gmupaf students have been suppressed. If a gmup has fewerthan Rve audents 
data forth* group and the nmsmauert gmupbl a n  suppressed to pmtectthe prhcyol  individual students 
July 15.2008 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentaue of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students 
- 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 161 91% 84% 29% 136 94% 90% 34% 25 72% 56% 4% 
2005-06 186 86% 79% 23% 167 90% 84% 25% 19 53% 37% 5% 
2004-05 170 89% 76% 24% 145 95% 84% 26% 25 56% 28% 8% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 229 97% 90% 31% 195 98% 95% 35% 34 88% 56% 3% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 93 88% 72% 27% 90 - - - - 3 - - 
2005-06 123 68% 55% 12% 123 68% 55% 12% 0 
2004-05 106 54% 33% 9% 101 53% 33% 10% 5 60% 40% 0% 
Global History 2006-07 185 91% 82% 38% 161 90% 85% 42% 24 96% 63% 8% 
and Geography 2005-06 181 94% 88% 42% 165 95% 88% 44% 16 94% 88% 25% 
2004-05 170 93% 82% 32% 154 94% 84% 34% 16 88% 63% 19% 
US. History 2006-07 153 95% 92% 60% 133 98% 95% 65% 20 75% 70% 30% 
and Government 2005-06 170 96% 92% 49% 152 97% 93% 51% 18 94% 83% 28% 
2004-05 156 94% 89% 53% 134 97% 94% 57% 22 73% 59% 27% 
Living Environment 2006-07 148 99% 99% 39% 127 100% 99% 43% 21 95% 95% 14% 
2004-05 159 100% 99% 46% 140 100% 100% 50% 19 100% 95% 16% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 132 89% 77% 23% 113 89% 80% 26% 19 89% 63% 5% 
- 
Earth Science 2005-06 139 96% 91% 34% 138 - - - 1 - - - 
2004-05 156 94% 84% 34% 137 94% 84% 36% 19 89% 84% 16% 
PhysicalSetting/Chemistry 2006-07 89 96% 83% 25% 82 99% 87% 27% 7 57% 43% 0% 
2005-06 81 88% 72% 26% 80 - - - 1 - - - 
2004-05 118 91% 75% 18% 104 92% 79% 19% 14 79% 43% 7% 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 27 89% 78% 37% 26 - - - 1 - - - 
2005-06 40 90% 80% 20% 36 - - - - - - 4 
NOTE 
The-symbol indicates that dataforagmupof students have been ruppressed.If agmup hasfewerthan fivestudent& 
data for that group and the next smallest grouplr) are suppressed to protect the privacy of individualstudentr. 
July 15.2008 Page 1 
Regents Exams 
AU Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of rtudentr 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 190 96% 91% 31% 163 98% 94% 34% 27 85% 74% 7% 
2005-06 197 95% 92% 35% 169 96% 95% 40% 28 89% 79% 7% 
2004-05 194 98% 90% 36% 170 99% 92% 41% 24 96% 79% 4% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 152 99% 97% 38% 132 99% 98% 41% 20 1M)% 95% 15% 
2005-06 181 99% 96% 35% 151 99% 97% 40% 30 97% 93% 10% 
2004-05 160 99% 99% 38% 141 99% 99% 37% 19 100% 100% 42% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 81 99% 94% 25% 79 - - - 2 - - - 
2005-06 85 100% 95% 34% 84 - - - - 1 - - 
2004-05 84 99% 90% 29% 82 - - - 2 - - - 
Global History 2006-07 222 73% 59% 19% 175 78% 68% 24% 47 53% 28% 2% 
and Geography 2005-06 216 79% 65% 26% 175 84% 71% 30% 4 1  56% 39% 10% 
2004-05 207 86% 74% 33% 180 88% 79% 36% 27 74% 44% 11% 
US. History 2006-07 185 89% 80% 42% 159 92% 86% 47% 26 73% 46% 12% 
and Government 2005-06 173 97% 92% 57% 145 97% 94% 64% 28 93% 86% 21% 
2004-05 168 93% 88% 53% 146 96% 90% 5890 22 77% 73% 18% 
Living Environment 2006-07 142 99% 94% 29% 119 99% 96% 32% 23 96% 87% 13% 
2005-06 179 98% 93% 27% 152 99% 95% 31% 27 96% 85% 4% 
2004-05 143 99% 96% 38% 128 99% 97% 41% 15 100% 87% 7% 
Physical Setting/ 200607 156 82% 69% 22% 133 85% 74% 26% 23 65% 39% 0% 
Earth Science 2005-06 180 84% 64% 18% 134 89% 72% 23% 46 72% 43% 4% 
The-symbol lnalcalerthat data for a groupof avdcnts have ocen rdpprcrua It a group has terrerthan Nve addmtr. 
data tor thM qro~pandlne nedrmaucn gmuplrl an rupprpruoto pmtectthc prlvacyot lnalvia~alrt~aentr 
July 15.2WB 
Regents Exams 
All Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentaae of students Total Percentaqe of students Total Percentage of students 
- - - 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 159 94% 84% 11% 144 97% 88% 13% 15 67% 40% 0% 
2005-06 161 94% 86% 19% 145 94% 86% 21% 16 94% 88% 6% 
2004-05 184 97% 80% 23% 168 96% 83% 25% 16 100% 50% 6% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 169 98% 88% 13% 149 100% 93% 14% 20 85% 55% 5% 
2004-05 153 88% 69% 7% 136 90% 75% 8% 17 71% 18% 0% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 100 58% 40% 11% 98 - - - - - - 2 
2004-05 121 46% 24% 2% 120 - - - - - 1 - 
Global History 2006-07 194 69% 51% 18% 168 74% 57% 20% 26 35% 12% 0% 
and Geography 2005-06 ,197 76% 65% 17% 179 77% 66% 18% 18 61% 50% 6% 
2004-05 189 87% 69% 20% 169 88% 72% 21% 20 75% 45% 5O% 
US. History 2006-07 152 94% 82% 32% 139 94% 83% 33% 13 92% 62% 15% 
and Government 2005-06 158 86% 73% 33% 144 89% 76% 35% 14 57% 43% 14% 
2004-05 183 91% 83% 41% 167 92% 86% 43% 16 81% 56% 25% 
Living Environment 2006-07 142 88% 73% 10% 123 90% 77% 11% 19 74% 42% 0% 
2004-05 156 93% 83% 18% 138 95% 86% 20% 18 78% 61% 0% 
Phvsical Setting/ 2006-07 206 75% 62% 20% 180 78% 66% 23% 26 50% 35% 0% 
- 
Earth Science 200706 184 91% 82% 25% 161 92% 84% 28% 23 83% 65% 4% 
2004-05 174 93% 74% 15% 168 93% 74% 15% 6 100% 83% 00% 
Physical Setting/Chemistry 2006-07 95 91% 73% 6% 94 - - - 1 - - - 
2005-06 76 89% 71% 8% 74 - - - - 2 - 
2004-05 87 83% 66% 9% 85 - - - - - - 2 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 23 96% 87% 26% 23 96% 87% 26% 0 
2005-06 33 100% 97% 30% 32 - - - 1 - - - 
2OOA-O< 37 92% 81% 24% 36 - - - - - - 1 
NOTE 
me -symbol indicates thatdata for a group of students have been suppressed. If a group has fewer than five students. 
data forthatgroup and the neki smallestgrouplri are suppressed to protect the privacy of individual students. 
July 15, 2008 Page 1 
Regents Exams 
ALI Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentaqe of students Total Percentaqe of students Total Percentaqe of students 
- . .
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 78 96% 85% 35% 73 96% 86% 36% 5 100% 60% 20% 
2005-06 83 99% 93% 24% 77 99% 94% 26% 6 100% 83% 0% 
2004-05 96 98% 83% 34% 87 98% 87% 38% 9 100% 44% 0% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 74 99% 99% 46% 71 - - - - - - 3 
2005-06 93 99% 96% 55% 84 100% 98% 61% 9 89% 78% 0% 
2004-05 83 100% 98% 73% 74 100% 97% 80% 9 100% 100% 22% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 51 100% 96% 63% 51 100% 96% 63% 0 
2005-06 64 72% 59% 6% 63 - - - 1 - - - 
2004-05 55 76% 62% 9% 54 - - - 1 - - - 
Global History 2006-07 108 85% 76% 29% 100 89% 81% 31% 8 38% 13% 0% 
and Geography 2005-06 84 89% 73% 29% 76 92% 76% 32% 8 63% 38% 0% 
2004-05 106 88% 74% 23% 94 88% 79% 26% 12 83% 33% 0% 
US. History 2006-07 76 96% 84% 39% 72 - - - - - - 4 
and Government 2005-06 90 93% 87% 57% 83 93% 87% 58% 7 100% 86% 43% 
2004-05 95 92% 85% 40% 89 93% 88% 43% 6 67% 50% 0% 
Living Environment 2006-07 108 93% 78% 25% 98 96% 83% 28% 10 60% 30% 0% 
2004-05 119 98% 96% 39% 110 98% 96% 42% 9 100% 89% 11% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 80 89% 75% 11% 73 89% 77% 12% 7 86% 57% 0% 
Earth Science 2005-06 80 93% 89% 29% 77 - - - 3 - - - 
2004-05 63 95% 79% 25% 56 98% 82% 29% 7 71?6 57% 0% 
Physical Setting/Chemistry 2006-07 40 88% 70% 5% 37 - - - 3 - - - 
2005-06 43 100% 81% 9% 41 - - - - - - 2 
2004-05 49 96% 65% 14% 49 96% 65% 14% 0 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 13 92% 85% 23% 12 - - - - - - 1 
2005-06 10 100% 90% 40% 10 100% 90% 40% 0 
2004-05 14 93% 93% 21% 12 - - - - - - 2 
NOTE 
The -symbol indicates that data for a group of students have been suppressed. If a gmup has fewer than five students. 
data forthat gmup and the ned rmdlertgrouplsl are suppressed to protect me privacy of individual students. 
July 15, 2008 Page 1 
Regents Exams 
ALL Students General-Education Students Students with Disabilities 
Total Percentage of students Total Percentageof students Total Percentage of students 
.
Tested scoring at  or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 44 89% 73% 14% 44 89% 73% 14% 0 
2005-06 44 73% 59% 7% 37 86% 70% 8% 7 0% 0% 0% 
2004-05 44 91% 84% 20% 41 - - - - - - 3 
Mathematics A 2006-07 41 95% 90% 37% 41 95% 90% 37% 0 
2005-06 47 91% 81% 38% 40 95% 88% 45% 7 71% 43% 0% 
2004-05 41 98% 93% 24% 37 - - - - - 4 - 
Mathematics B 2006-07 10 100% 100% 70% 10 100% 100% 70% 0 
2004-05 8 75% 50% 13% 8 75% 50% 13% 0 
Global History 2006-07 51 82% 59% 16% 51 82% 59% 16% 0 
and Geography 2005-06 54 91% 74% 28% 45 96% 80% 29% 9 67% 44% 22% 
and Government 2005-06 38 97% 84% 45% 34 - - - 4 - - - 
2004-05 43 95% 86% 47% 38 97% 89% 53% 5 80% 60% 0% 
Living Environment 2006-07 37 97% 92% 32% 37 97% 92% 32% 0 
2005-06 46 93% 74% 20% 40 93% 78% 20% 6 100% 50% 17% 
2004-05 41 95% 78% 17% 38 - - - - - - 3 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 46 89% 72% 20% 46 89% 72% 20% 0 
Earth Science 2005-06 38 89% 74% 24% 36 - - - 2 - - - 
2004-05 42 88% 81% 24% 39 - - - 3 - - - 
PhyslcalSetting/Chemistry 2006-07 17 100% 94% 6% 17 100% 94% 6% 0 
2005-06 17 82% 47% 0% 17 82% 47% 0% 0 
. - 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 12 100% 92% 33% 12 100% 92% 33% 0 
2005-06 5 80% 40% 0% 5 80% 40% 0% 0 
2004-05 7 86% 86% 43% 7 86% 86% 43% 0 
NOTE 
me -symbol indicates that data for a gmup of students have been suppresred. If a gmup has fewer than five students. 
data for that group and the next smallest grouplJ aresuppressed to protect the privacy of individual students. 
July 15. 2008 Page 1 
Regents Exams 
ALL Students General-Education Students Students with Dlsabilitles 
Total Percentage of students Total Percentage of students Total Percentase of rmdents 
- 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 81  89% 84% 30% 67 100% 99% 36% 14 36% 14% 0% 
2005-06 61  87% 69% 25% 50 98% 82% 30% 11 36% 9% 0% 
2004-05 70 93% 84% 33% 60 98% 92% 38% 10 60% 40% 0% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 65 98% 95% 29% 57 98% 98% 33% 8 100% 75% G% 
2005-06 74 96% 95% 47% 64 97% 97% 53% 10 90% 80% 10% 
2004-05 64 100% 94% 38% 56 100% 98% 39% 8 100% 63% 25% 
Mathematiu B 2006-07 29 97% 93% 28% 29 97% 93% 28% 0 
2005-06 30 97% 97% 30% 30 97% 97% 30% 0 
2004-05 42 86% 74% 12% 42 86% 74% 12% 0 
Global History 2006-07 79 80% 61% 13% 59 93% 73% 17% 20 40% 25% 0% 
and Geography 2005-06 80 78% 68% 23% 71 85% 76% 25% 9 22% 0% 0% 
2004-05 64 89% 70% 25% 5 1  96% 84% 31% 13 62% 15% 0% 
US. History 2006-07 78 85% 77% 36% 67 94% 88% 42% 11 27% 9% 0% 
and Government 2005-06 65 89% 77% 35% 54 96% 87% 43% 11 55% 27% 0% 
2004-05 64 92% 84% 44% 54 94% 89% 50% 10 80% 60% 10% 
Living Environment 2006-07 52 100% 96% 35% 45 100% 96% 40% 7 100% 100% 0% 
2005-06 74 97% 96% 49% 69 99% 97% 52% 5 80% 80% 0% 
2004-05 57 95% 93% 35% 51 98% 96% 37% 6 67% 67% 17% 
Physical Setting/ 2006-07 69 90% 72% 30% 56 93% 84% 38% 13 77% 23% 0% 
Earth Science 2005-06 58 98% 84% 22% 48 100% 90% 27% 10 90% 60% 0% 
2004-05 73 92% 77% 27% 65 92% 82% 31% 8 88% 38% 0% 
PhysicaLS&ing/Chemi~ry 2006-07 34 100% 47% 6% 34 100% 47% 6% 0 
2005-06 27 89% 63% 22% 27 89% 63% 22% 0 
2004-05 25 84% 48% 0% 24 - - - 1 - - - 
PhysicalSettlng/Physiu 2006-07 10 70% 70% 20% 10 70% 70% 20% 0 
2005-06 11 73% 45% 18% 11 73% 45% 18% 0 
2004-05 3 - - - 3 - - - 0 
NOTE 
The-symbol indicates that data for a group ofaudents have been suppressed. Ifa group has fewer thanfive studamr, 
data for that group and the nexl smallest gmuphj aresupprewd to pmtect the prlncyof individual students. 
July 15. M08 
Regents Exams 
AM Students General-Education Students Students with Dlssbiltties 
Total Percentaae of students Total Percentaqe of students Total Percentage of students - - - 
Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: Tested scoring at or above: 
55 65 85 55 65 85 55 65 85 
Comprehensive English 2006-07 131 89% 79% 30% 112 96% B8% 35% 19 53% 32% 0% 
2004-05 118 96% 86% 32% 107 97% 87% 36% 11 82% 82% 0% 
Mathematics A 2006-07 115 100% 98% 42% 98 100% 99% 48% 17 100% 94% 6% 
2004-05 100 100% 100%' 51% 90 100% 100% 53% 10 100% 100% 30% 
Mathematics B 2006-07 67 82% 69% 25% 66 - - - - - - I 
2004-05 30 90% 77% 20% 30 90% 77% 20% 0 
Global History 2006-07 127 83% 65% 24% 105 90% 72% 29% 22 45% 32% 5% 
and ~ e o g r a p h ~  2005-06 126 96% 86% 44% 106 97% 89% 49% 20 90% 70% 15% 
2004-05 111 96% 91% 33% 101 96% 92% 37% 10 100% 80% 0% 
US. History 2006-07 113 90% 81% 40% 98 95% 87% 43% 15 60% 40% 20% 
and Government 2005-06 110 100% 97% 43% 103 100% 97% 44% 7 100% 100% 29% 
2004-05 111 94% 86% 51% 101 94% 85% 55% 10 90% 90% 10% 
Living Environment 2006-07 112 84% 73% 11% 97 88% 78% 12% 15 60% 40% 0% 
2005-06 96 92% 86% 29% 78 92% 88% 33% 18 89% 78% 11% 
2004-05 125 86% 74% 14% 93 92% 83% 17% 32 69% 47% 6% 
physical Setting/ 2006-07 92 100% 98% 61% 83 100% 98% 64% 9 100% 100% 33% 
Earth Science 2005-06 133 88% 77% 37% 112 91% 83% 44% 21 71% 48% 0% 
2004-05 102 99% 98% 67% 95 99% 98% 67% 7 100% 100% 57% 
Physical Setting/Chemistry 2006-07 63 98% 81% 16% 61 - - - 2 - - - 
2005-06 60 100% 97% 28% 59 - - - - - - 1 
2004-05 42 98% 83% 14% 42 98% 83% 14% 0 
Physical Setting/Physics 2006-07 38 97% 82% 24% 36 - - - - - - 2 
2005-06 37 100% 97% 70% 37 100% 97% 70% 0 
NOTE 
The- ryrnbot indicates that data b r a  gmup of students have been wpprerred. If a group has fewer than five studem. 
data forthat gmup and the nextmaUertgroupW are wpprasssd to pmtect the prlncyoftndtviduatrtudents. 
July 15,XKKI 
Regents Examination in Global History and Geography - June 2001 
Chart for Detwmlnlng the Final Examination score (Use for June 2001 examlnatlon only.) 
To determine the student's final score, locate the student's total essay score across the top of the chart and the total Part I and Part III A score down h e  side 
of the chart. The point whae those two scorcs intersect is the student's final cxumination score. For example, a student receiving a total essay score of 6 and 
a total Put I and Part IU A score of 45 would receive a fmal examination score of 79. 
Total 
Regents Examination in Global History and Geography - June 2002 
Chart for Determining the Final Examination score (Use for June 2002 examination only.) 
across the top of the chart and the total Part I and Part III A score down the side 
examination score. For example, a student receiving a total essay score of  6 and 
e of 78. 
Regents Examination in Global History and Geography - June 2003 
Chart for Determining the Final Examination score (Use for June 2003 examination only.) 
To determine the student's final score, locate the student's total essay score across the top of the chart and the total Part I and Part El A score down the side 
of the chart. The point where those two scores intersect is the student's final examination score. For example, a student receiving a total essay score of 6 and 
a total Part I and Part 111 A score of 49 would receive a final examination score of 80. 
Total 
Total Part I and Part lllA Score 
Total Part I and Part lllA Score 
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Stole Educnhon Deparlrnsnl Regents Examination in Global History and Geosraphv - June 2006 
- .  
Chart f& Converting Total Test Raw Scores to iinal Examination Scores (Scaled Scores) 
To determine the student's final score, locate the student's total essay score across the top of the chart and the total Part I and Part lllA score down the 
side of the chart. The point where the two scores intersect is the student's final examination score. For example, a student receiving a total essay score 
of 6 and a total Part I and Part MA score of 50 would receive a final examination score of 81. 
Total Essay Score Total Essay Score 
Total Part I and Part lllA Score 
Total Part I and Part lllA Score 
